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Hospital halts bed closure plan 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital has 
reversed a decision made earlier this year 
to cut the number of beds on its main 
medical services floor. 
The planned putting into storage of 
seven of the hospital's 39 beds on its 
main medical services floor was an- 
nounced as one way to cope with a con- 
tinual budget deficit. 
• "We want to get away from the idea of 
scaring people, to give them the idea 
there won't be a bed. There will be," 
said the hospital's chief operating of- 
ricer, Michael Leisinger, last week. 
Mills also wanted to have no more than 
25 patients on the floor in the 32-bed 
section at any one time. 
"We're still working toward that goal 
of having 25 patients on average, but we the plan. 
won't be closing any beds," said But still murky are details about how 
Leisinger. 
Not affected by any of the hospital's 
closure plans are the 10 beds in the 
psychiatric unit or the three-bed in- 
tensive care unit. 
"We're a 52-bed hospital now and 
we're going to stay a 52-bed hospital," 
said Leisinger. 
The decision to reverse the bed closure 
plan was made last week by the h'ospi- 
tal's new governing body, the Terrace $150,000 only three months into its new 
and Area Co~umunity Health Council. budget year. 
The council came under criticism for "When we run at 25 patients or less 
Mills is to balance its budget his year 
given a $330,000 deficit last year and a 
budget increase of only $75,500 this 
year. 
In addition to bed closures, Mills said 
it faced restrictions on the number of 
people in its intensive care unit and pos- 
sible restrictions on the use of its sick 
baby nursery. 
Mills is running a deficit already of 
we do very nicely. We have adequate 
staff and things look wonderful," said 
Leisinger. 
But when Mills is full, costs rise, he 
continued. 
Mills, the health council, and the 
provincial health ministry are conthming 
a series of conversations and information 
exchanges regarding the deficit situation. 
Leisinger declined to give details on 
what might happen but there does appear 
to be a general agreement on what 
should happen ext. 
Reaching a resolution will grow into 
importance soon given the $150,000 
deficit already rung up by Mills this 
year, he said. 
"Once the plan is considered feasible, 
we will be going forward," said 
Leisinger. 
He added that the health ministry ap- 
pears to be listening more to the hospi- 
tal's problems than in past years. 
Eut Leisinger added the overriding 
message from the provincial government 
is that there is no more money. 
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[] Trying his luck 
OREGONIAN CURT ROPER and his wife, Twila, 
come north to Terrace pretty much every summer 
to fish and to relax. They're among what appears 
to be a fairly healthy crop of tourists this year. Curt 
Roper does note that planned fishing fee in- 
creases next year may keep him away from clas- 
sifted waters in favour of more tinae fishing from 
unclassified spots such as Ferry Island, 
Early tourist stats 
giving good news 
TOURISM NUMBERS are up dramatically 
at the infocentre so far this year. 
In June alone the Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce's infocentre re- 
corded 1,313 parties made up of 2300 
people compared to the 592 parties and 910 
people for June 1996. 
Chamber manager Bobble Phillips ack- 
nowledged that some of the reason might 
be due to the infocentre being located in the 
mall last June because of the 1996,highway 
/epaving project whl/~h ampered~i~iccess to 
its regular location on Keith. 
But May's numbers Of 604 parties and 
935 visitors doubled May 1996's total of 
299 partks and 428 visitors. 
"It's hard to explain the increase," noted 
Phillips in adding that numbers at the Hous- 
ton and Smithers infocentres are down. "It 
may be that we have new facilities, good 
signage and are open from 8 to 8." 
"These numbers are great," said Phillips 
in pointing out that the 1997 totals for the 
first six months of the year far outweigh the 
ones for the same period last year. 
And portions of the recreational fishing 
business appear to be doing well, despite 
fears that planned increases in licence fees 
would undercut that portion of the regional 
tourism industry. 
"Right now we're looking at as good or 
better season than last year," said Brian 
Patrick of Misty River Tackle, one of the 
key organizers of this spdng's protests over 
the planned hikes. 
Business has picked up in the last several 
weeks now that the Skeena River's waters 
have cleared up after spring run off. Most 
of the business is fxom B.C. residents while 
Patrick descried out-of-province traffic as 
"pretty dismal" early on. 
Patrick remains worried that next year 
will be a different story when those fees are 
increased by the provincial government. 
"We're getting people in who say this'ii be 
their last year here," he said. 
Tourist business is also up at the Coast 
Inn of the West, reports manager Doug 
Barrett. 
"I  was afraid of the fishingliCelt~i~iSSue, 
but we've had a fair amount of Americans 
this year although the number of Germans 
is down a bit," he said. Barrett estimated 
the increase in tourism at five to six per 
cent. 
There's a different story at other accom- 
modation places. Ed Giagera of the Copper 
River Motel is one of several owners aying 
business i  down. 
Gingers says his second quarter was 38 
per cent lower than last year. "We usually 
"hit 98 to 99 per cent occupancy in June but 
this year we hit just 60 per cent," he said. 
Most of that is due to cancellations from 
European customers but Gingers added that 
other business tied to the forest industry has 
also suffered. 
He's noticing a trend of Europeans to 
avoid B.C. with some saying this province 
has become an expensive place in which to 
have a vacation. 
Provincial park of~cials say camping 
numbers were down in June compared to 
last year. But Jamie Hahn from the area 
parks office said June's weather wasn't he 
most conducive to camping. 
Rallies on tonight 
TONIGHT'S THE night for two rallies 
regarding the proposed teaching in public 
schools of tolerance toward homosexuality. 
One's in favour; the other doesn't. 
The issue stems from a British Columbia 
Teachem Federation (BCTF) recommenda- 
tion this spring that it create a program to 
el im in ate homophobia. 
The largest of the two rallies takes place 
at 7 p.m. at the arena with guest speaker 
Karl Simpson from the Langley-based 
Citizen's Research Institute. 
Also at 7 p.m. is a rally in the Northwest 
Conununity Health Services Society's 
auditorium in favour of the planned 
tolerance teaching program. 
One person who has been invited to at- 
tend both rallies but who won't be at either 
is Skeena MLA Helmut Giesbrecht. 
He's committed to being in Victoria be- 
cause of the on-going legislative session 
which has now begun night sittings. Gies- 
brecht's on record as favouring the BCTF 
reconvmendation. 
Sawmill sale threatened 
By JEFF NAGEL 
UNIOI~I LEADERS are dismissing a
threat from Skeena Cellulose to sell its 
sawmills as a package and scrap its 
Prince Rupert pulp mill. 
"We're not wasting much time with 
those comments," said Pulp, Paper and 
Woodworkers of Canada (PPWC) local 
4 spokesman Kal Sandhu on Friday. 
"V~e're very much focussed on the mat- 
ter at hand." 
Skeena Cellulose owners the Royal 
Bank and the Toronto-Dominion Bank 
have told the PPWC they want o cut 250 
of the more than 750 jobs at the Prince 
Rupert mill as one step toward re-start- 
ing operatiom. 
The anion is working on its own plan 
through New York consultants but that 
won't be ready until the end of month, 
"In conversations with senior epresen- 
tatives of the banks, they understand our 
need to have professional dvice and that 
it will take some time," Sandhu said. 
He also noted the province is awaiting 
a consultant's report due around the 
same time to help guide the provincial 
response. 
Skeena Cellulose vice chairman Harry 
Papushka's letter sent to the PPWC last 
week urged the union to act quickly. 
A sell-off of the sawmills and wood- 
lands operations could begin after the 
end of the month and it would spell the 
end of the pulp mill. 
tt would he dismantled and its equip- 
ment sold off, company vice.president 
Rudy Schwartz confirmed. 
That prospect represents the biggest 
hammer the company can hold over the 
union. 
But such a move would also require the 
approval of the provincial government 
which, through forest licences assigned 
to Skeena Cellulose, can dictate where 
the wood goes. 
Provincial employment minister Dan 
Miller, who also represents he riding in 
which Pdnce Rupert is located, refused 
to speculate last week when asked how 
he would respond to a company attempt 
to sell its ,sawmills eparately from the 
pulp mill. 
"To get into that kind of endless pecu- 
lation is not going to be helpful," Miller 
told the Standard. "It takes your mind off 
dealing with the issue in front of you.,' 
" I  think there is a sense of urgency. I 
have a sense of urgency about his mat- 
ter. I am worded about he market side, 
particularly in pulp. And I think every- 
body involved in this has to have that 
same sense or urgency." 
The province must approve the transfer 
Continued Page A2 
Giant manhunt on for 
triple murder suspect 
TERRACE P, CMP officers are assisting count of attempted murder. 
their counterparts in Kitimat in the search 
for suspected killer Kevin Louis Vermette. 
Local officers on the RCMP's northwest 
Emergency Response Team, identification 
officers, plainclothes officers and a dog- 
master are involved. 
Three young Kitimat men were killed and 
another seriously injured in a hail of shot- 
gun fire Saturday night at Hirseh Creek 
Campground, just north of the city. 
Dead are Michael Mauro, David Nunes 
and Mark Teves, all 20. Donnie Oliveira, 
20, was transported to Vancouver General 
Hospital with multiple wounds where he is 
in critical but stable condition. 
Vermette has been charged with three 
counts of second degree murder and one 
Police believe he is on foot - they have 
both of his vehicles - but have not recov- 
ered his shotgun so are considering him 
armed and dangerous. 
Vennette is 42, about 177cm (5'7 1/2") 
and 64kg (1401bs), has blue eyes and light 
brown hair. Anyone with information as to 
his whereabouts is asked to call RCMP. 
After the shootings, police found 
Vermette's truck - which matched the 
description of one a witness aw leave the 
campground - back at Vermette's residence 
at the Kitlmat Motel, on Dadook Crescent. 
Police surrounded the room and tried to 
establish contact hrough the night before 
raiding the room at 8 a.m. Sunday to find it 
unoccupied, 
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New restructure numbers 
look better-  
HOME OWNERS in Terrace will get a tax break if they vote 
to merge with Thomhili this fall, says a final report on options 
for the future of local government here. 
And residents in Thomhill have the prospect of stable taxes if 
they amalgamate with Terrace, the report says in indicating a 
merger of the two is the most viable option. 
But another possibility - establishing Thomhill as its own 
municipalitiy - would jack residential taxes there to nearly dou- 
for Terrace 
Terrace residents, meanwhile, will get a tax break of nearly 
$80 in the first year of amalgamation. And over eight years, 
their taxes are expected to stay less than they are today, reaching 
$1,714 in 2005 - down from this year's $1,749. 
Terrace businesses now paying $3,650 will see a hike of about 
$130 the first year and $600 over eight years. 
Th0mhill businesses will be hit the hardest. Their l~roperty 
taxes will see an increase of some 40 per cent (more than 
ble their present levels after eight years. $1,000 for a $100,000 business) in the first year to bringthem in 
The final report is to be discussed by a committee ofTen'ace line with the rest of Terrace. 
and Thornhill representatives tomorrow night. They'll decide if The study says the impact of these taxes could be altered 
there will be a referendum this fall on the future of local govern- somewhat by shifting the current ax burden. 
Some of the $1.5 million in restructure grants promised by the ment and what question or questions will be on the ballot. 
The new study is based on 1996 census data and 1997 assess- provincial government could be used to lessen the tax impact a 
ments and budgets. The results indicate Thornhill incorporation 
would be prohibitively expensive. 
There would be some short-term gains for residents and busi- 
nesses in the community, since incorporation would eliminate 
the rural property tax and take advantage of low interest rates. 
Road and policing costs would also not take effect in the first 
year. 
As a result, property taxes based on an average $138,278 
home in Thomhill would drop from $1,600 to $1,200 in the first 
year. Businesses assessed at $100,000 now paying $2,700 
would also see a break of close to $700 in the first year. 
However, that's where the good news ends. By year six the 
same home would be paying more than $2,600 in taxes and the 
business, more than $4,200. 
And b~ year eight, when policing assistance runs out, the fig- 
ures jump to nearly $3,000 and $5,000 respectively. 
The tax impact of a Terrace,rl'homhill merger would be much 
less severe. 
The average home in Thornhill would not see any savings the 
first year. In fact taxes would increase by some $53 to $1,667. 
However, over six years that figure only rises marginally, to 
$1,695. 
Braun's Island residents would take a big hit in the first year, 
as their taxes on an average home would jump by nearly $400. 
bit. 
City councillor Val George says he still thinks it's a "rotten 
deal", particularly for businesses that are already among the 
highest axed in B.C. 
George said the big beneficiaries of a Terraee/'l"homhill 
restructuring would be the provincial government, which will 
save a great deal of money over the long run. As a result, he 
said, they should have offered a more generous package. 
Councillor David Hull said he thinks it's as good a deal the 
area is going to get from a cash-starved provincial government. 
And he said he thinks voters on both sides of the river will 
vote yes to amalgamation - on the basis of the residential tax 
control the deal would give - so long as the issue doesn't get 
confused by rhetoric from local politicians, uch as the regional 
district's Thomhill director, Los Watmough. "It would slow the 
residential tax rate rise in Thomhill," Hull noted. 
But he said it will be more difficult to explain the benefits of 
the pack~igeif"the waters are muddied by dissidents." 
Watmough says so far he sees no new advantage for"/'homhill 
residents. 
"I'm not happy with the fact that Thornhill taxes would go up 
and Terrace taxes would go down," Watmough says. "A 
Thornhill person has to ask why. And I have to ask the same 
question." 
Mill crisis spawns info letter 
THE FIRST of what could be a continous series of newslet- 
ters for workers affected by the Skeena Cellulose shutdown is 
on the streets. 
It's being published by a regional committee set up by the 
" provincial government todeal with the crisis affecting thou- 
sands of workers. 
The first issue went out last week as Skeena Cellulose issued 
lay off notices to approximately 100 of the 170 IWAworkers at 
its Terrace mill. 
Approximately 70 IWA members will be working at the mill's 
planer operation until supplies run out the end of this month. 
A mass sign up of Skeena Cellulose workers Monday resulted 
in 60 claims being filed. 
FROM FRONT 
"What we need is a way to provide people with accurate 
information about a whole number of issues," says Michael 
Reisborough, the provincial government's key official involved 
with Skeena Cellulose shutdown impact in the northwest, of the 
newsletter. 
He and federal employment official Shirley Kimery are co- 
chairs of the committee. 
The first issue of the newsletter has basic information on 
employment insurance regulations, how to get in touch with 
federal employment offices in the region and contact numbers 
for various counselling services. 
It's being made available at municipal halls, unio~a offices, 
band offices, social services offices and the like. 
Skeena may sell sawmills 
of forest lieenees and can step in to take back licences hould a 
9aill close ~or more than 90 days. , 
Schwariz &ki~oWledged:that Papush~'s letter S6uiid~.lik_e a. - 
tltreat, but doesn't want it to seem like one. .......... , , . , . , ;  .~ 
| "We're just saying it the way it is. Every day these operations f 
are down, their value decreases," he said. 
Chopping pulp mill jobs is one of three measures regarded as 
crucial by the banks to straighten out Skeena Cellulose's 
finances. 
The provincial government has given good assurances the 
company's fibre costs will be reduced, and progress i  also 
being made in talks with the province to assemble a $278 mil- 
lion, three-year financing package to help rebuild the pulp mill 
and pay for other capital costs. 
The problem, Schwartz said, is that he PPWC is taking too 
long to decide whether it can agree to the banks' demands for 
changes to the collective agreement tocut the jobs. 
"We get he feeling they're not taking the situation seriously 
and that worries us," Schwartz said. "We're at an impasse and 
what we see as a lack of progress." 
Schwartz said the banks fear that by the time the union is 
ready to deal, there will be little left of the company's customer 
base to salvage. 
Time is of the essence, he said, adding the loss of its big pulp 
customers would threaten the company's chances of surviving 
an extended shutdown. 
"We've got maybe three weeks to a month before we have 
some major defections in our customer base," Schwartz said. 
The same goes for the company's key employees, he said. 
"People with strong options are considering their options," he 
said. 
The company, he said, depends not just on mills and trees, but 
customers and employees a  well. 
People who say the mills and trees aren't going anywhere are 
overlooking the other two elements, he said. 
Schwartz said the company has already heard from some 
potential buyers expressing interest in the sawmill operations. 
Schwartz says the company wants to sell the sawmills and 
woodlands operations as one entity, rather than breaking them 
up and selling them individually. 
Mills are specialized interms of the sizes of wood they deal 
with, so keeping the sawmills together means more efficient use 
of the range of logs that come out of the timber licences. 
Selling Skeena Cellulose as a sawmills-only operatio~n 
wo{l!dn't be a simple matter either. . . . .  : :: ~ '  : 
The Central problem is what o do with pulp•logs thai W0uld. be 
harvested along with sawlogs. : . ~,~ m' 
Chips from sawmills here might be sold elsewhere, Schwartz 
said, hinting that there are potential buyers elsewhere ira the 
province. 
He said the company might also request agovernment exemp- 
tion from requirements that all wood - even low.quality pulp 
wood- be utilized. 
Miller said he likes the idea of having employees buying into 
the operation and various creditors exchanging debt for equity 
in the company, 
Schwartz said that would be wonderful, but isn't hopeful the 
idea would pan out. 
And Sandhu confirms it's not the direction the union is plan- 
ning to head. 
"The union does not own pulp mills, we mn pulp mills," 
Sandhu said. 
Schwartz is also hoping the unions will take the same 
approach as the government and recognize that the high-pulp 
lower quality forests of the region justify a separate approach 
than operations in the rest of the province. 
Schwartz is worried provincial bargaining between the indus- 
try and pulp unions will bar a ,'unique solution" that could keep 
Skeena operating. 
City may welcome 
photo radar vans 
AFTER REJECTING photo radar several times a majority of 
Terrace city councillors are now poised to invite the service 
inside city limits, 
The turnaround happened at a committee meeting behind 
closed oors Monday night, when councillors voted 3-2 to rec- 
ommend council bring photo radar to Terrace. 
Councillors Ron Vanderlee, Tim Down and David Hull were 
in favour, while Val George and Rich McDaniel were opposed. 
Absent were councillor Linda Hawes, who has said she's in 
favour of trying photo radar here, and mayor Jack Talstra. 
The full council will vote on the recommendation when they 
meet on July 28, 
Photo radar vans are operating on the highways urrounding 
Terrace, but attorney-general Ujjal Dosanjh has said they would 
not go inside municipalities' borders without heir approval, 
Hull said he's not yet completely convinced inviting photo 
radar ilto town Is the right thing to do, but said he now believes 
the vans do slow drivers down, potentially saving lives. 
MeDaniel said he's opposed to bringing in photo radar, 
adding it's a waste ot taxpayers' money. 
l ,  l ,  ¢4 It was intended to be a cash cow, McDaniel said. Maybe it 
isn't turning outto be a cash cow, but it is a cash drain," 
"We have a drag problem here, and !f we're golng to spend 
the money that we are havtng a guy sit mavan taking pictures 
we could be using that money to apprehend people selling drugs 
in the City of Terrace," : ~ 
Daryl Anaka, Father John Smith and Maria Botelho 
A correction 
A CAPTION under a photo on Page A6 of the Jtaly 9 The 
Terrace Standard referred to three people as "speaking out 
against he planned teaching in public schools of tolerance 
toward homosexuals." This gave the impression the three 
Father John Smith, Maria Botelho and Daryl Anaka 
are against homosexuals. 
The word "homosexuality" should have been used in- 
stead of "homosexuals", In fact, the three say they and 
other Catholics accept homosexuals as individuals but ob- 
ject to homosexuality asa lifestyle, 
Additionally, the three object to the word "angry" in a 
headline for a story accompanying the photogTal~h. They 
say they are not angry but are worried and concerned. 
The Terrace Standard regrets the errors in the caption 
and headline. 
I 
Did you know, in the last 10 years, B.C.'s Children's H0spita[ 
Telethon has raised more than $32 million to fund essential%  IP. , : 
equipment, research and special programs? : 
--'- iF v ~lm~ :
• ~Co~n~r l  m 
Chi ld ren 's  Hosp i ta l  
I 
CONVERTING li'0 A RRIF OR ANNUITY?. l-- i 
M "Professional Investment Advice,] i', 
To arrange an appointment [ '; 
Scotiabank I: 
Now at B.C. Automotive. SLTX: Ever dreamed you could fly? Well, it's time 
to wake up and smell the horsepower of this 3-up performer,. Powerful 1050cc 
3-cylinder engine • 54,88 litre tank for longer rides .Sponsons and Full "V" 
hull design for unheralded stability • Splash deflectors • New hood design with 
built in mirrors, Multi-Function Display standard. I :=tg IL I : I IR i5  
Bel ieve  It. 
B.C. AUTOMOTIVE MID SUMMER SPECIAL 
OiL CHANGES SPECIAL 01MLY ON MOST CARS & LIGHT TRUCKS 
[ t '¢,~3, 
s249s 
FULL SERVICE CENTRE 
AUTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
4641 Keitll Avenue, Terrace, B.C, • 635-6334 
• * . . . . . .  ' ' ' ] l  " • 
Urgent Public 
Auction 
ALL IMPORTANT DUTIES AND TAXES 
PAID AT PORT OF ENTRY 
Persian and Asian Rugs, Rolex Watches and 
High Value Seized Jewellery 
ANTIQUE, SEMI ANTIQUE AND NEW 
RUSSIAN CARPETS AND RUGS. 
Location: TERRACE INN, 4551 GREIG AVE. 
Date: SATURDAY, JULY 19, 1997 
Time: 3:00 PM 
Each piece will be property labeled and certified genuine. All importation duties and taxes have 
been paid on subject merchandise. Ten percent buyers premium will be added Upon registration, 
Some reserve may apply. Sale subject, o additions and deletions, 
The Terrace .Standard, Wednesday,  July 16, 1997.  A3  
Food police 
happy with 
the market 
FOOD INSPECTORS are taking a close look at our farm- 
er's market. 
"It's one of the larger markets in the province, and 
growing very rapidly," said Pare Morgy~; a food inspector 
with the federal Canadian Food Inspection Agency. She 
was in Terrace late last month, looking at the market. 
Morgan works closely with her provincial counterparts at 
the Northwest Community Health Services Society (the 
former Skceua Health Unit). 
"This market is a bit unique in the province in that it has 
a high percentage of food items," said Ron Craig, manager " 
of health protection for the services ociety. He said more 
than half of the vendors ell food, making the market much 
like a restaurant. 
Craig's health inspectors visit the market o make sure 
food sold there has been prepared and transported safely. 
"Basically we're there to make sure hot foods are kept 
hot and cold foods are kept cold," he said. 
Morgan and the federal government look after foods 
prepared at home, like camdng. 
During her visit here Morgan took samples back to her 
Kelowna office to be tested in labs. 
"My biggest concer~ was preserved, low acid food%" 
she said. ']'hat would be canned vegetables, fish, meats and 
antipastos with meat in them. 
Jams and jellies aren't a big concern, she said, since 
there's little hazard involved in preparing them. 
Tests are still ongoing, but Morgan predicts there 
shouldn't be any problems with the products. 
"In general, the food processing techniques appeared to 
be in good order." 
But she joked that the market was quite small the day she 
showed up - -  rumours of her visit preceded her ~ so she 
can't give a carte blanche to all the vendors. 
Morgan will be receiving periodic samples from local in- 
specters for testing. She ~vants to educate new vendors and 
make sure they know how to keep food safe. 
That's what Craig is doing as well. "We've taken a very 
reasonable approach - -  we're just asking for the basics, 
like water and soap for vendors to wash their hands with," 
said Craig. "We're not asking for stainless teel walls." 
He's had to shut down a few vendors, such as someone 
who tried to sell home made spaghetti meat sauce and 
sushi. 
"Sushi is very risky. Even in a sophisticated establish- 
ment it has to be prepared with real care," he said. 
And vendors elling jams and jellies might have to make 
a few changes, such as using mason jars instead of baby 
food jobs. 
That's because baby food jars aren't designed to be re- 
sterilized, and are made of lower quality glass, said Craig. 
The increased attention has been well accepted by farm- 
er's market organizers. 
Most vendors have chosen to comply with the food 
regulatious, rather tlian stop coming to the market, said 
president Ian Gordon. 
He wants the market to maintain its good reputation and 
to avoid problems bringing on bad publicity. 
Gordon says the governments have been very fair with 
the market, adding he's heard of other markets having 
problems with inspectors. 
PUTTING EGGS ON ICE is one of the changes t~at food inspectors are asking 
of farmer's market vendors such as Judy Tessaro.  The market's become a major 
economic and social force on Saturday mornings, drawing large crowds and a 
wide variety of vendors offering a diverse selectin of products. 
News In Brief 
Casual jobs pushed 
TERRAC]~ IS up against Smithers and Prince Rupeat 
in the amtual casual job challenge put on by Hire a Stu- 
dent offices. 
The town which hires the most students per capita 
will win and student empioyment officer Natalie Dick- 
son hope~ Terrace is up to the challenge. Anything 
counts, whether you need a student to paint a fence, do 
some typing for a few hours, or even wash your smelly 
dog, 
The casual job contest runs until July 26, and so tar 
Dickson says people seem to be responding well. ']'he 
Terrace Eke a Student office held a suceess~l car 
wash two, weekends ago and raised $167 to put toward 
hiring sttadents. She and co-worker Joelle Walker have 
also been promoting the cause of student employment 
at ~arious places around town. 
This Saturday, Walker and Dickson will be at the 
farmer's ~arkct, giving out free coffee and cookies and 
encouraging people to hire students. 
There are plenty of students who could use the work 
this year. "Our file folder is getting very full," said 
Dicksou. She said they have at least !75 students oa 
file. Butj0bs are only trickling in ~ as of last week the 
office averaged about a job a day. 
And there are still students looking for full time jobs 
for the rer~ainder of the summer. Those jobs are get- 
ting scarce, and when they come in they're filled right' 
away, said Dickson. 
If  you can hire a student for a few hours or the rest of 
the sunmer, call 635-7134 local 303. 
Junk mail can be killed 
TERRACE residents now have a choice as to whether 
or not they want junk mail delivered to their homes. 
Ey posting a note in their mailbox, they can let ~e 
mail carrier know that they don't want to receive amy 
mere unaddressed bulk mail like flyers, free samples, 
coupons and catalogues. 
"]'his new Canada Post policy came into effect on J~ly 
2 but as of yet only a handful of residents have re- 
quested the no junk mail option. 
Canada Post handles about 30 per cent of the junk 
mail leaving the bulk of it to private companies. 
Man jailed six months 
A 76-YEAR-OLD Terrace man has been sentenced to 
six months in prison for indecently assaulting an l l -  
year-old foster daughter more than 25 years ago. 
Wiliiarn Comelis Homburg was found guilty on one 
count of indecent assault and was found not guilty on a 
second count involving a young boy. 
The girl, now a 37-year-old woman, testified Hom- 
burg tcttehed her side, chest and genital area i~ htci- 
dents that took place in her bedroom in Hombeqg's 
Thomas St. home when she was in his care, between : 
1969 and 1971. 
I-Iomb~rg was sentenced by Supreme Cou~ Just ice 
R.R. Holroes on June 25. . . . . . . .  , 
Jarnes W. Radelet '~]11 
FIAOELET & COMPANY 
Tax Law Trusts Corporate & Commerdel HI 
1330-1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 I l l  
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-~9-1386 II 
Dr. Tom Strong 1 
Registered esycho~lst _ 
Now Reg,_ hdy Practi~g h'.om Mils 
Memm'tal Hospital 
: Relationship & Family Therapy 
Full Range of Individual Psychatbernpy 
Training and Seminars J 
Brief results oriented I 
• Chronic pain & illness consultations 
I 
Ask about the couples consultations 
The costs for p.sychologicgl r,..,,.o ~ .  t. ~ , , ,~ ,~ ~ ~ n 
sesvkas,ere, on,e.n ~;overp oy ex,un e , n,,,b0.e, s 1 "800"456"7733 
II IL e tll "rer ar ce 'or Credit Cards 
YOUR Accepted 
ODD • , I I ~ ~ ' P a r k  Your donation ,s 
• HF.J~3" P ,~P,  F I~/  IVlO, j 
CANADAS tax deductible ~,~ s'r~ ' 638-1167 
FOUNDATION #1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
I McEwan---   Terrace 
McEwan GM is pleased to congratulate 
Donald Riddock of Terrace. 
Donald was the grand prize winner ale 
Chevy Electric Toy Truck In McEwan 
GM's 2~st Anniversary Draw. 
Dr. Paul Clark, 
Optometrist 
is pleased to announce 
Dr. Meg Sexsmith, 
Optometrist 
as associate 
in his family 
optometry practice 
beginning 
July 1, 1997 
!or appointment, call 
i 638-2020 
LAVA CONE HIKE 
Nisga'a Lava Memorial Park 
Schedule. 
All potential hikers must first register by phonlng the Visitar 
Cenler at 638-9589 to reserve a day nnd tlme. Only hikers with 
reservations w"l be accepted. 
Every Saturday and Sunday at 10:00 u.m. from July 12 to the end of October. 
Possibly Wednesday at 10:00 as well if enough people ore interested, 
Maximum people per hlke 14. 
Fees: 
Adults $10.00 
Students $8,00 ID required 
Children $5.00 under 7 
Children under 3 Free 
HTCmembers %00 
Payment: Cash only no chee~ues 
Dmatian 
1his hike is 3 kilometers long and tokes approximately 3 to 4 hours. 
What to bdng 
Bag lunch, water, appropriate clothing including bun repellent and good hiking 
footwear. : 
Who can go on the hike 
]his hike is rated as moderate with some hills. It is not recommended for 
people with heart conditions or respiratory difficulties. '
Exp~ri~e 
1he hike route beg as n an old cut block quickly moving into the old growth 
forest. After almost a kilameler pa~cipants move dose to Melita lake and the 
edge of the lava flow which has many unique forr~alioas. Past a number of 
foe bridges the Ira I moves onto lhe lava flow md continues up through a 
series o[ steps to the upper edge Gf the cinder cone. All along the way s~clal 
feature and vegetation treat the hiker to a world class experience. This hike 
is designed to h gh ight the Hess Volley particularly its history, culture and 
natural features. The guide will share experiences growing up In the valley 
and the significance of the legends concerning the volcanic eruption and the 
impact of the lava on the peoples of the area. 
MeetingPlace 
Meet at the dew Lava Park Visitor Center near Vetler Creek. To find Vetter 
Creek follow the signs approximately I00 kilometers north of Terrace on the 
Hms Highway. 
i t 
CALEDONIA DRY GRAD PARENT COMMI'I'rEE 97 
THANK YOU 
We are grateful to the communi ty for  its full 
event. 
We would like to thank the following clubs, businesses, and 
have messed anyone we do apologize. 
support in helping up put on this 
individuals. If we 
~er Resource Con~l~g Dave b~by Kifim¢ 0~ G~d Coms~loe 97. ~fleld & S~s 
Air (=1=1o C=oo Danny's 15~'s [mpo~um ~lm's O~p 
AI.C's Glass Don O~'s laz~ ~ Storop $idr~m 
Akan Aluminum 0o~ tiglw Lib ~ ~ L $,~ 
~ Se~'sSoorce ~ Sports Dr. Hon~Mmphy Urea [nteq~as Lid Sk~oa Cehdost 
All Star Shoes Dr. Peal G]rk Uadsay's Stmoge rJ, m J=: ~ Omen hp. 
An~ Enmp~ Lid Or. ffshe & ~.To~a [udcy Doll=lingo ~ ~enal~lkhm 
~ua (3e= Bottle. Dymic Hoaldu IAaur~ Wmoboy ~ Stink Homo 
~'s  Ett~ive ~ Mcllo ~ Proms 
Alzill's Coiffures I]egonce [oslkm kDomld's Sp01b~ Oeann 
B.C.G.E.U. ~obeth ffts~iom ,kledin ~nti~s 
BadcEddy Pub E~a.lceden IAichele's B~/C=o T-lmy & fiends 
Basin Store Emoc= IAisty P,ivat ~ Tmuo ~ Lean 
~arian I n'. ECslAen'sWa IAisty ~'ndod~o Shop T~ B~II Cleb 
B~ Fuels (~.od Fa~c Boeb~e Ha Tok~ T~ki~ Tma guldm 
Be~'sO~l ~ r.,al~ IAoo~dm~Cunt~ Auto Tin. r~ i  Sdos 
Bee's Ni ~km Conlrorlh~g ~. ~o°s 'Tmau ~o ge~orbmal 
Ny io~or Formll~ tim ~ Gn Tamco ~ IAal 
~ O~ F"~ Ikdmko Nortkoost ~ Term I~ 
~nis's Cut & ~ F"~ G~oko "rr~ Hisoo'o Tn'bal Cou~dl Tenm Intern 
Br~ I~rmxe fishT~ Norlh Coast fitne~., Tma, Pavinll 
B~ t:l'~ht ~ lestm~ i~S~o Thai'trot Mart 
~e~ Oevelopmm hnk G~ ~ ~ I~ Tma t~ 
Of Cona~a G.W Woy~ Imid No~q~ ( p, llorthern ~ik~ol Sul~ly T~o~Oulb 
CET.IC Gemmm Norlhem ~ hm~ Slamlard 
(.i.B.C. GI~ Sl'~per Kothem Savings Ooc~l Unio~ Trance Trmmis~ioe 
(ole~x~ Parent Coupe1 G~o hi R~st Northern WIgo Trance Tmvd 
C~nodaSof~ G~Wort~ tt~tl~t Cm=ay Coi~ TmysL~tSm~ 
Ca~=~lines ~o'sbstmm NmtMst ~ms~m 11a'~1 Commun~(kh 
Centedine (ydo Smico HmJm O~ fo the Io~i Puq~e of(anode 11~nhil Ikd~ 
Cecal ~ Homo flo~o'e Om~iloa '~rom D~ look 
Central Gi{ts Hu',L'y S~n~o St¢im P&l~&(~ps Tntm IIo'mqts 
C~y's B~=~s tty'V.m 5ys~ms ~om V~ Tcee Fu~ 
(~mbe o/~m~ce I.CLC fit Stop Tom Eess 
~Garded~ tKONO~Sd~ raze Hut ~Ektdr / r~ 
Gly of Terroro i~nd Ken~th Quoemmy I/k~ Sterile Ftmo,,dg~ AlpttxJm 
(oop ~n~ Q~Cm ~d~Tmt 
Coast Hotel Bee~ &W'm Store Idy Bkd Bu~ing Suites Raw Redr~ Udvond~om 
Columbia Auto Hoes J&F Distrain Rammed Yokla Putt 
~ic~co~ten Iobn~sWe~g Id~do's Hak D~l~ Y~by Oxy~ 
Cop~ .~ Motel Jud~ IloyoiBa~ Yk Fm~4 
Coppe~Fo~s Kind Ib~ml Cndlm b~i= tariff13 V '~ 
~o ~ Mote] tF.C.. ILuin's Boa~l Shop Y~ U~d~ 
Oohm (o~er Kolum t~bs S.U. ~ Salvo~ Vd=mr ~ d~ th& kok 
G,ti, Zone ~rmo~ Pak S~ottio's U.I~ Woiax 
Edge Kemx~ Po~k & k~d. Hon~ Sat~ Sl~odez d ~ y~&da Goft ~bs 
0o~ Queen KemdoT~e~Po~ ShanYm ILostaumal Wt~to 
iGnmen ~ of terse SIm~ Edge W'~d DuddAotd 
To the students that attended, you helped m=ke this After Grad a memorable one for all Involved. It was a 
blasl. Thank-You. 
Main Draw Prize Winners: 
Mini Stereo- Shako Davis Mini Stereo- Dinne Caetano 
$500 Gift Certificate Valhalla- MicheHe Swift $500 Gift Cerlifimfe McBike- Renaud Detm 
T.V. & V.CR, - Joe Scare 
Grand Draw for the night, tVountoin Bike & Helmet- Nikki Foster, 
Photographs of the After Grad can be viawd at Sighl & Sound (Skeena Mall) or Totem Press Quick Copy. You 
can purchase copies of these prints, 
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Tax sneaks 
IT'S AMAZING how a government which 
preaches the two-word philosophy of consult and 
process continually finds itself in trouble because 
it doesn't do either. That's clearly evident in how 
the environment ministry pushed through fishing 
fee hikes this year. 
There's no question the angling community had 
no problem with fee increases to better reflect 
what everybody considers a prime and valuable 
recreational resource. That was based on the 
position the government would devote the 
amount of those increases to enhanced conserva- 
tion measures. 
But as detailed in a story last week, the angling 
community wasn't told beforehand of the size of 
the hikes, when they would be raised or asked 
what it thought of the proposal. 
Environment ministry officials in daily Contact 
with the angling community told their bosses 
there would be trouble because of the failure to 
do the above. That advice also came from offi -' 
cials whose job is to polish the government's 
public relations apple for the best possible shine. 
If these people think a plan stinks, then you 
should know you have trouble. 
This became apparent when the first press 
releases in advance of this year's angling season 
came out. Fee increases weren't specifically 
mentioned yet there were general phrases that 
more money would be made available for con- 
servation and enforcement. 
But the glaring absence was this ~ not all of 
the extra money would go to conservation and 
enforcement. Some would go to general revenue 
to feed an increasingly desperate and financially- 
strapped provincial government. In the end this 
is ,what it was all about ~ another tax increase 
somebody hoped could be Snuck thiougti without 
anybody noticing. And it didn't work. 
Good news 
CAN THERE be any good news in the Skeena 
Cellulose ~isis? 
There is and it has everything to do with the in- 
l::rent value of Skeena Cellulose's assets, the 
work:force in the northwest and our trees. 
At the heart of the problem is a horribly ineffi- 
cient pulp mill on Watson Island near Prince 
Rupert. It makes money only when the price of 
pulp is high enough to cover huge operating 
costs. There's now a consensus that the mill is 
inefficient and needs massive improvements 
which, unfortunately, means fewer jobs. 
While the mill is a mess, it does have the roads, 
power, water, port and other facilities needed as 
the foundation for whatever may come next. 
The trees here remain and they carry a value 
that will attract investment o produce a product 
that can and will be sold. 
Also here is a skilled workforce which has deep 
community roots and a commitment o living 
and thriving in the northwest. 
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,WHAT THE.,, 
He's robing in a minefield 
VICTORIA ~ Auditor Gen- 
eral George Morfitt is walking 
through a political minefield 
these days. l ie's conducting an 
independent inquiry into last 
year's budget fiasco. 
Morfitt's path is fraught with 
obstacles you usually find only 
in a war zone, but if he suc- 
ceeds in rooting out the cul- 
prits that derailed the process 
which normally should lead to 
a responsible and fairly ac- 
curate fiscal forecast, then, in 
the parlance of his profession, 
he will have delivered value 
for the money. 
When Clark was one of the 
pitbulls in opposition, he very 
much wanted Morfitt to be- 
come auditor general, which he 
eventually did. That was in 
1988. In 1994, Morfitt was re- 
appointed for another six-year 
t e r m . . . ; ! ~  ,~, 
And just about now, Clark 
probably wishes Morfitt was 
fine-tuning his golf game in- 
stead of fishing in murky 
political waters. 
What'Morfitt intends to find 
out is how a budget that, be- 
fore the last election, according 
to the government, would 
deliver a surplus, ended up 
deeply in red ink. And the out- 
come could be very embarrass- 
ing for the government and a 
handful of top bureaucrats. 
retaliation from their political 
masters. In short, under oath, 
witnesses don't run for cover. 
There has been much 
speculation how a budget fore- 
cast can promise a surplus dur- 
ing an election campaign and 
turn out to be deep in deficit 
right after the election. 
HUBERT BEYER 
The way in which Morfitt 
proceeds signals a tough in- 
quiry. He is placing witnesses 
under oath, a procedure 
employed very effectively by 
former Conflict of Interest 
Commissioner Ted Hughes. 
Remember, Hughes got the 
ball tolling that eventually 
bowled over former premier 
Bill Vander Zalm. 
I f  Morfitt simply interviewed 
the key players in the budget 
fiasco, chances are they would 
colour their accounts to protect 
themselves. Under oath, they 
are compelled to tell the truth 
to the best of their recollec- 
tions. 
Placing senior finance minis- 
try officials under oath also 
protects them against possible 
The govermnent has stead- 
fastly maintained the dis- 
crepaney was due to economic 
fluctuations and a flawed fore- 
cast procedure. Critics say the 
government knew damned well 
before the election that the 
budget was headed for a 
deficit, but hid that fact from 
voters to win the election. 
I agree with the critics, Since 
the controversy first flared up, 
a lot of finance ministry docu- 
ments and memos have sur- 
revenue from natural ", 
resources, which can fluctuate - - ,  
wildly and without notice. But --: 
even that doesn't account for . 
the fiasco of last year's budget 
projections. 
Morfitt's inquiry may pro '  
duce two beneficial results: the • 
forecast procedure may be " i 
changed to reflect the vagaries ,:,i 
of economic forecasts, and , 
governments may in future be :, 
less inclined to hoodwink the • : 
public. 
At times like this, it becomes - .  : 
obvious why we have agen . . . .  : 
cies, independeut of govern, ",': i: 
mcnt, to keep the system on "' [] 
the straight and narrow. Can ' 
you imagine the results of an . . . . .  
internal finance ministry inves' .... 
tigation into this or any other j . .~  
matter, the results of which .21  
faced, many of which warned may or may not be released to -;~ 
the govenunent at the time that: the public? ~ '~i.? 
its budget forecast was too op- Morfitt has sli~wn in the pas t i ~. ! 
timistic, that he's no patsy. I f  he finds .": 
But the premier knew that 
the forecast of a budget deficit 
would severely hamper his 
chances of squeezing another 
mandate out of the voters. So 
he stuck with the optimistic 
forecast. 
Both critics and defenders of 
the govermneat agree that any 
budget forecast is somewhat 
flawed, particularly in a pro- 
vince that relies so heavily on 
dirt, he'll expose it, albeit in  :',:, 
somewhat more diplomatic . i . -  
language than your average ,,.~ 
newspaper columnist would ' , 
use. But that's alright.: I'll '; i 
translate Morfitt's findings into 
very plain English. . . . . .  
Beyer can be reached at Tel: ,, ' :  
(250) 920-9300; Fax: (250) , i i  
385-6783; E-Mail: .... : 
huberl@coolcom.cotn : ..... 
i 
Human contact the best yet 
"WE HAVE passed the point 
where communications tools 
are aiding efficiency," says 
Nancy Ozawa, director of the 
London Institute for the Fu- 
ture. 
A study by Gallup and 
Ozawa's institute found that 
the average middle- 
management executive sends 
or receives 178 messages and 
documents each day, secre- 
tarial staff face more than 190 
daffy correspondences, includ- 
ing mail, e-mail, foxes, phone 
calls, voice mail, sticky 
notes, pager messages, courier 
deliveries and internal mail. 
Now a daily tally of 178 
messages in an eight-hour shlR 
averages one interruption 
every three minutes. That's 
equivalent o the frenetic role 
of a mother with throe pre- 
schoolers with colds and crav- 
ing attention. 
Harried mothers resort to 
cold cereal breakfasts, oc- 
casional babysiners, and Satur- 
day morning garage-sali~g asa 
'HROUG'HB i  FO 'CALS  
CLAUDETrE SANDECKI 
brief escape. Similarly, office 
workers stay beyond reach by 
switching pagers off or letting 
mobile phone batteries run 
down. I 've suspected slacking 
off for a long time. 
Most electronic gadgets were 
invented to improve our ef- 
ficiency and relieve us of 
stress. Washing machines and 
dryers do; communications 
devices don't. 
A major drawback of voice 
mail and answering machines 
is caller impatience and un- 
certainty. Why is the person 
taking so long to call back? 
Did he ever receive the mes- 
sage? Consequently many cal- 
lers leave messages in several 
different modes, mnitiplyh~g 
message traffic. 
Saturday I received one 
phone call fi'om a woman who 
exhaled audibly when I ans- 
wered. "You're the third per- 
son I 've called and the only 
one that didn't use an answer- 
ing machine." 
I know just how grateful that 
caller fell Often I 've lmnched 
my way through a maze-  
"Push three for English", 
"Push four to have this mes- 
sage repeated." In the end I 'm 
embarrassingly beholden to be 
spoken to by a living, brea- 
thing individual. 
Though I have no data to 
back me up, it's my feeling 
voice mail is more widely used 
in Canada than in the U.S. 
Rarely must I follow the orders 
of a mechanical voice when I 
~t  
art :  
phone south of the border. 
Beyond the 'push one' r ig-  " ~' 
marole, my pet peeve is the ad, .... 
vertising I'm forced to listen to . . . .  
while I wait. As a rule when I 7? 
phone, I 'm in a hurry. Uln hot .... 
iu the mood for an upbeat sales ........ 
pitch about a product I.have no I i, 
intention of buying. 
For pure efficiency, you " 
can't beat the boss who ans- 
wers his own phone. He can 
make decisions instantly, the 
caller knows he's reached the . 
right person, and there's no 
time wasted for either party. 
True, come qnitting thne, the 
phone-answering manager 
can't boast " I  survived 170 " 
messages today." But he can " 
point to a tangible product, 
whether it's a truckload of 
bucked firewood, s ix  saws 
sharpened, or a row of jel ly 
preserves: : 
Maybe what's to blame isu't 
electronic onmmuicattous, but 
delegatiou. 
t 
, . o f_~ .,,reheats ot0P--"'3 HA~N! .H ' I~  ~AT,~ ~.~K~,LL~ .... 
~ . ~ . g ~ .  GE L£grlS ~'~ll,..~..,-.mc.,-,,vr_. i blpfl'T you ~/'//'/I///~I HP..COI.LECTS IS ,  I J ] .... 
,hr . .  . . . .  I~," n,~ ,-- VAl~o, ' :¢ t~IPh) t~4A I yOoR, HII, II=gA -P ' - - - - "~ r -  .., -'~ _ I " 
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ROYAL COMMISSIONERS Oxana Eksall, left, Judge 38-city tour gathering info,-mation for a report that 
Gurmail Singh Giill and Gerry Stoney were in Terrace should be handed to the provincial government next 
last week to hear what locals had to say about the September. A number of key issues facing the corn- 
Workers' Compensation Board. The three are on a pensation board have come up at the meetings. 
Not everybody's happy 
with the work of WCB 
LOCALS HAD their chance 
last week to give their 
opinions on the performance 
of the Workers' Compensa- 
tion Board when the royal 
commission struck to look 
into the provincial agency 
came to town. 
One of the speakers, Fred 
Glover from Local 115 of 
the International Union of 
Operating Engineers, ran 
through a list of unsafe 
work practices he said local 
board employees failed to 
address. 
" I 've packed out six dead 
loggers - -  I don't like to tell 
people that their loved ones 
are not coming home," 
added Glover, 
Another presenter, Roxy 
Vander Meullen, was in- 
jured at work several years 
ago and feels that she has 
not been treated fairly by 
the Workers' Compensation 
Board. 
" I 've felt a loss of free- 
dora, income, dignity 
I 've been threatened and 
hung up on," Vander Meul- 
ten said in a shaky ,voice. 
Vander Meullen told the 
commissioners about he tri- 
als she had to endure to 
have her claim looked at, in- 
eluding that she was told 
that  her clahn had been 
closed. "I  remain injured, 
unemployed and without as- 
sistance," she concluded. 
The royal cotnmission was 
struck partially in response 
to criticisms of the com- 
pensation board and partial- 
ly to review what's needed 
as a new kind of workforce 
COllies on stream. 
"It 's not easy for people 
to come out and tell their 
stories ~ some are reduced 
to tears," acknowledged 
conunission chairman Judge 
Gnrmail Singh Gill. He was 
accompanied by co- 
commissioners Gerry 
Stoney and Oksana Exeli. 
The commissioners are 
listened to comments and 
grievances from injured 
workers, employers and 
[union representatives in 
hearings all over the pro- 
vince. 
Among the main concerns 
being voiced are ones con- 
not always recognized as a 
legitimate illness. 
"It 's easy to tell if a 
broken arm was caused at 
work, but with long term 
repetitive motion, it be- 
comes more difficult to tell 
if it is work related or not," 
said Gill. 
"The aging work force 
presents its own unique 
challenges," Gill added in 
saying some of the concerns 
heard came from employers 
who wanted to make sure 
the money they pay out is 
spent fairly and efficiently. 
Workers' Compensation 
Board public affairs man- 
ager Sandra Buckler is 
aware of some weaknesses 
and says the board wel- 
comes any recommenda- 
tions. 
coming fairness in the "It's timely that there is 
claims process, quicker legislative action to change 
medical treatment, better the (Workers' Compensa- 
retraining support, and tion Board) aet,""Buckler 
recognition of new illnesses said"~'siJe ada'd~, that the 
"As we move away from board Is already making 
a heavy labour to a tech- changes which dou't require 
nological work force, we 
become more sedentary 
which doesn't necessarily 
mean a safer work place," 
said Gill. 
"There is a new breed of 
clahus that comes with 
people working in technol- 
ogy ~ such as repetitive 
strain injuries," Gill ex- 
plained that the term is not 
really a medical one and is 
legislative amendments. 
The board is also changing 
its paper filing system to a 
computerized one she ex- 
plained. 
"Once you are hurt, your 
claim is always open," said 
Buckler in reference to 
people reporting occupa- 
tional injuries to the board. 
Gill said the 38- 
community tour is vital to 
Fred Glover 
~!: .:~ ~ i:: :#:il 
Sandra Buckler 
the commission, It'l l be 
handing its findings into the 
provincial govenument by 
the end of next September. 
Gov't cracking down 
on payment skippers 
THE GOVERNMENT is getting tough with separated or 
divorced parents who aren't paying child support. 
New legislation recently introduced by Attorney General 
Ujjal Dosanjh would allow stricter enforcement of pay- 
ments - -  including the withholding of driver's licences for 
parents in default. 
The changes, effective January I of next year, will make 
sure provincial and federal aws on child support are stan- 
dardized. The new law would strengthen the courts' ability 
to enforce monthl~ child support payments. 
The federal government recently changed the Divorce 
Act, which deals with child support and maintenance for 
divorced couples. Changing the provincial aws ensures 
that separated ordivorced parents will be treated the same. 
As a result of changes in the federal act, it's now very 
easy for divorced parents to find out approximately what 
they would pay in child support. 
The federal government has now published tables which 
are available at the Terrace Women's Resource Centre. For 
example, a non.custodial B.C. parent with two children 
making $40,000 a year would pay $566 a month to the 
other parent. The parent who has custody doesn't pay tax 
on that money. 
Right now these tables only apply to parents who are 
divorced. Separated and common-law couples are under 
the jurisdiction of the provincial government in this matter. 
But under the proposed legislation, they would be subject 
to the same tables. 
The provincial government is also proposing that the 
definition of common law couples be widened to include 
same sex couples. If passed, the legislation will make B.C. 
the first province to address the rights and responsibilities 
of same sex couples. 
As well, the proposed law lets common-law and same- 
sex couples to "enter into agreements and be bound by the 
act's property division provisions." 
Under these changes, common-law and same-sex couples 
will have the same rights and obligations under the law as 
married couples do in terms of property division. 
This proposed legislation and the amendments o the 
Family Maintenance Enforcement Act will give custodial 
parents more ways to go after parents not making support 
payments. That xneans there will be added incentives for 
non-custodial parents to pay up, 
For instance, parents who default on their maintenance 
payments will be reported to credit bureaus; they may not 
be able to renew their driver's licenses; their pension plans 
may be garnisheed; and, maintenance arrears may be on- 
forced against companies owned by default payers. 
Them will also be new standard guidelines for determin- 
ing the amount of child support. 
A set of tables will take into account the parent's level of 
income, number of children and any special circumstances. 
These figures will be used to calculate the amount of sup- 
port that a non-custodial parent should contribute towards 
his or her children. 
The provincial government's aim with these changes is 
to make sure child support is fair and consistent. And it 
should be faster and easier for parents who split up to ar- 
rive at an amount of support o be paid. A~ estimated 
52,000 families in B.C. will be affected if legislation is 
passed. 
Grandparents 
boosted, too 
THE PROVINCIAL LIBERAL opposition wants to make 
a fitrther change to the Family Relations Amendment Act. 
The NDP provincial government is proposing changes to 
the Family Relations Act to ensure that children will get 
adequate child support. Those changes also include recog- 
nizing same-sex couples as being responsible for child 
support in the case of a split between two same-sex 
parents. 
Liberal MLA Linda Reid wants to add rights for grand- 
parents too. She's proposed the changes as a private mem- 
bers' bill. 
"The purpose of this bill is to create an opportunity for 
grandparents to see their grandchildren during times of 
flintily disruption," said Reid. 
That means access orders would include grandparenls. 
Reid says Quebec has had such legislation for more than 
a decade and Alberta just added a similar law in May. 
"'Denying children access to their grandparents during a 
time of family disruption may remove the only stability 
and constaney available to that child," she sald, 
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The Mail Bag 
M LA for tolerance 
Dear Sir:. 
Hike Rosenau of Terrace Chapter- Ac- 
tive Citizens of B.C. and I had a rather 
lengthy telephone conversation recently. 
His recall of that conversation is exlreme- 
ly brief and very, very selective. 
Rosensu also offers a creative, new ex- 
planation of the word tolerance, as used 
by others. Everyone he disagrees with 
who advocated tolerance is also guilty of 
"accepting certain sexual acts or life- 
styles as morally right." I thought 
The rally he suggested I attend is held tolerance on this issue simply meant you 
mid-week. I told him that I am unable to didn't judge someone as morally right or 
get leave from the House due to the wrong based on lifestyles. Judgment is for 
government's slim majority. Rather than 
hide behind a legitimate reason for not at- 
tending, I told him in complete honesty 
that I would probably not attend the rally 
even if it were poss~le. Rosenau inter- 
prets this as showing "disdain for the 
concerned parents of my constituency." 
I got the, impression that we had a ra- 
tional, intelligent discussion of the rea- 
sons that I would not participate in an 
event intended to promote a particular 
point of view ~ that of Kari Simpson. 
Rosenau conceded that the rally is not in- 
tended to encourage discussion of both 
sides of the issue. 
It cannot encourage understanding and 
tolerance. It certainly isn't designed to al- 
low me to hear from individual eon- 
stituents. 
a higher authority, not Rosenau or Simp- 
son, or have we forgotten the directive, 
"Let he who is without sin cast the first 
stone." 
Tolerance is really very simple. You let 
other people make their own decisions 
about their lives because it doesn't pre- 
vent you from making your own deci- 
sions. You don't judge them and act on 
that judgment by discriminating against 
them, asking the government to legislate 
discrimination or insisting on continued 
state discrimination. 
Then you teach your children to respect 
the fights of other people to make their 
own choices without hreats of violeuce, 
contempt or discrimination. 
Heimut Gieshreeht, 
MLA, Skeena 
Misuse of power 
I)ear Sir:. ad hoc committee be appointed to devel- 
Contrary to what you may be hearing, 
the issues that have parents in this com- 
nmnity so upset hat they would go to the 
trouble of organizing a community rally, 
have nothing to do with the tolerance of 
homosexuals. 
We firmly believe that homosexuals 
should be tolerated, treated with dignity 
and be free from harassment, asall people 
in our society should. We bdieve that this 
kind of tolerance of all people should be 
taught in schools. 
The real issues are 1) the rights and 
freedoms guaranteed to all eitizeus in the 
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms 
to hold to and express, if theywish, apar- 
ticular belief or value system; 2) the right 
of parents and children to not have those 
beliefs and values attacked in the public 
school system; 3) the grievous misuse of 
power and privileged position on the part 
of the NDP, the B.C. Teachers Federation 
(BCTF), and education minis~y by seek- 
op recommendations on strategies for! 
achieving the elimination of homophobia 
and heterosexism in the public-school 
system." 
In a document entitled "Issues in Edu- 
cation: Stopping Homophobta" the 
BCTF defined "heterosexism" as: "the 
promotion of the superiority of 
heterosexuality and the assumption that 
everyone is heterosexual and that being 
heterosexual is inherently better that 
being gay, lesbian, or bisexual." 
In total disregard to the Charter free- 
doms, the NDP govermneut, GALE and 
the BCTF intend to eliminate certain 
beliefs and thinking, and the expression 
of those beliefs. Specifically, the belief 
that heterosexuality is superior to 
hontosexuality and that being 
heterosexual is better than being 
homosexual. 
The people they want to eliminate this 
thh~ing in is our children. 
ing to use schools to eliminate the values 'The goal is not only the elimination of a 
and beliefs he!d by' par~n~g':~iintl ichildren: belief, it is the replacement of that belief 
and to iu~6~rinat~ c h~d[e~ Xrin~ the~:: by the beliefs held by the NDP govern- 
values and beliefs, taunt, the BCTF, and apparently, when 
Most people in our society have some 
opinions or values regarding the rightness 
or wrongness of homosexual cts, and on 
the risk factors involved in the 
homosexual lifestyle. 
Few people, however, send their chil- 
dren to school to have the NDP govern- 
ment, or the BCI'F, or the Gay and Les- 
bian Educators (GALE), or teachers, at- 
tempt o eliminate their beliefs and values 
and replace them with another set of 
values. But this is exactly what is happen- 
mr. 
We believe the freedoms under the 
Charter are under serious attack by our 
own provincial govermnent, by the BCTF 
and by GALE. At its annual general 
meeting on Msrch 17, the BCIV passed 
Recommendation 73, which stated in 
short: "That the BCTF create a program 
to eliminate homopbobia and 
aeterosexism within the B.C. public 
school system.., and that a seven.member 
one considers how teachers voted at the 
BCI'F meeting, a good number of 
teachers. Everyone must think one way, 
their way. Only the moral position of the 
NDP, the BCTF, and GALE is allowed. 
So much for the democracy of the New 
Democratic Party. And so much for their 
touted position of respect for the diversity 
of all citizens in our multi.cultural 
society. 
It is a serious misuse of power and a 
breach of trust for the NDP, the ECTF, 
the education ministry and teachers to use 
their privileged position in this way. It is 
a violation of the right of parents to raise 
their children in their personal values or 
the values of their religion. 
This issue is so important to the basic 
freedoms of all Canadians that a hew and 
a cry should be heard everywhere on this 
issue. 
Mike Rosenau, Active Citizens 
of B.C., Terrace chapter 
There's confusion 
Dear Sin homosexuality, tomorrow the moral issue 
I think there is some confusion about may be pre-marital sex, or teenage sex, or 
the issue of teaching children tolerance of incest, or polygamy, or belief in God, or 
gays as part of our school system's cur- atheism, or abortion, or whatever. 
riculum. So what is the issue? I do not believe the moral context of is- 
As far as I can derive, is it either a) to sue b) should be taught in school. I be- 
teach children that we should tolerate lieve what should be taught is that we 
homosexuals or b) to teach children that mast tolerate homosexuality in another 
we should tolerate homosexuals because individual because it is an individual's 
it is an acceptable and normal lifestyle right to be homosexual (whether 
alternative, homosexuality is morally right or wrong 
I believe the former should be taught in should be irrelevant o this issue of 
schools. We must all be tolerant of other tolerance). 
people's different lifestyle (regardless if William Watt, Terrace B.C. 
we are talking aboutreligion, culture, or It  deft gravity 
sexual preference) simply because it is an es  
individual's right to be different as long ]Dear Sir:, 
as no force or fraud is used upon another So, let me clearly understand the issues 
individual, here. Two men engage in anal intercourse 
Issue b) is a moral issue. I believe that it and in oral sex. 
is the individual right of the parents to Well, what have I been thinking? Of 
teach their children morality and moral is- course this is normal, of course this is 
sues. healthy, and of course this behaviour 
The problem with issue b) is not about should be tolerated. 
whether homosexuality is right or wrong After these people finish defying the 
but whether the government (through the laws of God and defying the laws of na- 
school system) should take away the ture, perhaps they should repeal the law 
parent's control of teaching morality to of gravity. 
their children. Today it is about J.R. Walker, Terrace, B.C. 
More letters, Page A11 
I 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters to the editor. You 
can mall them to 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. VgG 5R2, fa x 
them to 250638.8432 or e-mall them to 
standard@kermode.net 
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FLY TO ~' .... 
VANCOUVER 
FOR ONLY 
1 WAY. 1 DAY PRIOR NOTICE FOR BOOKING. AFTERNOON FLIGHT ONLY. 
SALE ENDS SEPTEMBER 20/97 
Besiness, pleasure it really doesn't matter 
at tJese savings go any time yoe like. 
SOME RESTRICTIONS/'NkY APPLY, 
4718A Lazelle Ave. 
fax ¢38-B56~ • 638-8522 
  Track Down A Great Deal. 
Make your best deal on 
one of Yamaha's hard 
working 4 x 4's and we'll 
give you your choice of a 
Warn 2000 lb winch or 
$300 in Yamabucks or NO 
INTEREST, NO 
PAYMENTS til Sept, 1, 
1997 with POWERLOAN. 
Limited time offer. Hurry 
in for details. 
~ ~  ~ ~  ® YAMAHA 
KEN'S  
Ken G ibson  
4946 Gre ig  
MARINE 
Trevor  Gibson 
Ter race  
A Summer Spectacular Y, 
i!i stock I [,~i::I Moth~r of tb. ! 
~,~ to ~0 of. 
~.se~,~,..,..oo. 
[ i Fashion Jewefe~i:; Decorat ions  
!~hi: ~ ~g .: 
~:@V to i l l /  
I~  ......... , ....... : :~/:i.il 
~> ~ irlaA~:ave;A~ n :::::i;i 46t)5 tnzelle AYe.Terrale '~ 
Save  I~ 
t 
I 
r 
zl 4 
NT-ER ' 
~:~,'i:!~'-~.: '  %C~,v ~i:?, ......... ~ . . . . . . .  " 
WIN 
A 21 Piece 
Patio Furniture Set 
Simply count the hidden suns in the following ads and following pages 
with the Hot Summer banner. Submit the entry form by July 24, 5p.m. at 
the Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. Draw 
will be held on July 25. 
F ~- IC)~ 'SUMMER SALE CONTEST 
~1 NAME I 
ADDRESS 
P H O N E - .  . . . .  - ' -  . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . .  ~~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~TANDARD ANSWER , , /  
KALUM TIRE SALES 
& SERVICE LTD. 
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This Is What I l i e  Best Abo~: 0verwaitea 
3 years & under 
4 years to 7 years 
8 years to 12 years 
3 Age Groups: 
One winner from each age group will 
be drawn at random. 
Each entry will recieve a complimentry 
Overwaitea buck. 
Expiry date August 2, 1997 
Overwattea 
SA 
~. " ~ :~." '.: ~': ~:"~ ......... ~:., ........... ~i~ ~.-'.-. .  ~:~i  : :  " :  '~" .: ::: ~ : :  ::. • :: .:~.:.: :'..c:.. : : .  
:..,:: . - : .  ~ "% 
t 
• • ~ i I 
i i  i i i~  ~, ~ i ~ 
,~ • i ~ i~ i :  I i i  • • 
~ i~,i~,~ ~ • . 
% 
Selected 
ave  up  to  on Hardwood Floors 
a~o '~,~i , 
Laminate Floors 
Starting at '~,~ 
, f 
~?.~:':-:~ 
• ii ~ ~ i  ¸¸ 
(~ ~BIRGE 
Special ly p r i ced  at  only 
s12" per single roll 
Selected Books 
, ) 
The Colour Connection Home 4ccessories and... 
4454 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace Phone: 635-7466 Interior Decorating Services 
~.8 - The T r race  Standard, Wednesday, July 16, 1 997 . . . - . - - - t  -~ ,  ! 
avings on Haircare P roducts -~~ ' 
ustomer Appreciation 2~ I / 
 : OOo ::o,  rbe flot, aays! 
THURS. ,Senior's Day- 15% c 
FRI. ,Open 9am - 8pm 
SAT. ,Open 9am- 5pm 
We are a full service Hz 
accommodat ing  the wh( 
We are extremely qualif 
meet ing new people so 
edge on style "The She~ 
Edge". 
i e. tbera 
HAIR STUDIO i~  
635-0177 471! 
(upst~ 
"OLOUR SAL! 
Latex Wall Stain ........... S21 ss Semi-Gloss Finish ......... S27  ss 
(3.78 L) solid colour acrylic + $1.00 rebate (3.78 L) breeze acrylic latex + $:3.50 rebate 
Oil Wall Stain ............... $21 ,  °a Me lamine  .................... s29" 
(3.78 L) solid colour + $L00 rebate (3,78 L) + $2.50 rebate 
$ em Latex Deck Stain ......... 23  Acrylic Latex (Flat) ...... $25  ~ 
(3.78 L) solid cclour acrylic + $1.00 rebate (3.78 L) breeze exterior + $2,50 rebate 
Oil Wall Stain ............... S~ 'ira Acrylic Latex '27" 
(3.78 L) semi-transparent + $1.00 rebate (Semi-Gloss) .............. 
Egg: She l l  Finish ........... $27" (3,7~ L) ,¢.,/- ~ , . _ ,+  ,2.50,~j~.~_~w.rebate 
(3.78 L) breeze acrylic latex + $2.50 rebate ~' : , / ,~  
TERRACE INTERIORS 
HAS" 
FINANCING 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ==============================. 
ALL '~;~ 97 iM~DA 'S HAVE TO GO 
1997 Mazda Proteg6 LX 
: 199~i~azda MX-6 LS 
I 
GET 3.9% FINANCING O,A~C,:FOR UPTO 48 MONTHS! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Hurry This Offer Won't Last Long! 
I'ASSION .~01~ THe. ~()~,f) 
now- for Travel'at Christmas... 
LOS ANGELES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $247 .00  SAN FRANCISCO .... . ..... $247 .00  
LAS VEGAS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $214 .00  RENO .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , .$220 .00  
SAN DIEGO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $285 .00  TAMPA/ORLANDO ........ $483 ,00  
MAZATLAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $483 .00  
PLUS APPLICABLE TAXES, PRICES ARE FROM VANCOUVER, RESTRICTIONS APPLY. SUBJECT TO CHANGE. 
 -"onlit T aver 
k~ ~' ;? .t..~'- Ozvned andoperated byFirst Choice TravelLtd, 
2~"~-~736 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace • 635-2277 • Toll Free 1-800-650-7810. 
f Sale Prices in effect 
J 
v v 
~o~ FRIDAY, JULY 18 
~~_ & SATURDAY, JULY 19 
y Weekend 
~j  Remember!!! 
"~ ~ ~, Pigs are Pigs and 
lb, Hawgs are Hawgs 
- -  ~" Harley races 
start at lOpmll 
Where your 
, ~ - leathers the 
tighter the better, 
F 
m P:- 
CIEE 
,& ~, __  - -  ( 
I SKIN cARE ~¢~f~z/ . /~/ r~Z / 
[] NAIL CARE ~/,/zy~,&~d~/z~ 
[] ,MASSAGE daz,,e ~cYoz~ ~ co~/~ 
[] TANNING ~ .  / 
.. , ~~~7 1 
OFFER EXPIRES 7/31/97 4652 Lazelle Avenue % 
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER 
Open Weekdaysuntil7:oop.m. 635-4997 
" : -  • 
A 6ummer OF eSav,n& ,.. 
Only 10 Days  
Of  Great  
Summer Savings 
to 
Sale Ends July 26 
(* Excluding Bridal Wear) 
& C'~r~,~l ,_~/~,,p 
• 112-4710 Lazelle Ave. 
635-8118 
SUMMER BLBWOUI' 
Firestone LT235 85R 16 ........ was $176.48 flOW # 1~ 8 
At lO Ply 
Firestone LT235 75R 15 ........ was $137.73 
At 6 Ply 
PLUS MANY MORE MISCELLANEOUS TIRES 
INCLUDING BRIDGESTONES AND YOKOHAMA. 
"Your Front End Specialists" 
"Ask about our FREE Customer 
Protection Policy" 
FREE INSTALLATION,FREE FLAT REPAIR~FREE TIRE 
ROTATION~ROAD HAZARD WARRANTY 
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You'll like us, for more than our tires... 
KAL~TIRE 
Looking For Something A Little Different For Your 
Children's Birthday Party 
Call to book you 1 
~. party today. 
MULLIGAN'S HOME' ~= 
4818 Hwy. 16, Terrac( 
(Behind Home Hardwar~ --R~-~- a 
635-1180 
; ! .  i,i , .... .. .......... • Al l  ~;i~ 
!:~':::!;; ~.; :>:!i~:,21 ~' ': i!i ~i:~!; 
::~, ................... : ..: ~,>:~ii:;i~!iiii}!!!i!! ... 
' Tack le  Shop  is  ............................ ~~ I  
. . . .  ,,...,.- 
.... ~!~iiiiiiiiiiiii!i?,:# i:iiiiiii:i ! iiii~i:;;:': 
July 16 .19 ,  1997 
ARCHERY 
FLY TYING MATERIALS 
FISHING RODS & REELS 
HUNTING ACCESSORIES._ 
COMPLETE SELECTION OF ~ 
L SALT & FRESHWATER TACKLE 
*DOES NOT 
INCLUDE RIFLES 
;::+ ;. 
AveHue - 
!~>~ :~!:;:~::::.:i..:~:::::&~.,::'~? ~ ~i~ 
~ii~i~!!~i~!~! . . . . . . .  !• .~i:i:i~ ~: i~ii 
. i :  ,~ :~:~ 
• , : , i  ¸ : 
J .... / : :i.i ¸ 
...... <~!~i~ii~i~ii~i,i,~ii~! ~ 
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Out & About 
Trade show planned 
RIVERBOAT DAYS celebrations this year will also I 
include a trade show hosted by 16/37 Community Fu- ! tu res. The show at the Terrace Arena Aug. 1 and 2, will 
show case community futures businesses, from jewelry 
to home repairs, bookkeeping services to hot tubs. 
"We've got businesses participating from Stewart, 
the Hazeltons, Kitimat, the Nass Valley and Terrace," 
said 16/37 general manager Joe Whitney. "These are 
all people who made the decision to become self- 
employed, and who we helped to put into business." 
Also at the trade show is a Government ofCanada In- 
formation Fair. 
Officials will be on hand to answer questions about 
14 federal programs or agencies. They include 
Aboriginal Business Canada, Business Development 
Bank of Canada, Canada/B.C. Business Service Centre, 
Iudian Affairs and Northern Development, Industry 
Canada/Strategis, International Trade Centre, Human 
Resources Development Canada, Federal Treaty/qego- 
tiations Office, National Research Council, Industrial 
Research Assistance Program, Public Works and 
Govenunent Services Canada, Revenue Canada, West- 
urn Economic Diversification and the Women's Enter- 
prise Society of B.C. 
Also on hand will be local offices involved in busi- 
ness development, plus municipal representatives. 
The trades fair runs from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. on the Fri- 
day and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the Saturday. 
Road work eases layoffs 
CLOSE TO a dozen road building workers with Don 
gull and Sons Contracting Ltd. are off to the Peace 
country for several months of work. 
Company spokesman ]Lloyd Hull said the more than 
$2.6 million job will keep about half the firm's road 
building crew working at a time when all the other em- 
ployees are laid off because of the Skeena Cellulose 
shutdowns. 
They're at the north end of Williston Lake, doing 
about 16 km of road work. The job will last through to 
freeze up this year, Hull said, and then the crew will go 
back in the spring to finish it off. 
Most of Don Hull and Sons' remaining 70 employees 
are on indefinite layoff. 
Wollastonite sought 
, VANCOUVER-based Whitegold Resources Corp. 
'is preparing to make a formal application to mine:wol-: 
iastonite in the Iskut valley. 
The mineral is a potential asbestos replacement, is 
used to rehfforce plastics, and is used in ceramics and 
metallurgical processing. 
The company is plamfing a small quarry west of the 
SNIP mine and Bronson air strip. The slurry would be 
carried through a plastic pipeline from the quarry to the 
Eskay mine road. 
Whitegold hopes to make its formal application for a 
mine development permit by November, and to begin 
operations next year. 
Active 
Liv'mg 
Exercise Your Options 
/'3,/71 ,,,~1 
;4ti II h . . -Ml i f  
CAtlADt~N A c'SOCIATION 
DIABETES CAtlADiEHNE 
N ASSOCIATION OU DIAOETE 
" i 'ERR4CE INN 
FREE 
POOL 
~ nday. 
Tues- a t. i 
Noon- 6 p.m. 
Tues. ,~ To ,,,-Sun. 
/ 
with the Hottest t 
music In town / 
EXPECT TO SEE Sparks St. in the horseshoe under construction for much of the summer. 1 lae cffy nas De- 
cided to proceed with reconstruction of that road. Crews expect to complete it before school starts. The city 
opted to rebuild Sparks, and scrap ambitious plans for Kalum St. and Greig Ave. because federal-provincial In- 
frastructure Works grants didn't include money for any of the proposed Terrace projects. 
Road projects shelved 
Grant money fails it had set aside for its one-third share Not as many of those local repaving qcim¢~ [ 
of a:~y approved Infrastructure Works projects have been proposed as :::::::/::::::: ....
to materialize here projects for reconstruction of Sparks originally anticipated, and ones that i~::::!iiii:: e t TI-[E CITY has shelved a proposal to St. have been proposed have in some 
I 
From Louisiana 
DANCE EXPRESS 
AugiesLoungeNr..S¢!:.: 
~BN~g~$ glr 
~,]~:]'$ 
Noon Io i~id~ighl 
wilh the besl dance n~usic in
town slading o! 6:00 p.m. 
Jazzbah 
With the 
Jazz Poachers 
at Augies. 
The best Jazz in town. 
i!iiil.:~!iii~ ! i% iiiiii:iiiiii:ii~ii!!ii~ 
Restaurant 
"WeelgVchef - 
FRIDAY WNCH 
IIUF|ff 
qg, IH W L~T $Q95 
Ih30,1~30 ~,~ 
Dally Sandwich 
with Soup or Salad 
carry out a major revitalization of 
Greig Ave. because Terrace isn't get- 
ring any federal-provincial nfrastruc- 
ture grants. 
The city had requested $2.2 million 
worth of grants, covering several 
projects. 
At the top of the wish list was 
$700,000 for the Greig Ave. project 
and $800,000 to reconstruct Kalum St. 
:flora Park Ave. to Tuck, plus install 
traffic lights at Park Ave. and Kalum. 
Also shelved are traffic lights for Eby 
St. at both Lakelse and Lazelle. 
The G-reig Ave. work is off, says 
city director of engineering Stew 
Christensen, and the Kalum St. work 
is up in the air. 
"Terrace got nothing," Christensen 
said last week. 
Instead, the city is devoting money 
$17 MILLION PROJECT 
Prime gets approval 
to build Eskay ore mill 
ment back east. 
Prime decided building a road from Es- 
kay to Snip and then having to modify the 
Snip mill would be too expensive. 
Prime will hire 40 people during con- 
struetion of the nfill and create up to 22 full 
time jobs when finished. 
Mining will be boosted by about 100 tons 
a day m to about 440 tons. 
Eskay Creek currently employs between 
150 and 160 workers and has a projected 
life of about a decade. 
Prime spent $4.5 million exploring its Es- 
kay site and is conduction more searches 
this year for additional ore. 
The dectsion to abandon a road from Es- 
kay to Snip puts another company up there 
in a bind. 
International Skyline, which has a proper- 
ty next to the Snip mine, had been counting 
on Prime building a road to boost its devel- 
opment. 
It had hoped that a permit issued years 
age, before new environmental legislation 
came into being, would have been suffi- 
cient for ?rime to start construction. 
Prime services its Snip operation by air, 
using Terrace-based Hawkair Aviation 
which flies a Bristol freighter and a 
modified DC-4. 
A MINING COMPANY has received ap- 
proval to build a $17 million mill to process 
ore at a site north of here. 
Prime Resources ays there's enough new 
ore found at its Eskay Creek gold mine to 
build a mill instead of having to truer it out 
for processing elsewhere. 
The mine is about 90 km north of 
Stewart. The new ore mill would process 
gold, silver, and base metals ore. 
The project is an expansion of the exisb 
ing mill to add equipment to process up to 
200 tonnes per day of new lower grade ore. 
It's expected the new mill will extend the 
Eskay Creek mine's life by two years to a 
total often years. 
"This decision shows that in the mineral 
industry we can work with government to 
achieve win-win solutions, balancing en- 
viromnental and economic interests while 
cresting jobs for the local community," 
said Prime president Ron Parker. 
Prime was thinking of building a road 
from its Eskay mine north to another mine 
and mill it owns, the Snip gold operation in 
the lskut Valley. 
Prime has been trucking its Eskay ore 
south, with some headed overseas from 
Stewart for processing and the rest being 
loaded onto rail cars at Kitwanga for ship- 
cases failed to gain sufficient signa- 
tures in the affected neighbourhoods. 
Local improvement projects that are 
going ahead - -wi th the city and local 
property owners sharing the costs 
include construction and paving of 
Mmuroe St. from Twedle to Halliwell, 
paving of the gravel portion of 
Mountain Vista Drive, and construc- 
tion and paving of Cramer St. behind 
the Chamber of Conrmerce offices. 
Christenseu says CN crews are 
aiming to power up the traffic lights at 
Kenny St. and Hwy 16 West by 
month's end. 
Control of those lights are more 
complicated than usual because 
they're to be coordinated with the rail- 
way crossing, so north and south- 
bound traffic doesn't have the green 
light when trains are crossing. 
The Sparks St. project would have 
been held off for a year if federal- 
provincial money came through to 
help with the Kalum and Greig 
projects 
Sparks St. work got underway last 
week and is expected to run through 
the summer. 
Couneil'awarded the contract for an 
estimated $620,000 worth of work to 
Vic FiSese Trucking, the lowest~:of 
three bidders. 
That's about $120,000 more than 
the city had originally estimated 
would be required. 
"The prices for this project came in 
higher than they had for. previous 
projects," Christensen added. 
The ex:cess money is to come out of 
the city budget for Local Improve- 
ment Projects. 
What are they up to now? 
Stay tuned for details. 
* For More Information * 
*,.  7"635-0083: ~ 
YOU CAN HAVE IT BOTH WAYS. 
At the Forest Alliance 
of British Columbia, we don't see 
environmental protection and economic 
stability as mutually exclusive. And we're 
not alone, Fact is, the vast majority 
of British Columbians upport 
the direction forest 
management has taken in recent 
years. And support is growing for a 
balanced al~proach toward the issue, But 
we need your help, Join us, And have a voice 
in the most important issue facing 
British Col umbians today, 
Call 1-800-576-TREE (8733). 
FOREST ALLIANCE 
of BRITISH COLOMBIA 
Common sense, Common ground. www.forest.org 
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[] Net lessons avai lable 
OLEEPEEKA ROCHES is one of three young people people. "The three are also working on a web page for 
hired by the Terrace Public Library through a provin- the library and one for youth. The grant is worth 
cial grant to provide internet lessons for other young $10,480 and Terrace is one of 10 libraries involved. 
The Mail Bag 
He's not impressed 
any species is permitted by one sector of 
society while the mass of society, beiug 
you and I, are being threatened by men 
with guns to large fines and even im- 
prisonment for having cvcn one extra fish 
of a species that is recklessly harvested 
and thrown away dead? 
What of the natives catching steelhcad 
in their nets? Don't get me wrong. I 'm 
to sell illegally cut logs 
Dear Sir:. 
I walked into Tim Hortons recently and 
noticed five conservation officers. A 
number of them were packing 9ram hand- 
guns. As an intdligent individual, what 
do you suppose they would need sidearms 
for in a public restaurant? 
I thought of all the possibilities - -  an 
enraged bear about to attack, a vicious 
salmon poacher, or perhaps they werejust not knocking the natives for  doing what 
flaunting their authority. Likely as not it the government allows. I am condemning 
was the authority thing, the man who will go out and fine, or issue 
You guessed it, I really have come to a summons for court to another man who 
dislike conservation officers. I view them happens to be a white workhtg class per- 
as small-minded people with big egos, a son and has taken a single steelhead out 
scary thought when combined with the of the same watershed. 
authority to walk around in public as well I could go on and on but I think you get 
armed as our national police force, my point. I am not at all impressed by 
If you wonder what my dislike of con- small-minded bureaucrats in uniforms 
servation officers is, consider this. Here is with guns. Indeed the whole idea sickens 
a person who has accepted a job from the and puts me in mind of some of the 
government to go out and intimidate, ar- world's more notorious police forces, par- 
rest, and lay fines on average working ticularly when I hear the phrase 'record 
class people like yourself or myself, and report'. 
Ask yourself why an incidental catch of Allan Grier, Terrace, B.C. 
Feds, natives reach deal I Stumped by prices 
Dear Sir:. logs are obtained for 25 cents a metre, 
LOGS CUT illegally by the Port Simpson band are being 
scaled and graded near Prince Rupert in the wake of a 
court ruling that vindicates the federal government. 
Federal officials seized the logs last summer after the 
band cut timber on reserve land without a permit. 
Band officials had claimed they did so because the feds 
didn't have staff on hand to process their cutting permit 
application. 
But a judge ruled the 27,000 cubic metres of wood seized 
by federal officials beloxgs to the Crown. Department of 
Indian Affairs spokesman Toni Timmermans said the tim- 
her is being sold off by the agreement of all parties in- 
volved. 
The timber was worth an estimated $5 million, but the 
current value isn't yet known. Estimates range as low as $3 
million, because of changes in the market and because 
some of the wood remained in salt water and may have 
been exposed to teredos. They're worms that bore into 
wood and devalue iL 
A Japanese company that paid mouey for the logs will 
finally get delivery of them, albeit worth less than last 
year. VIE Logging, which carried out helicopter hauling 
for the band, will be paid around half of the $1.2 million 
it's owed. 
The federal government will keep $207,500 from the sale 
of the logs and apply it to environmental c eanup of the 
site where they were stored, Timmermam added. 
And the band will get the remaining proceeds, which will 
be considerably es/; than it had originally hoped to collect 
from the venture. 
Timmermans said the government has also gained 
pledges from all parties involved not to sue Ottawa any 
further over the incident. 
The court case initially put a cloud over Tsimshian land 
claim talks. Federal officials had threatened to suspend 
treaty talks because of fears those negotiations would be 
compromised by the court case. That was cleared up, how- 
ever, and Tsimshian talks have continued unhindered. 
Student solv', =s logo issue 
A memo to Mayor Talstra: 
My researchers have uncovered some 
relevant information on stumpage struc- 
tures that you may wish to use. 
Stumpage in B.C. is always market 
driven in that it always reflects what the 
market is paying for the finished product. 
In small business ales the stnmpage is a 
bid price on a competitive market. 
Pulp stumpage is generally fixed at 25 
cents per cubic me~es. On a 40 cubic 
metre truckload, the stumpage is $10, or 
dinner for two at NcDonalds. 
I f  sawlogs can be recovered flora a load 
of logs that is sealed as pulp, these few 
and not the saw log stumpage rate of per- 
haps, $5 a metre. 
If, then, your number quoted of a loss of 
$20 a cubic metre, the pulp stumpage por- 
tion of that loss is less than one per cent. 
There must be another cost factor in these 
losses that we should try to fin. (Perhaps 
we should blame the union.) 
The Terrace Standard may want to be 
informed so they could do research on 
this question. I would suggest hat Mr. 
Giesbrecht not be informed for it would 
lead to the impression that he was right 
all the time. 
Les Watmough, Terrace B.C. 
A fond good-bye 
Dear Sir: into my day at my leisure - -  where it fits 
As we leave Terrace, there are a nutnber 
of preparations, hopes and plans we have 
to undertake. One of the things is to 
reflect on the good place Terrace has been 
for us. 
I am still amazed at how many op- 
portunities and resources there are. The 
first I came to appreciate was the music 
opportunities and the concert society. 
The next was Shames ki hill. It wasn't 
opened the first year we were here and we, 
went once to Smithers but the drive didn't 
appeal to me. Still a novice skier after all 
these years, as my son was once heard to 
say. 
It has made all the difference having the 
hill such a short distance away. In Kam- 
loops our ski hill drive will be about an 
hour and a bit ~ not as good as it was to 
Shames but still better. 
If I was an improved skier I could tell 
you the benefits of all those T-bar runs 
but I 've only had to listen to them. Being 
as close as I have lived has enabled me to 
use the family pass method and fit skiing 
in and that is a benefit beyond compare. 
Skiing is a sport but it is also a pleasure 
and an opportunity of beauty. I have said 
before some days I go for the beauty as 
much as the skiing. 
I can only hope the community and the 
people in and around it will continue to 
enjoy Shames and do what they can to 
support it. 
Whenever the topic of a second sheet of 
ice comes,up I think why should there be 
two, when they don't have' one of.other" 
things ~ a skateboard place, a ski hill 
that isn't threatened by "finances". 
I bid goodbye to Terrace, our friends 
and acquaintances with sadness, though 
we go to Kamloops with great anticipa- 
tion. 
I can honestly say the eight years we 
have been in Terrace have been the best 
eight of my life and it has been a pleasure 
living here with our children. 
Keep up the good work; Kamloops will 
have a lot to live up to. 
Lynn Buckle, Kamioops,'B.C. 
IT'S TAKEN a visiting high school student to solve a 
problem that has plagued 12 elected officials in this area 
for a year. • 
• District had been working The Kitiiia/it-Sfit/iiii/RegJ0~al ~,,m~.,,! :~ . ..... : , t:, ;:,i'~ 
on the design of a official logo to adorn their letterheads 
and other documents since last spring. 
Development services manager Andrew Webber did 
show several designs he had been working on with graphic 
designers. 
"This has cost about $2,300 and taken two years off my 
life span," he said as he unveiled the iogos when directors 
met the end of April. 
Unffortunately, board members were less than 
enthusiastic about he designs. " I  could have come up with 
that one for free," complained Stewart director Andy 
Burton ~ pointing out one simple design. 
"Take it down to the jail and they'll draw you one," 
suggested Thornhill director Les Watmongh. 
Webber's recommended logo, consisting of a triangular 
mountain shape with five slices in the side ~ to represent 
k '  ' • 
the five electoral areas ~ was not popular •other, and a 
motmn was madl~flo go back to the drawing,board 
Administrator Bob Marcellin then cautioned the directors 
that doing so would cost more money and take more time. 
"Getting the designs you have in front of you involved a , 
lot of ,hue and anxiety on Andy's part," he said, "This 
was not an easy task." 
Still, the board voted on the motion to start over, and it 
passed 7-5. That's when Monty Wookey, a student visiting 
from Hazelton spoke up. He wanted to see local govern- 
ment in action and had been invited to observe the board 
meeting. 
"What if you included the words 'Kitimat-Stikine 
Regional District' around the triangle?" he asked. After a 
brief flurry of discussion, Wookey's plan passed with 
unanimous approval. 
B I I i 
 INORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
has limited number of trainlna soaces in the 
fo i l•wins Trades Proarams 
• Automotive Repair Technician 
• Carpentry/Joinery 
• Commercial Transport Mechanic 
• Industrial Mech. (Millwright) 
• Heavy Duty Repair Mechanic 
Our graduates are employed In the maintenance of automotive, 
Forestry, Mining, Road Building, Transportation & Industrial Equipment 
Maximize Your Potential - Consider our 
Northwest Advantaae: 
• Entrance Scholorships 
• Learn Close to Home & Save $$ 
• On-Campus Cafeteria & Residence 
• Provincial Curriculums 
• Flexible Start & Completion Dates 
• Modularized, Competency-Based Learning 
• Networked Computer Labs 
• On-Campus Daycare 
Our Capentry/Joinery graduates build, renovate & 
repair residential industrial and commercial buildings 
CALL  NWCC AND APPLY  TODAY! 
(250) 635 '6511 
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: ........................................ ....... ~ ...... ' "  : ~ : Once upon a time, the refrigerants in your vehicle's air- : 
! conditioning system (chlorofiuorocarbons or CFCs) were i 
! • considered to be safe. Today we know that that CFCs i 
! ~ pose a threat to the earth's ozone layer. If you own a 
: : pre-1994 G/~ vehicle, the refrigerant in your A /C  
: contains the CFC known as R-12. The production of R-t 2 i 
i " has been banned by the Canadian Government and it i 
i " will no longer be available in BC for air-conditioning 
: ' i i ~ repairs after October 1, 1997. Since 1994, a new, safer . 
: : refrigerant has been used in GM cars and trucks-R134a. ! 
~ GM advises that the old and new refrigerants should ~• 
i ~ never be mixed. Therefore, it is recommended that R-12 
!. " A /C  units be adapted  to use the new refrigerant when .! 
• your system needs service. At GM Goodwrench Service, 
: our factory trained technicians are experts at A /C  i 
i i retrofits. All replacement parts are GM approved and, i 
: i " : unlike some othe r places who offer the "one-size-fits-all" i 
! kit, our retrofit packages are designed to fit your vehicle. 
• ' i : And remember, the price we quote is the price you pay. • : -" 
: No surprises. Your GM Goodwrench Dealer will be : 
• • e 
• • d l  s "   happyto scus your retrofitting needs. 
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Have cab will t ravel  
Service starts soon 
THE CITY of Terrace will 
be recruiting the aid of taxis 
to supplement he hand- 
iDART system duri'ng peak 
periods. 
For $1.50, seniors and dis- 
abled people who arc not 
wheelchair-bonnd will be 
able to call on regular cab 
services. The remaining cost 
of the fare will be picked up 
by the city's transit service 
provided through B.C. 
Transit. 
"This is a good way of 
going about meeting the 
need and not putting out big 
capital," said city economic 
development officer Ken 
Veldman. 
The city has one hand- 
iDART vehicle equipped to 
load and unload wheel- 
chairs. 
But by hiring cabs to 
transport seniors and others, 
the overall cost is lower 
than providing another more 
custom-built vehicle. 
That's increasingly be- 
come the case now that 
more people are asking for 
transit services. 
There are times during 
peak periods of between 8
a.m. and 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. 
to 3 p.m. when the special- 
ROCKSANN MCCARRON and other cab drivers in town will soon l ind tl~em- 
selves carrying senior citizens and others through a deal struck between Kalum 
Kabs and the city through the B.C. Transit system. These passengers will pay the 
$1.50 fare they would tf they had taken the handiDART vehicle. Kalum Kabs will 
recover the remainder of the cost from the city. 
ized vehicle is fully booked, 
leaving some people 
without service. 
The service is being ar- 
ranged with Kalum }Cabs. 
Michael Doeherty, district ing system. 
manager for Coastal Bus The refinements include 
Lines which operates the rerouting and changing 
B.C. Transit service here, departure times to ensure 
has proposed 16 changes that transfer connections are 
that will enhance the exist- met. 
Mayors want changes 
to secure woods jobs 
quality with B.C. wood pro- 
ducts. Using a "grass,cots" 
point of view from resource- 
dependent communities 
would counter "grassroots" 
enviromnentai campaigns. 
[] Lobby senior govern- 
ments to make trade agree- 
meuse more equitable. 
[] Communities should 
play a brokering role be- 
tween labour and manage- 
ment at a local level. They 
should encourage industry 
and unions to enter joint 
ownership arrangements o 
foster trust and a closer 
working relationship. 
[] Invite government and 
industry to be part of a 
forum exploring the prob- 
lems of seasonal employ- 
ment, aud consider potential 
pilot projects that foster 
year-rouud employment. 
[] Encourage the province 
and industry to investigate 
incentives for innovative 
forestry practices to provide 
off-season employment. 
[] Investigate new pulp 
and solid wood production 
options and technology, in- 
cluding smaller plants closer 
to the timber supply. 
[ ]  Invite the province and 
forest industry to explore a 
value-added incentive 
strategy for the northwest. 
of the product, and finding and post-secondary institu- 
ways to improve the trans- tions, to study the growth of 
portation system for indus- traditional attd alteruative 
try. tree species. Industry should 
[] Govermnent should be given incentive to in- 
eusure logging is crease their research of 
sustainable for the long alternative methods of har- 
term. Old growth stands, vest•uganda•Iv•culture. 
now declining in produc- [] Encourage industry to 
tivity, should be logged so identify new products and 
tdhey can be replaced with markets that fit with what 
faster-growing managed can be produced using the 
second growth. Industry forests of the northwest. 
should continue to cut all []Help establish amarket- 
types of trees, and avoid ing cooperative for smaller 
logging only the best ~ a independent value added 
practice known as "high operators in the northwest. 
An original version took a more aggres- 
sive tone on some issues, particularly 
the need to accelerate the cutting of old 
growth forests to replace them with more 
productive second growth stands. 
grading". 
[] Government and indus- 
try should increase research 
in northwest forest manage-. 
ment aud productivity. Im- 
proved productivity would 
allow timber to be logged 
earlier, aud may yield high- 
er harvest rates. FRBC 
should establish experimen- 
tal forests in the northwest, 
in cot0unction with industry 
MORE SOLUTIONS 
customized to the north- 
west's unique position are 
needed to save the region's 
ailing forest industry, ac- 
cording to a task force 
report released last week. 
The report of the North- 
west Forest Industry Task 
Force, struck this spring by 
Terrace mayor Jack Talstra, 
reflects the work of a group 
of forestry experts from 
Tdkwa to Prince Rupert. 
Fifteen recommendations 
are included, calling for 
government efforts to give 
the troubled industry more 
breathing room and to con- 
sider more innovative ideas 
to unlock its potential. 
Release of the document 
was delayed after mayors 
who met here June 26 con- 
cluded more changes were 
needed. 
The original version took 
a more aggressive tone on 
some issues, particularly the 
need to accelerate the cut- 
ting of old growth forests to 
replace them with more pro- 
ductive second growth 
stands. 
Not all the mayors agree 
with everything in the 
report, but they've agreed to 
release it as suggestions for 
discussion, adding they 
hope to form a common 
position. 
Northwest mayors are to 
meet again at the end of the 
summer to put together a 
joint action plan. 
Here's a summary of the 
task force's recommenda- 
tions: 
[] Give the forests minis- 
try regional office in the 
northwest more power, so 
that more solutions specific 
to the northwest can be 
found, eliminating the one- 
size-fits-all regulatory setup. 
[] A review of the existing 
tenure system should be 
carried out by the province. 
It should try to reduce fibre 
supply uncertainty brought 
on by pressure to reduce 
cutting from park proposals 
and native land claims. 
It should also set a mini- 
mum annual allowable cut 
that would be designated as 
the "working forest." 
The review should consid. 
er partial privatization of 
forests .to create a mixed 
system of private and public 
ownership. Incentives to en- 
courage value-added mills 
and community forests 
should also be looked at. 
The report also suggests 
the government allow Indus- 
try to export raw pulp logs 
or chips in long-term sales 
agreements when it isn't 
feasible to process those 
things In the northwesL 
[] Govemntent should 
reduce the indusW's costs. 
Methods hould iudude cut- 
ting regulatory red tape, 
crcadn 8 a stumpage system 
in which fees charged are 
based on the market value 
[] Encourage the province 
to provide, incentives for 
product development and 
value-added investment. 
[] Broker a community- 
driven, FRBC-financed 
marketing plan to promote 
the quality of wood and en- 
viromnental standards in 
B.C. The marketing 
campaign would attempt to 
associated a "premium" 
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'CANADA'S PARKS DAY 
July 19 ts Canada's Parks Day and Lakelse Lake 
Provincial Park invites you to go "Take, Hike" 
Coordinated by the Canadian Par~ Partnenhip, "Take 
n Hike" is a nallonal event cehbraling Canada's F0- 
vincial, municipal and national perks and historic situs. 
At takelse Lake on Saturday you will experience spe- 
cial events to sail all members of your family from 
earl morning walks in the forest to sand criflers evenls. 
Even a visil from our friend Jerry lhe moose. Call Grog 
McDoeald at 638-8189 or the Pork Office at 798- 
2277 for more Information or visil the Parks Day web. 
site at www.parkday.ca, 
Parks and historic sites are cars to enjoy and outs to 
preled, and Canada's Parks Day is the parred lime Io 
become actively involved in 1he preservation and 
enhancemnl of our local pask. Lakelse Pork is a per- 
fed example of lhe Old Gtowlh Forest and a1356 hec- 
lares il has a broad range of flora and fauna. Did you 
know thal the work Lakdse meres fresh water mussla 
in the Tsimshan language. 
Participanls in Saturday's evenls will have the oppor- 
tunily to win great prizes, including a Irip for Iwo to 
any Air Canada destination in Hodh America, Ihe 
Cmibhan or Europe a S50O gift cerlificale from Eddie 
Bauer; or one of Iwelve Hallmark gift baskets filled 
with national park and historic site products. Children 
can enler to win a mountain bike donated by Canadian 
]ire. As well as the draws there will be l-shirts, fanny 
packs and various ether prizes. 
So come oul on Saturday July 19 and help us celebrce 
Park's Day together. See you in the park. 
L~JSUBARU.  
• Call our toll free event information line at 
]-888-454-PARK 
or visit our web site at www.parksday.ca 
P=-.-==---I f u'k.l partnmhip \ ~  des pucs cxn4diet~ 
You BE THE JUDGE 
BY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
To guy Or Not To BUy, That iS Tile Qmistion, 
"Ma, he hit me." 
"No way, he started itl" 
"Shelly's got a boyfriend, ha, ha, ha, 
ha." 
QUIEEEEEEEEEEEETII 
"Thank you, children. Now, I have 
something very Important o discuss with the 
Bradley family." 
The children remained deadly quiet, 
"As you know, our lease for this old, 
wonderful home Is up in three months. We 
have an option to buy it. 
"If we do, our last month's postdated 
cheque becomes the deposit. Now, can I 
have a show of hands. How many of you 
want to move?" 
Dead silence. No one moved a muscle, 
"How many would like us to buy the 
house?" 
There was pandemonium. Shouting, 
yelling, waving of 6 sets of arms and hands. 
"Mother, " Mr. Bradley turned to his 
wife, "it looks like Its unanimous. I'm phon- 
Ing Bill our landlord to tell him we're buying. 
Provided the financing oes through." 
Father Bradley talked rapidly on the 
phone, and then grabbed his coat and hat 
and lunged for the door. 
"Family, hold on to your hats/this Is 
going to be the fastest buy you've ever seen. 
Mrs. Bradley walked her husband to the 
door. Before he went out, she whispered 
into his ear. 
"That clause in the lease with the 
option to buy says you have to make the 
option in writing. Do you think that would be 
a good Idea?" 
Her husband grazed her hair with an 
absent-minded kiss. 'Just an unnecessary 
formality." 
That evening, every Bradley was glum. 
The financing hadn't gone through. 
Ever optimistic, Father Bradley tried to 
cheer everyone up. "Not to worry, Fll re- 
negotiate the sale terms with our landlord." 
That night, sitting around the fire, the 
family heard the bad news. "I'm so sorry 
everyone. Bill and I weren't successful in 
renegotlating. We'll have to move. But I'm 
going to sue Bill for the last month's rent 
cheque we gave him. It was supposed to 
have turned into a deposit towards the 
purchase and that purchase fell through. I
have a right to it." 
In court, Mr. Bradley spoke boldly'. 
"Your Honour, Bill, the landlord, knew I 
wanted the house, but couldn't get the 
financing. We tried to come to a new agree- 
ment, but he didn't like anything I pro- 
posed. Because the deal fell through I
should get the rent money back that would 
have been the down payment." 
Bill replied: "Look, Your Honor, the 
lease said that Mr. Bradley must notify me 
In writing. Even If I did know that he wanted 
the house, it doesn't excuse him from tel- 
lowing the lease. Because I was never for- 
mally notified about his desire to purchase 
the house, there Is no down payment o be 
returned." 
Should Mr. Bradley get the rent money 
back that would have become the down 
payment? 
You Be the Judge, Then Ioo1~" below for 
the decision. 
SPONSORED 
.~ 'V  v _., 
L WVeRS 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B..C. 
• Criminal Law 
• Divorce & Family Law 
• Chi ld Custody 
• Personal  Injury 
• Adopt ions  
• Impaired Driving 
• Immigrat ion 
• Wrongful  D ismissa l  
• Wil ls 
• Smal l  C la ims 
638-1764 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
"Mr. Bradley, this court rules against you. Because you couldn't get the required 
financing and because you never formally notified Bill about your desire to purchase the 
house, the last cheque was just for the rental of the house and non-refundable," 
YOUI BE THE JUDGE Is based on actual court cases, Today's decision Is based on the facts Of the case and the 
law of the province of British Columbia, Ifyou hme a similar problem, please consult LINDSEY & GRUEQER, Claire 
Bernateln is a Montreal I~yer and syndicated columnist. Copyright 1997 Halka Enterprises. BI08SV 
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CHARLYNN TOEWS 
Tell Laura 
I love her 
1~ HERE'S THIS cool Canadian 
[ singer named Laura Smith. Her last big song was her version of "My 
. Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean." 
She's from the east coast ~ you may know her. 
Anyway, I love her deeply because she has a 
groovy song about home decor, which is my 
favourite topic. She does. It goes: 
I'm going to move to a little place on the beach 
I'll call it my own 
I'll make myselfa house out of beach found 
stones 
And I'll make it kind of like I have the sun 
rising in the window in the moating when I rise 
And I'll have the sun kind of setting in the 
wiudow as I go to sleep 
Sounds to me like it's going to be a one-room 
house ("Liquid State"). 
I love the thought of that house, plus in her 
liner notes (a pretty little booklet that comes 
with her new CD, It's a Personal Thing) there is 
a beautiful colour photograph of some kind of 
tasseled tapestry throw or fringed brocade thing 
in shades of gold and beige aud cream and a 
light dusty mint colour I can't quite describe. 
Lovely. 
From the photo of the singer, this Laura ap- 
pears to be lovely her own self, 40ish or more, 
her clear eyes (that same green) seemiug to con- 
vey "a rich regretful maturity" like Chatelaine 
magazine says about her music. 
I hope my friend Donna in Wimfipeg some- 
how hears Laura's soug "You Know Too" be- 
cause what Laura says to me in that song, I want 
to say to Donna. O~dy my version comes out, 
"Oh Derma, I think of you oae million times 
between phone calls, you know." 
To which Dogma might reply, "Oh, I know, I 
know. Me, too." I would say, " I  mean to call 
you more often only I get distracted by my two 
and a half year old." 
"Oh, I know," she might say, "I thiuk of 
calling you when it's too late or too early to 
phoue." And I'd say, "Oh, I know, I know. Me 
to0, me too." 
I used to buy homemade cassette 
tapes from emerging bands who 
hawked them at blues bar gigs for ten 
bucks a pop, but that was Winnipeg 
and I was (sigh) 22 or so. 
But Laura's version of these sentiments comes 
out so much more nicely. First of all, she is 
singing; second, she is singing well; third, what 
she is singing about is so beautiful, it's like a 
song. Laura sings: 
You ' re  not  a lone  
Share your life 
This could be your lucky day 
[Imagine a strong, lush voice singing as you 
read this, please] 
In my heart of hearts I know 
In your heart of hearts you know too. 
I want to say to Laura, "Oh, I know, I know. 
Me too, me too," and thank her for saying 
(singing!) this so much more clearly and beauti- 
fully than I ever could. 
'Plus I need to thank Laura for being conuner- 
cially successful enough to be well distributed 
and reasonably priced. This is because if an 
item is not accessible and not affordable, I don't 
got one. 
So in order for these songs to waft about in 
my little house in my ltttle town, she needs a 
serious record contlrct. I mean, I used to buy 
homemade cassette tapes from emerging bands 
who hawked them at blues bar gigs for ten 
bucks a pop, but that was Winnipeg attd I was 
(sigh) 22 or so. bmyway. I feel a little rich 
regretful maturity coming on, if I do say so 
myself. Maybe it's catching. 
I would like to tell not only Donna, but all the 
other wonderful people I miss so much from 
Whmipeg and Halt fax and Steinbach and child- 
hood and train rides, that I think about them 
fondly and wistfully and often. It's as if Laura 
Smith is speaking to them all on my behalf, just 
by having her lovely songs In the air. This also 
saves me a great deal on long distance tele- 
phone bills, which I should thank Laura for, too. 
A gorgeous voice combined with kind wis- 
dom, a poetic vision, and good taste in the im- 
portant field of home decor, plus long distance 
' savings: tell Laura I love her, 
Cowboy boots for the bard 
Ikespeare as you've never seen him 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
SHAKESPEARE doesn't 
have much in common 
with truck drivers, trailer 
courts and country- 
western music ~ or does 
he? 
His famous play 
Othello, filled with love, 
jealousy, betrayal and 
murder has been reset 
into modem times - -  this 
time in a small truck- 
driving town in Sas- 
katoon. 
The new version, called 
Cruel Tears, will debut 
during Riverboat Days. 
It represents two firsts 
for Terrace Little Theatre. 
The firstplay produced in 
the summer and the first 
musical the theatre com- 
pany has ever tackled. 
There are 40 songs 
throughout he musical, 
including country-' 
western, blues, soul and a 
dash of opera. Just a little 
bit of opera, reassures 
director Daniel 
Barnsweil. 
"It's not brilliant opera 
but it's the best we could 
do." 
The operatic bits use the 
original Shakespearian 
dialogue and they elevate 
the language from a very 
"base level" the rest of 
the play, says Barnswell. 
A line from the opening 
song sums up  that lan- 
guage and the feeling of 
the play well. 
"The men drive trucks 
and the girls keep house. 
They do what they can, or 
they do without." 
But the story of Othello 
isn't lost in the transla- 
tion. 
TRUCKIN' COUPLE Johnny and Kathy are the unlikely stars in an adaptation ot ~naKespeare's umeHo, i no 
country-western version of the play is called Crue/Tears, and it takes place in a rowdy bar and a trailer court. 
Johnny is played by Jay Kryklywyj and Kathy by Joelle Walker. Tough guys Hal Stedham, Kosta Saints, Steve 
McH:.'gh and Mitch Stolarchuk round out the key roles. 
The great Moorish war- " I t  makes Shakespeare 
rior of Shakespeare's play • more accessible," says  
is a Ukrainian truck 
driver and real macho- 
man named Johnrfy 
Roychuck. He falls in 
love with the daughter of 
his boss. 
However, his coworkers 
think he plans to take 
over the trucking busi- 
ness. What results are 
schemes, baekstabbing 
and jealous moments. 
Shakespeare's great 
themes are unfolded this 
time in a rowdy bar and a 
trailer court 
Shakespeare's dialogue 
is often considered a 
challenge to understand, 
sound from the original 
bluegrass music, adding 
Barnswell. " I t 's  about steel guitars and more 
drinking, making out, bass. 
fightin' and racin' cars." "Not so much banjo." 
The play's language is Bamswell talked to the 
clean, he says, but the play's author and the 
themes are for a mature musicians from the 
audience, original production and 
"It makes Shakespeare more accessible," 
says Barnswell. "It's about drinking, making 
out, fightin' and racin' cars.', 
Cruel Tears first 
debuted across Canada 
about 20 years ago, and 
was a huge success. But 
it's been a long time since 
the play was performed 
but  there's little of that in so Bamswell modernized 
this play. the  country-western 
said they liked the 
changes he suggested and 
are happy the play is 
being staged again. 
"It's an incredible 
show. It deserves to be 
seen," says Barnswell. 
Opening day is just two 
and a half weeks away, 
but Bamsweli still can't 
put an accurate count on 
the numbers of the cast or 
musicians. It's a large set, 
and people keep offering 
to sing a song, or fill in as 
, extras. 
It's a challenge, trying 
to organize that many 
people in a tight rehearsal 
schedule of just four 
weeks. And that's jug- 
gling softball tourna- 
ments, vacations and sick 
leave. 
"All the more energy 
for opening night. It 
should be wild fun." 
Cruel Tears will run 
July 31 through August 4 
and then Aug. 7-9, Tick- 
ets are available at 
Uniglobe Travel for $15. 
 ;tudents learn to play in culture camp 
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STUDENTS ACT out a dance scene in a culture 
camp for native students which ended last week. 
THE MYTH of why a young native prin- 
cess married a bear was acted out by nine 
teens in a culture camp last week. 
The camp was put on by the First Nations 
Education Centre to encourage native stu- 
dents to take more in~.ercst in their culture. 
The mini-play was the climax of the 
camp. Other activities included cedar head- 
band making and drum making. 
Native actor Floyd Faval of Regina taught 
the theatre component of the camp, Hc 
adapted the Tlingit version of the myth to a 
short play for the students. 
In the myth a princess speaks nldely 
about bears, and a bear who has shifted 
shape into a human steals her for his bride. 
The princess is happy until she Icarus her 
husband is really a boar, then she longs for 
her former family. 
The students act out different paris of the 
myth, incorporating dancing, drumming 
and singing. 
Faval usually does workshops for adults 
and he points out an odd difference in 
teaching adults and teens. 
"Kids forget how to play," he says. "I 
have to re-teach them how to imagine, how 
to make believe." 
He works with minimal props, forcing the 
students to use their imaginations to make 
the play come alive for parents and friends. 
Throughout the workshop Faval teaches 
them singing, dancing and how to work in a 
group. 
In the process tudents also leant about 
native legends, and Faval hopes to connect 
them to traditional themes they may have 
grown away from. 
Six vie for Miss Terrace title 
THIS SATURDAY is Talent 
Night, the first big event for the 
1997 Miss Terrace contestants. 
On Saturday contestants will 
present a showcase of their talents 
to judges and the audience. 
Oue contestant will play the 
piano, and another plans to sing. 
Another will demonstrate a more 
unusual talent, and has organized a
mini-fashion show. 
It should be an entertaining night, 
starting at 7 p.m. at the McColl 
Playhouse. Tickets are $7 at the 
door. 
And on July 26 the Miss Terrace 
pageant wraps up at the REM Lee 
Theatre, starting at 7 p.m. 
Three f'malists from the talent 
competition will perform again at 
the REM Lee and there will be per- 
refinances featuring all the girls. 
Tickets for that night are $10 at Er- 
win's Jewllers in the mall. 
Here are three of the six candi- 
dates for this year's title. Look for 
more next week. 
Tracy Warner 
Tracy just wrapped up ller grade 
11 year at Caledonia. 
She entered the Miss Terrace 
pageant because she thought it 
would be a valuable and interesting 
learning experience. She hopes to 
leant to speak well in public, and 
wants to be a good role model for 
the community. 
Traey is,'t currently involved in 
any sports or community groups. 
Her goal is to go to university and 
have a successful business career. 
She's sponsored by the Elks. 
Gurgit Taggar 
Gurgtt has chosen the unusual 
path of finishing grade 12 through 
correspondence, and when she 
eventually finishes her studies sl:? t
wants to become an immigration 
officer. 
Gurgit hopes being involved in 
the Miss Terrace Pageant will give 
her experience dealing with dif- 
ferent types of people, something 
she thinks will help her later in her 
career. 
She entered the contest to learn as 
much as she could, and says overall 
she just wants to help out in the 
community. 
Gurgit is sponsored by Northern 
m,o,c  
White Scoop Shop. 
Usa Marinus 
Lisa finished high school in 1995 
and since then she's been busy in 
the community, and is hlvoived in 
church, piano and her job. 
She entered the contest "to grow 
in strength and character." She 
hopes to develop her public speak- 
ing skills and gain maturity and ex- 
perience from being involved in the 
pageant. 
Her future goal is to finish her 
piano degree. 
Lisa is being sponsored by Mix 
590. 
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CITY S.CENE 
MUSIC 
• GEORGE'S PUB has a Saturday 
night jam starting at 8:30 p.m. 
• THE THORNHILL PUB brings 
back karaokee very second Friday. 
• AUGIES LOUNGE in the Terrace 
Inn features Roy Sluyter playing soft 
lounge music. Dance Express plays in 
GiGi's Pub nightly. 
• BULKLEY VALLEY GUITAR 
WORKSHOP will be held Aug. 18-22 
at Tyhee Lake. Features jam sessions, 
small sessions, tudent concert, and pros 
David Essig, Doug Cox and Dan Rubin. 
Call soon to 250-847-4048, or email: 
tstrong@mail.netshop.net 
MOVIES 
• Rush hour hits the water in SPEED 
2, starring Sandra Bullock and Jason 
Patric, at 7 and 9:15 p.m. At 7:15 only 
Jeff Daniels stars in TRIAL AND ER- 
ROR. And at 9:30 it's MY BEST 
FRIEND'S WEDDING. 
Starting Friday 
• Rene Russo stars in BUDDY at 7 
p.m. And at 9:15 p.m. SPEED 2 con- 
tinues for another week. At 7:15 and 
9:30 p.m. watch what happens when 
Nicholas Cage gets on the wrong plane 
in CON AIR. 
THEATRE 
• CRUEL TEARS, a country-western 
version of Shakespeare's Othello, com- 
plete with truckers and a rowdy bar, 
opens July 31. This is Terrace Little 
Theatre's first musical and first summer 
production. The play runs July 31-Aug. 
4 and Aug. 7-9. Tickets are $15 each at 
Uniglobe Travel. 
ETCETERA 
• THE TERRACE ART GALLERY 
displays amembers show until Aug. 30, 
featuring the work of 21 artists, includ- 
ing paintings, photographs and pottery. 
Gallery hours are noon to 3 p.m. from 
Wed. to Fri., Fri. nights from 6:30-8:30 
p.m, Sat. from noon to 4 p.m. and Sun, 
from 1-4 p.m. 
A KITIMAT CENTENNIAL MUSE- 
UM hosts a show of quilts from the 
Kitimat Quilters Guild. Come view this 
coloufful exhibition and vote on your 
favourite piece. Summer hours are Man. 
to Sat., 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at 293 City 
Centre. 
Make the 'Seenel Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Austin CMrles Nelson Bmven 
Date & Thne of Birth: 
June 24, 1997 at 10:49 pm 
Weight: 51bs 13oz, Sex: Male 
Parent: Paul & Bebble Bowen 
Sister for Autumn 
Klmbedy lk, ntse Schallmser 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 3,1997 at 10:21 pm 
Weight: 71bs 4oz. Sex: Female 
ParentS: Brian Schalhauser & Marie 
Mlsener 
¢ # 
Baby's Nmne: Baby's Name: 
Vic~da (Tod) ~gh ' l~rner SamantMTamta SMl ssa Trlstlan 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 27, 1997 at 11:34 am 
Weight: 61bs i loz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Nadine &Deaa Turner 
t 
Baby's Name: 
Andrea Sirnone Amelia I~nouette 
Date & Time of Eirth: 
July 3, 1997 atJ:ll am 
Weight: 61bs9.5oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Gerald a Loreen Lanouette 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 5, 1997 at 11:39 am 
Weight: 71bs 100z. Sex: Female 
Parents: Dawn Green & Herble Johmon 
A sister for g#e 
t 
Baby's Name: 
Clare Frances 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 5, 1997 at 1058 pm 
Weight: 61bs 4oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Tdsh &Joe Pitzoff 
Ge% A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
Overwa,tea 
]~3s ~eryoan:lbod.~. 
i 
WHAT'S UP 
Wednesday, July 16 
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT - -  
Women interested in planning this 
year's march should meet at 10 
a.m. at the women's centre. For 
more info call 638-0228. 
Saturday, July 19 
FAMILY PLACE WORKSHOP - -  
Ccokin' Without Cookin'. This work- 
your grandchildren? Call Marge at 
635-7421 for info. 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
iary meets the third Monday of each 
month in the board room at 8 p.m. 
Everyone iswelcome. 
TUESDAYS 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD Clinic 
is open every Tuesday night from 7-9 
p.m. Information and counselling on 
shop from 10 a.m. till noon is for birth control and birth control supplies 
' parents and child care providers. ..... at reas0nable cost.' Drop in, They're at 
:Cooking'with children.is the theme the rear of the health unit on Kalum, so 
of the workshop. For more info call go to the back door. For more info or 
638-1863. 
Monday, July 21 
WILD FRONTIER Vacation bible 
school put on by the Evangelical 
=ree Church, runs July 21-25, from 
6-8:30 p.m. Registration at 5:30 or 
call 635-5115. For ages 3-12. 
Wednesday, July 23 
FAMILY PLACE WORKSHOP - -  
Painting All Over. 7his workshop 
from 10 a.m. till noon is for parents 
child care providers and children. 
Have fun with the joys of painting in 
the house, in the garage in the 
yard.., be prepared to get messy 
and bring some extra clothes. 
Suitable for toddlers to kindergarten 
age. For more info call 638-1863. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
SUNDAYS 
BEE KEh;PERS meet he last Sunday 
of each month at 2 p.m. at the library. 
If you want to find out more about bee 
keeping, drop by. More info, call 
Martin at 635-3289. 
MONDAYS 
SENIORS GET together for Five-Pin 
Bowling at the Terrace Bowling Alley, 
Meet at 1 p.m. 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
meet the first and third Monday of 
each mouth. New members welcome. 
For more info call Ray at 635-3589 or 
Les at 635-9405. 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- 
sociation meets the second Monday of 
every month at 8 p.m. at Thonthfll Jr. 
Secondary inthe library. 
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE 
meets the 2nd and 4th Monday of 
every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. Call 635-2415 and 635-9228 for 
more info. 
BIRTHRIGHT volunteers meet the 
first Monday of the month in members' 
homes on an alternating basis. For in- 
formation or to volunteer call Linda at 
635-6849 or Michele at 635-3087. 
Birthrite offers free, confidential preg- 
tmncy services and is located above the 
Tillicum Theatre, suite #201. Office 
hours are 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday to 
Friday. Call 635-3907 or call the 24- 
hour hotline at 1-800-550-4900. 
ARE YOU HAVING trouble seeing 
to volunteer call 638-2027. 
TWIN'S CLUB PLAYTIME is the 
first Tuesday of every month from 
lO:30-noon at the Family Place. Call 
635-9669. 
FAMILY PLACE hosts a parent and 
child drop-in from 10:30-noon at the 
activity room. For more info call 8- 
1863. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Caledonia high school. For more info 
call Jim Ryan at 635-4089. 
STRETCHING CLASS - -  The Min- 
istry of Health community rehabilita- 
tion program hosts this seated stretch- 
ing class from 1-2 p.m. at the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium at 3412 Kalum 
St. Call Anne at 638-2272 for more 
info. 
T 'AI  CHI FOR SENIORS is held 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:45 a.m. at 
the Happy Gang Centre. For more info 
call Jean at 635-3159. 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS meet 
every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Coast Inn of the West at room 328 to 
learn about public speaking in a posi- 
tive and encouraging environment. 
New members and guests are welcome. 
For more info call Andrew Webber at 
635-5776. 
DAIKO JI SOTOZEN CENTRE 
hosts Zazen meditation every Tuesday 
evening at 7 pm at the centre. For info 
phone 635-3455, 
SCHIZOPHRENIA SOCIETY meets 
the third Tuesday of every month from 
September toJune at 7:30 p.m. at Step- 
ping Stone Clubhouse, 3302 Sparks St. 
For more information call 638-2202. 
MISS TERRACE PAGEANT com- 
mittee meets the second Tuesday of 
every month at the Ten'ace public li- 
brary. 
SHAMROCK 4-H CLUB meets 
every third Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Cassie 
Hall Elementary. Call Laurie at 635- 
9401 for more info. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
rehearses Tuesdays in the Caledonia 
band room from 7 to 9 p.m. Call Jim at 
635-4089 for more info. 
THE KERMODEI CHORISTERS 
invite boys and girls ages 8 and up to 
come sing along on Tuesdays from 
6:30 - 8:00 p.m. at the Skeerm Band 
Room. Call Terry Anderson 638-1183 
for info. 
WEDNESDAYS 
TERRACE COMMUNITY LEARN- 
ING council meets the first Wednes- 
day of every month at the boardroom 
of the Ministry of Education at the BC 
Access Centre at 3 p.m. New members 
are welcome. For more info call Mary 
Anne at 635-5449. 
TWIN'S CLUB meets the third Wed- 
nesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Family Place. Call 635-9669. 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets 
Wednesdays at 7 p.m. and Saturdays at 
7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park. For more info 
call 638-6114. 
KINEIWE CLUB OF TERRACE 
meets every second Wednesday. New 
members are welcome. For more, call 
Fiona at 635-1854 or Jennifer at 635- 
3175. 
747 ROYAL CANADIAN AIR 
CADETS Unicorn Squadron holds air 
cadet training sessions every Wednes- 
day at 6:15 p.m. at the air cadet hall at 
the airport. For more info. call Linda at' 
635-5567. 
TERRACE CENTENNIAL LIONS 
meet every second Wednesday atlunch 
at the Coast Inn of the West. For more 
info call Robert Oliver at 638-0913. ' 
THE KINETFE CLUB OF TER- 
RACE, a service club for youngf  
women, meets every second Wednes= 
day of~e~ry month from Sept. to June. 
New members are needed. Call Fiona 
at 635-1854 or Debra at 635-3262. 
SCOTTISH COUNTRY dancing, 
happens every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. 
in the Knox United Church Hail at 
4907 Lazelle Ave. For more info call 
635-5163. 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Coffee 
Group meets every second Wednesday 
• at the White Spot at 10 a.m. Call Judy 
at 635-3258 for info. 
LESBIAN DROP-IN happens noon 
• J tAc~a~, Ja J r - , t  • k J  
AL-ANON offers a program of 
recovery for those whose lives have 
been adversely affected by the problem 
of alcoholism in a relative, partner o r  
friend. Meetings are Thursdays from 7- 
8 p.m. at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Center 4542 Park Ave. Call 
638-0263. 
~r 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m, at A&W on Keith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for info. 
The Terrace standard offers the 
community calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
This colurim is intended for non. 
profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. Items will run two week~ be- 
fore each event. 
We ask that 'items be submitted by 5 
p.m, on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions should be o'ped or 
primed neatly. 
You can check account balances, transfer funds, make 
AS EASY AS A 
loan payments  and many other  t ransact ions  from 
PHONE CALL 
the pr tvacy  of your  home, off ice or automobi le .  
/ , 
Our Memberltnk system is 
as easy as a phone carl.All 
it takes is a touch tone 
photo. The instructions are 
easy to follow. For more 
information on the 
Memberlink home banking 
system give us a call at 
635-7282. 
Or glve it a try at 635-0114 
belong to you:" 
Terrace & District Credit Union ~, 
~ t~e~t ~mlm ~C~.  ~ anf a ~ shtfl~ wamber ~ tem't~oL 
m~to~ 
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Organic farming brings satisfaction 
pESTICIDE-FREE produce 
can be found every Saturday 
at the farmer's market at 
Crows Nest Farm. 
', Maureen Bostock and 
Elizabeth Snyder are the 
dwner/ operators of Crows 
[Nest Farm, approximately 
30 kms cast of Terrace. 
',Maureen moved to Tof- 
fee from Ontario in 1976. 
Elizabeth came from Nova 
Scotia in 1982• The two 
rived at Usk for a while 
@here they did a bit of farm- 
~ng, but soon realized that 
~ey would need more prop- 
~rty to farm the way they 
~anted to. 
',Six years ago Elizabeth 
=tnd Maurcen bought their 
136 acre farm. They cleared 
land, built a barn and a 
house. 
Maureen and Elizabeth are 
• vegetarians so their main in- 
terest is in produce. They 
have two acres of vegetables 
planted but still have trouble 
keeping up with the 
customer demand at the 
market. 
! Crow's Nest Farm is now 
a certified organic farm. 
Maureen and Elizabeth 
~hould be commended for 
their commitment to this 
project. It's a three year pro- 
cess that involves a lot of 
record keeping and con- 
tinuous inspections. 
!Now Crow's Nest farm 
can offer certified organic 
produce at the market. 
Potatoes, carrots, beats, 
.broccoli, lettuce, spinach, 
1)eas and beans are available 
!when in season). 
,, Crows Nest offers an in- 
tcrcstmg selection of Japa- 
nese and Chinese stir fry 
~/egctablcs Bokchoi 
.~uichoi guylon, daikon 
# • rad=sh and holandow (the 
}cal Snow pea). 
;Maurcen and Elizabeth 
love the lifestyle their farm- 
!ng brings. Although they 
live without electricity or 
i'unning water, and heat with 
~,ood, they find developing 
the land and producing food 
very satisfying experience. 
GREAT VEGGIES  - -  El izabeth Snyder  and Maureen 
Bostock are the owners  of Crows Nest Farm, and 
grow certified organic produce.  If you're looking for 
an unusual  vegetable ,  such as daikon radishes or 
holandows,  then stop by their stand. 
About 800 of those are used 
at the farm, the rest is al- 
ready sold for $2.25 a bale. 
It looks like a good crop 
this year. Maureen and 
Elizabeth are just waiting 
for good haying weather. 
One thing farming re- 
quires is a mechanic of 
sorts, to keep the farm 
equipment running. 
Maureen and Elizabeth use 
two tractors, a mower, rake, 
baler, plow, discs rototiller 
and a manure spreader. 
They have learned a lot 
from helpful friends, about 
keeping their equipment 
going. One important thing 
they have learned is when 
old machinery starts to be 
too much trouble, it's time 
to cut your losses and let it 
go. 
Sometime in August 
Crows Nest Farm will be 
having a garage sale with 
A'r:  THE :MA RK E 
: Perhaps a 17th century lots of interesting items for 
English poet named William sale, : like, a horse dt~wn. 
~;henstone shared the samo,,mower~i.a cici~r'~l~ressl a 
[;entiment when he wrote juicer, a grain drilland other 
~'The work of a person that odds and ends. They also 
have a steer for sale. 
In the quiet winter months 
Maureen devotes her time to 
an agricultural study pro- 
gram. If you are interested 
in organic farming you can 
give Maureen a call at 638- 
9402. 
For the past three years 
builds begin immediately to
llecay; while those of him 
~ho plants begin directly to 
~u,aprove. In this, planting 
promises a more lasting 
pleasure than building." 
: Approximately 40 acres of 
;their farm is planted in hay. 
~t  produces 2000 bales. 
I 
Elizabeth and Maureen have 
found the Skeena Valley 
farmers Market to be a good 
outlet for their produce. 
They would like to see a 
mid-week market day, as 
they often have produce 
ready for market in the mid- 
dle of the week. 
Thank 
You 
Dear Sir: 
• The Heart and Stroke 
~oundatien sends out a 
big thank you to all those 
~who came out and rode 
;the Big Bike. 
Eleven teams took part 
F--an impressive turn-out 
2for the Saturday of a long 
~eekend. 
'. Thank you to the 
.'volunteers as well who 
~nade the event a success. 
m 
: Betty Campbell  
: Heart  and Stroke 
. Foundat ion  
Dear Sir: 
- The Terrace Public Li- 
i)rary celebrated its 30th 
anniversary July 1. 
The library's board o f  
trustees thanks Mrs. 
Nesta Douglas and acting 
~nayor Val George for 
their attendance, and a lo- 
hal grocery story for 
~lonating a birthday cake. 
,Thanks also to the library 
~taff and many patrons 
kvho came to enjoy the 
~ace painting and music. 
: Arleen Thomas 
: Trustee secretary 
LYNNE CHRISTIANSEN 
"SALES AND SERVICE" 
~ppliances, Parts, Electronics, Broil King Barbecues, 
Patio Furniture, Sofas, Dining Rooms, 
Bedrooms, Bedding, La-Z-Boy Chairs 
~ UNTIL THE YEAR 2000! 
FOR A LIMITED TIME 
nstant Credit * NO INTEREST 
I'o Qualif ied * NO DOWNPAYMENT 
~uyers ~ * NO ADMIN ISTRAT ION FEES 
This coupon and the Ask  in store for 
purchase of $500 or more details at 
will give you a FREE giftl Pereira's 
. . . . . .  " Count ry~ldd"#i  ' 
Offer Expires Kit imat , ~ ! 
Juty~1,.1997 u., ~, ~:l:i,,i .~ i 
THE VALUE HAS NEVER BEEN BET ' rER  x2j 
I 
STORE HOURS: 
Tuesday- Saturday 
9:00 a,m. - 6:00 p.m. 
PEREIRA'S 
Furniture and Appliances 
"The value has never been better" 
707 Commercial Ave., Kitimat 
Ph. 632-6804 1-800-828-6604 
Id 
Crllain rcsmction~, al~pl)', 
Nc purd~aw nco:,,,.,,ar)', 
5pon~wcd vfith 
d 
,ir0nmentalHealth 
A few years back, an 11 year 
old girl who had been camping in 
the Adirondack mountains died aft- 
er coming in contact with a rabid 
bat, Rabies ('rage" or •madness" 
in Latin) has always been the 
object of human fascination, tor- 
ment and fear. Many of us in the 
Northwest however, see rabies as 
a threat in Ontario and New York 
but de not recognize the risks 
posed right here, literally in our 
back yards, 
Each year in BC rabies is found 
in up to 14 animals including 
household pets. We treat around 
50 people xposed to the saliva, 
(through bites, scratches or even 
licks) from animals uspected of 
carrying the disease. The reason- 
ing ~hind this extensive treatment 
campaign is because if rabies is 
not treated quickly, before symp- 
toms begin, it is fatal. Only one 
person has ever survived. Itranks 
up there with HIV as one of the 
serious threats to your family's 
lives. 
Bats are the biggest source of 
rabies in this area. Aroun~l tOY, 
naturally carry the virus in their 
BQ.4.U 
Come in to Mr, Mikes Grill duringJuly and enter 
for your chance to win the party that everyone i.s 
and will be talking about. Mr.Mikcs Grill will come to 
your house and setup your own BBQ party. 
We'llSupply the ~ food and the cook while you and 
your guests it back and enjoy, 
LEAVE EVERYTHING TO US,  
THEN WE'LL LEAVE EVERYTHING WITH YOU,.,  
INCLUDING THE IBARBECUE! 
4736 Lakelse Avenue (across from the Skeena Mall) "let: 635-3077 
Come in on Wednesdays for Wade Days! 
Issues: Rabies: It's No Way F0rAFriend ToDie 
mats, they could spread the dead- 
ly Infection. Ifyou have not kept up 
their vaccinations the onslaught is
both insidious and devastating. 
Symptoms begin with the ner- 
vous system, as difficulty in swal- 
lowing, excessive drooling, muscle 
spasms or weakness (especially in
the hind legs). Later they start act- 
ing strangely. They start to fear 
water, become ither abnormally 
friendly, reclusive or aggressive. 
Think about he danger this pres. 
ants when a normally shy coyote 
staffs to wander through town. 
because it bit at least one would- 
be feeder. 
HOW TO PREVENT RABIES 
More than half of our possible 
exposures to rabies are from 
d,-,mestic animals uch as dogs 
and cats. Have all your pets and 
domestic animals vaccinated 
against rabies. This is actually the 
law elsewhere, and should be here 
as well. 
Stay away from dogs and cats 
you don't know or that act 
strangely. 
Observe wildlife from a dis- 
lance. Never go near a wild animal 
that is acting friendly. 
If you find a bat, dead or alive, 
DON'T TOUCH ITI Always 
assume a bat bite could be rabid. 
There is a good chance you would 
be right. 
Keep all pets under control at 
all times. Don't let them run free in 
the neighbourhood. 
I remember, as a child putting 
my arm down a cow's throat to dis- 
lodge whatever itmight have been 
choking on. A rabies infection can 
manifest i sell as contracted throat 
or vocal chord muscles causing 
saliva. When Ihey bite, scratch or People think, "how cute, I wonder choking orstrange vocalizations. 
even hiss at yourdog or cat#or.at -, if I can feed it by hand?" We had to . . . . . .  
most other wild or,domestic mam-., put a coyote• down last summer . . . . . .  
D U 
4635 Lakelse Ave. Phone: 635-7261 
Note: Shoppers flyers delivered in the Terrace/Kitirnat Weekend 
Advertiser on Saturday have a sale start date of Wednesday. 
A Weather Tough PVC Coating Bonded to Lightweight Steel 
STEEL SHAKES 
8 Beautiful Vibrant Colours 
NOT JUST  ...... 
ANOTHER ROOF! 
All Canadian Product Since 1979 !1 
Sheds Ice, Snow and Debris I I  
Self Ventilating and Maintenance Free 
1/3 the Weight of Asphalt Shingles 
Wind Tested at 110 Miles Per Hour 
= 
/ 
Our  D isp lay ,  
A t  K i t imat  
C i ty  Cent re  
i:i+~ 
• / =~ 
LIMITED-TIME OFFER 
We are looking for homes in your locality 
where we may feature our product, to 
demonstrate to others why our 
STEEL SHAKES 
are fast replacing other conventional rooting. 
You'll receive unbelievable savings off our 
already rock bottom, low pricesf ~1 
DON'T DELAY • ACT NOW AND SAVE! 
OFFER EXPIRES IN 10 DAYS 
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Around Poetry is her legacy 
Town 
Get your 
garden 
growing 
THE ANNUAL Ter- 
race best yard and gar- 
den competition is 
coming up once again, 
and. entry deadlines are 
July 21. 
This is your chance to 
show off those in' 
credible pots of 
petunias and those 
perfectly-pruned rose 
bushes. 
The judges will be 
looking for creativity, 
neatness and best over- 
all effect. Categories 
are commercial/indus- 
trial, apartment, mobile 
and residexitial home 
yards and gardens. As 
in the past, the house 
or dwelling will not be 
a factor. 
Applications can be 
picked up at city hall or 
by calling Chris 
Hansen tit 638-1049. 
Family fun 
during 
Parks Day 
GRAB THE KIDS and 
head down to Lakelse 
Lake this Saturday, to 
celebrate Canada Parks 
Day. 
This year's theme is 
"take a hike" so the 
day is starting off with 
early morning walks in 
the forest to learn 
about local flora and 
fauna. In the afternoon 
there will be more fun 
events, including a 
sand critter contest. 
And this year you can 
even win prizes just for 
coming down to the 
park,, including-: plane 
trips and !a $500 gift  
certificate. 
I RECENTLY received a 
book of poetry by a former 
Terrace resident who was an 
adventurous pioneer, 
wonderful family woman 
and who had a real knack 
for writing. 
Before I share her lovely 
poem, "Legacy" I will tell 
you a little bit about Gladys 
Pear Allen, who sadly 
passed away in 1992. 
Gladys was bum in 1915 
in a "float house" anchored 
off Anderson Island, in the 
state of Washington. Her fa- 
flier was then employed in 
the logging industry. 
Her family later moved to 
Belfair, Washington ~ a 
small, close-knit com- 
munity. 
Gladys graduated from 
high school in 1934 and 
provided nursing care to her 
ill grandmother for a few 
years. 
She married Kenueth Al- 
len on Christmas Eve in 
1938. Seven children fol- 
lowed and Gladys lavished 
old-fashioned loving one 
them with kisses for hurts, 
fresh warm cookies after 
school and big wholesome 
meals with homemade 
breads. 
In 1955 the family made a 
big move to a new country 
Canada. They settled in 
Soda Creek, a remote area 
in the interior of B.C. They 
didn't have any electricity 
or indoor plumbing and 
winter temperatures were al- 
ways well below zero. 
Those were challenging 
times for a busy mother of 
seven .  
But Gladys took it all in 
stride. She added new menu 
items, delicious "grouse 
gravy" on biscuits and little 
deer steaks for breakfast. 
She once fell on the ice one 
winter, breaking her wrists, 
but managed to knead the 
bread dough, cast and all. 
Gladys had a lively im- 
agination and a wonderful 
sense of humour which she 
combined with her talent for 
writing both stories and 
poetry. She often enter- 
tained family, and. frieuds :: 
.... with.Jmr interesting~ adve4a-,~, ,; 
tures. ~ t i 
During her lifetime many 
of her poems were pub- 
Skeena Vall, 
Ladles Open 19' 
Club would fike to thank 
our sJ~onsors for their very 
generous contributions to 
our 1997 Ladies Open Golf 
Tonr,~ament. Through 
yonr continued support SP.ON$0R$ 
we are able to host IRAID INSUR/~CE BATA ~LffES Y.'0RLO 
entrants, not only from ~.c. LUNG AS$0ClAnON CARTER'S JEWELLERS 
CEOARLANO TIE£ SCRV1CE LID. 
Terrace, but also Smithers, CENT~L FLO~NER$ CENIRALOIRS 
ELAN TRAVEL ERIN'S JEWELLERS 
Kitimat, l'rice Rupert and G~OE, S~CD GREATWESTUFE 
HOME HARDWk'~E KEEMOOEI TRADING 
the  Queen Charlotte MISTY R~VER eOOl~S MR. MIKES 
NORmCO~ST ,Emil ~O nmESS 
Islatlds. OVE~wAIrEA FOODS FIZ2A HUT 
31rank You ROS~OV~U,ESLTO. ~,,R.E,,,O~ 
SHOPPERS DRUG I~ARI SIGRT AND SOUND 
Al l ! ! !  SKEERA VALLEY LAOIES CLUB MEMBERS 
SREE~ VALLEY MER$ CLUB 
SREENA VALLEY PRO-SttOP TERRACE INN 
TERRACE RADIATOR UNIGLOBE TRAV£L 
TERRACE TOTEM FORD SALES LID. 
Box 865, Terrace, B.C. 
635-2542 
Fax: 635-4800 
Gladys Pear Allen 
lished. 
In 1962 the family moved 
to Terrace where Gladys 
made new friends and en- 
joyed living on the banks of 
the beautiful Skeena River. 
Her husband Ken logged for 
Bob Cooper at the time. 
Ken retired in 1980 and he 
and Gladys moved to 
Granisle, to a lovely spot 
overlooking Babine Lake. In 
1988 the couple celebrated 
their 50th wedding amfiver- 
sary and three years later in 
1991 held a family reunion 
in Terrace. 
Gladys was a kind, gener- 
ous and thoughtful person. 
She is survived by six chil- 
dren, 19 grand children and 
10 great-grand children. 
Gladys' daughter Marilyn 
gathered all her poems, to- 
gether in March 1996 and 
now they ,':ave been pub- 
lished. Below is Gladys' 
poem, called "Legacy." 
YVONNE MOEN 
Legacy 
A legacy of love I leave 
Comfort to the ones who grieve. 
A glowing fire in wintertime, 
A nightly view of stars that shine. 
The lovely green of trees in Spring 
Music of the birds that sing. 
A childlike awe of summertime, 
The taste o! berries on the vine. 
Glow of scarlet leaves in fall 
And eager eyes to see it all. 
A humble faith as your youth fades 
The faithful love of friends you've made.,' 
The blessing of the Lord above, ~ 
But most of all, I leave you love, 
,q  E MAX ~ ~,m. ,= ~,w , , , ,~=- -~, , ,~g  
VICTOR CAVALHEIRO 
Ted Hicks, Sales Manager, is pleased to announce that VICTOR 
CAVALHEIRO, through his customer satisfaction and sales 
achievements, has been named SALESMAN OF THE MONTH 
FOR JUNE. We know that his many friends and loyal customers 
join us in extending congratulations. Well done VICTORI 
~ lOldsm~lle ~ ....... 
.---- aElff 1RIItlt= 
Sales ~ oF man CUSTOMS 
IMcE w ~ ' ~ ' ~  Torrace KfflMAT 6324941 or..,~B ~o ma I-8OO..SMCEWAIP 
0.~0~¢~ 
kWe Can Make It tta~en At 11,e B~Iht S~ot On Ili~hwa~ 16 West In re.ace., 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
Ju,v,., PALACE Ju=Y,., 
I I i "ca='=1' 1 2 3 l - -  Paraplegic Kermode Terr. Peaks Terrace | Association 
Fnendship | Gymnastics l MinorSoflball | Nisga'aTdbal Kinsmen Club I 
Society [ ~ Council Search & Rescue] 
Terrace 
You~ Soccer 
Kinette Club 
Ter. Skating Club 
15  | 17Order 1"~ skim 1 16 I" '0f Royal l I ~=~,s~ 
rmode Terrace 1 Purple | ParspieocAsr~c. ! Tet Yo~hSoeeetl 
| Friendship Blueback | Terr.Peaks | Nisga'aTnbal | SigBrothers 
J Society SwimClub ~ Council j . &BigSistmJ 
°-1' I Junior Terrace Community | Terrace ] & 8iq Sisters Secondary Minor Volunteer | Little Theatre I Nisga'aTdbal _ School Hockey Bureau I Ter, Anti'Pove~_J Council 
13  0m,i,, [1 4 
Junior | Terrace 
Secondary| Minor 
School [ Hockey 
20C~°nria[2 lerrace 
Secondary I Minor 
School L Baseball 
Terrace 
Community 
Band 
:Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T.V. MCNITORS SMOKE REMOVAL 
4410 Leoion. Terrace 
l " 25 . [26 Terr ICsan Hou~ 22 123Bluebac" Ir'"rBenevolentl Ca,z~ i ~um.~, 
Canadian I Swim Club ~ve Order ~ $iste#,ood 
| Paraplegic ] Shames Mtil] of Elks #425 I NJs~'a T!bal I Sk. Valley 
| Association .L SkiClub ITerr.Anli-PovertYl uouncLu LSno~nob~Ass¢. 
"~ Minor 
Benevolent Terrace Peaks Softball Assoc. 
[Protective Order| Gymnastic Order of 
| of Elks #425 I Club Royal Purple ! 
Games 12:45 
Games 6:15 
Games 10:00 p.m. 
Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
AISLE CONCESSION 
635-2411 
® 1 coBRmSH LUMBIA ] 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OFFICE 
PUBLIC INVITED TO COMMENT ON DRAFT PROJECT REPORT 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE TELKWA COAL PROJECT 
Manalta Coal Ltd. has made an application for a pro~ect approval 
certificate under the Environmental Assessment Act for the Telkwa 
Coal proiect, located near Telkwa, in the Bulkley Valley, in northern 
British Columbia. The project will mine one million to one-and-a- 
half million tonnes of coal annually for a mine life Of 25 years. The 
construction workforce will peak at 170 to 200 people over a 12- to 
15-month period with an operating work force of 120 to 140 
employees over the 25 years. 
Prior to any government decision,on the@roject, Manalta Coal Ltd. 
is required to submir a project report. The information to be  
included in this report is documented'in draft project report 
specifications available for public review at the: 
• Telkwa Public Library • Burns Lake Public Library 
• Smithers Public Library ° Houston Public Library 
• Hazelton Public Library • Vancouver Public Library (Level 4) 
or at the Environmental Assessment Office Registry, 1st Floor, 
836 Yates Street, Victoria, British Columbia, VSV 1X4. Copies of the 
draft report specifications are also available for pick-up at the 
Village of Telkwa Municipal Office, Telkwa, B.C. 
Visit our new website for information about the environmental 
assessment process and projects under review. The address is: 
http: / /www.eao.gov.bc.ca 
The provincial Environmental Assessment Office invites comments 
on the draft project report specifications to ensure that public issues 
and concerns are identified and addressed as part of the 
environmental ssessment review process. All comments received 
by August 8, 1997 will be considered as part of the review. All 
submissions will be available to the general public through the 
project registry as originally submitted and as required by the 
Eiwironmental Assessment Act. If your subtnission does not indicate 
that you wish your address to be treated in confidence, your name 
and address will be filed ;n full, on the registry. 
Comments on the draft project report specifications should be 
forwarded by August 8, 1997 to: 
Norm Ringstad, Project Committee Chair 
Environmental Assessment Office 
2nd Floor, 836 Yates Street 
Victoria, British Columbia VSV lX4 
Telephone: (250) 356-7481 Fax: (250) 387-2208 
TALENT NIGHT 
SHOWCASE 
At 
McColl's Little Theatre 
Sat., July 19, 1997 
Tickets available at Erwin Jewellers 
(Skeena Mall), from contestants and 
at the door '$7.00 
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DAVE TAYLOR PORTS 638-7283 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  m - - - -  r q  
ROB BROWN 
• Dogs and fish 
. •y  mother, bless her thoughtful, [ humane soul, said a city lot was too confining for a dog. We studied as- 
siduously before contacting a 
breeder and getting a cat. It was Siamese, a 
proud descendant of those fierce warrior cats 
that, centuries ago, rode into battle on the 
shoulders of Siamese infantry men. Legend has 
it that these sinewy felines were trained to 
launch themselves like missiles toward adver- 
sariai eyes. 
The cat we chose had lost its ferocity. It was a 
gentle guy with a chocolate brown mask and a 
pair of trademark blue eyes. To my horror my 
morn named him Nanki-Poo after a character 
l~rom Gilbert and Sullivan's Mikado, a name I
shortened and mumbled when asked about it by 
my friends. You don't take a eat fishing, at 
least, I've never heard of anyone who has, so, 
on the great fishing jounleys of my childhood I 
was dogless. In fact, I did not have the op- 
portunity to take a dog fishing until some thirty 
years later. 
U1ffortunately, Chimo was positively feline 
when it came to the prospect of heading out for 
the river; The first time I took her to the Kalurn 
she was somewhere in the general vicinity as I 
walked to the river. When we returned to the 
truck she steadfastly refused to come near. Even 
the milk bones I'd cleverly slipped into my fish- 
big vest ill anticipation of this scenario would 
not persuade her to come within reach. She 
dcigncd to follow the truck, though. She did this 
all the way across town and up Kalum Hill as I 
drove at a self-conscious five miles per hour. 
I was determined. I took hcrto the Lakeise in 
the Spring of the same year. She followed mc 
across the stream, staying near until twilight. 
She then dccidcd shc would not cross the river 
again. I wadcd back, got a hold of her collar, 
and dragged hcr across. By the time we got to 
shore it was dark. On the way up the trail she 
found a porcupine and ate about $350 of quills. 
Hoping to save a vet bill, Mike Graham, Karen 
and I tried to pull thc darts out of my blind- 
folded, obdurate hound. She pulled us around 
the kitchen as if wc wcrc an cmpty sled. 
Another timc I caught Chimo unawares, 
J bundlcd her into the Datsun and drove to a part 
of the Zymoetz strcakcd silver with steelhcad. 
The fish went umnolested. After two casts 
Chimo enlerged from the bush with her mouth 
full of a rotting salmon she'd decided to roll in 
before begimdng to dine. I gently put down my 
rod theu pounced on the mutt With a solid grip 
on her choke chain, I dragged her into the river 
where I washed the rotted flesh from both of us. 
Even in the water her strength was considerable. 
A thorough scrub was impossible. I gathered us 
up and we reeked with eye watering intensity all 
the way home. 
When it came to things she didn't like, Chimo 
was a quick learner. When she encountered the 
pair of bristling, red-eyed rodents shuffling 
down the mountainside to deplete our crab ap- 
ple tree, she barked as if possessed, getting as 
close as eanlnely possible to those living pin- 
cushions without picking up a quill. When I 
emerged from the house bristling with fishing 
poles; she became unapproachable. The 
Zymoetz fiasco was the last time she dined out. 
Dogs go with fishing like plaid shirts and 
goofy hats; it's important to have one. Webb 
has been lucky with his. Ruby, his predominant- 
ly Shepherd cross, attempted to devour her first 
porky piue too. Unlike Chimo, she rolled over 
to Doug's command and whimpered quietly as 
he extracted the arrows with his fishing pliers as 
I watched on amazed. Ruby didn't eat sahnon 
carcasses. Except when distracted by a hare or 
'grouse, she stayed close. Ruby would cross the 
.river when she had too, but preferred ry land. 
With this ill mind my daughter Cait and I be- 
gan looking for a dog (actually Calt's criteria 
were slightly different han mine). We passed 
up the hyper pups at the pet store, preferring to 
save a life and spend $17.50 over spending 
hundreds of dollars and keeping puppy mills 
thriving. At the Thornhili Shelter we ooohed 
and ahhhed over the kittens, Then we looked 
over the mutts, I liked a Chlmo-like dog, but 
Cait locked her heart on a little patchy pup 
whose mother, Mugsy was everydog. Since then. 
our home has been filled with choruses of "no 
bite", The cats are out of sorts, and we take turn 
doing wind sprints, pup in hand, for the back is- 
sues o f  The Standard spread out over the 
laundry room floor, 
Trahting a pup is hard work, but it's going to 
be worth it. We call her Pawsome because she 
has paws, because Cait thinks she's awesome, 
and because she looks like a possum. I thlttk 
she'll make a good fishing dog. I can feel it in 
my bones. 
Super BM loses first match 
Forestry FC now hot 
on their heels 
TI-IE ACTION is really heating up in the Terrace Men's 
Soccer League. 
Super BM, who have enjoyed league dominance all sea- 
son, suffered their first defeat of the year at the hands of 
the fourth place Internationals last week. 
Super BM dominated play in the first half, but it was the 
Internationals who struck first, scoring midway through 
the opener to take a 1-0 lead. 
And they managed to hang on for the 1-0 win ~ which 
must have been especially sweet given Super BM's power- 
house status. 
The win was only the fourth of the year for the Interna- 
tionals, who are now tied for fourth place with United Na- 
tions. 
"It was a good win for us too," says Jacques Corstanje, 
who plays for second-place Forestry. "There are some 
pretty good rivalries haping up this year." 
As of last Saturday, Super BM was still on top of the 
staudings with 28 points, Forestry was second with 26 and 
Home Hardware third with 16. 
Roger Ewaid of Home Hardware leads the league in 
scoring with 11 goals. Forestry's Jim Casey and Park 
V&M's Nick Kolias are second with 7 goals each. 
Fans are reminded that games previously scheduled at 
Caledonia will be played at Thornhtll Regional. 
A SUPER BM and an Internationals player battle it out in a game last Wednesday 
that saw the Internationals hand Super BM their first loss of the season, 
Reps return 
TWO TERRACE Youth soccer rep teams are back 
from the Provincial Finals in Prince George after play- 
ing well but not making the final cut. 
The Undex 12s lost their first match 5-0, then fol- 
lowed up with a tight defensive game that they lost 1-0 
against Coquitlam. The boys rebounded in their last 
game, however, to win 3-1 over West Kootenay. 
The Under 13s also had some difficulty with the 
high-calibre soccer at the event. They lost a tight first 
match 2-1, then were shut-out 6-0 in their second 
game. They also lost their final match 5-1. 
Hen,,dry tops team, in Germany 
HER STYLE may be unor- 
thodox, but her scoring 
touch is magical. 
Terrace's Michelle 
Headry has always looked a 
little unusual on the basket- 
ball cour t -  twisting, turn- 
ing and squirming the way 
she does. 
But somehow she always 
ends up under the basket. 
" I 've been called a natural 
scorer," she says. "It 's 
what I do best"  
Hen&y, 27, has recently 
come off her best year ever 
in the German First Profes- 
sional League. 
Playing in her third season 
there, she led the team VFL 
Marburg in both scoring and 
rebounding, averaging some 
21 points and 10 rebounds 
per game. That placed the 
6'1" Canadian third overall 
in league standings. 
And those impressive stats 
helped lead Marburg to the 
plavoffs for the first time 
ever. too. Hendry describes it as Hendry's play slips a little 
"That was wonderful,'" having a smaller physical when she gets older she can 
Hcndry says. "We had great size than Terrace, but with a simply be classed as a resi- 
fan support and packed population of more than dent and continue to play 
gyms every night." 70,000. basketball inGermany. 
The playoffs gave Hendry "There's lots of people " I 've chosen 30 as my re- 
a boost too and she played and not enough space," she evaluation year," she says. 
some of her best ball since says. "That's when I'll see how 
university. To hclp fit in, Hendry has much longer I want to keep 
"The cxperieace really learned to speak German, it up. But basically I'll play 
helps," she says. "You which she saya she picked until it's not fun anymore." 
have the same skills as upby watchinga lot of Gcr- A new basketball season 
when you wcrc younger, but man tclcvision, starts in Septcmbcr and 
you Icarn how to use thcm "It 's the best way to Hendry's been keeping fit 
better." leam," she says. through the sununer by 
Many of Hcndry's skills Hendry has also picked up practicing three or four 
wcre honed here in Terrace a Dutch passport, so she's hours every day. 
where she was born and now an official resident of She had hoped to pass on 
raised, eventually becoming the European Union. some of her knowledge to 
a star player for the Strangely, that's actually local youth by coaching a 
Caledonia Kcrmodcs. good for her career since basketball camp here last 
She says she likcs her new right now she's classed as a week, but oddly it was can- 
home in Germany, but foreigner (only two are al- cclcd due to a lack of inter- 
misses Canada's wide open lowed per team). Foreigners est. 
spaccs and mountains, arc expected to be the best "That was pretty dis- 
"Marburg's nowhere near players, while residents can appointing," she says. "But 
the Alps," she says. "All afford tojustbe average. I'll try again next year." 
there is are litth: hills." With her passport, if Hendry is another exam- 
The city's pretty ° crowded 
Michelle Hendry 
pie of ilow it has become 
possible for talented athletes 
from small towns like Ter- 
race to make it big. 
"Coming from a small 
town doesn't matter," 
Hendry says. "People tend 
to use that as an excuse. But 
if you try hard enough you 
will succeed." 
Speedway union draws crowds 
Duo teams up to 
smash track record 
A LONGSTANDING 
record was broken at the 
Terrace Speedway two 
weekends ago. 
But it wasn't for the 
fastest lap time or the 
greatest number of consecu- 
tive vlctorics. 
Instead, two racers actual- 
ly exchanged wedding vows 
on the start/finish line at the 
track. 
Avid racing enthusiasts 
John Algor and Korccn 
Holmberg decided to get 
married at the speedway. 
"It 'made sense. That's 
what we love doing togeth- 
er," says Holmbcrg. "I 
guess you could say it was 
my husband's dream wed- 
ding." 
So, with fellow racers 
standing alongside the track 
under the cover of urn- 
VOWS, 
And following the 
ecremony, John and Koreen 
did a lap in the car they both 
race,, holding chcckercd 
flags, 
Terrace, Speedway 
spokcspcrson Dawn Patter- 
son says this is the first time 
in the spccdway's 30 sea- 
sons that a marriage has 
ever been performed at the 
track, ' 
Intact, there had been a 
longstanding joke among 
racers that they couldn't get 
married on a race weekend 
since it would interfere with 
the racing. 
But it seems that John and 
Koreen found a way to 
• i ;,,;:~iiiN 
HAPPY BRIDE Koreen Holmberg and her new husband John Alger prepare for a 
victory lap in car #288 after their wedding at the speedway two weekends ago. 
this season in her class. 
"As soon as you get into 
the car your mind's on 
racing," Holmberg says. 
"There's no time to worry 
about the wedding." 
Algor must have had the 
The day before the wed- 
ding, Hohnberg slipped be- 
hind the wheel of car #288, 
solve that problem, the race ear she shares with 
You'd think the couple her new husband, and 
wouid have been too ner- blasted to victory in both the 
vous to concentrate on their C Street Dash and Heat. 
brellas, and hundreds of races leading up to the big That's the kind of same philosophy, as he tore 
race fans looking on, the day. but these two must determination that helped upthe track only minutea 
two exchanged wedding have nerves of stecli i her win Rookie of the Year before exchanging vows and 
won the B Street Heat. 
As for a honeymoon, what 
better way to spend it than 
getting the car ready for an- 
other weekend at the track? 
C'mon, there's races to be, 
wonl 
For more race reaults, see 
page B1Z 
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ACTION AD 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 .  P .M.  
Dlspiay, Ward  Classified and Classiflad DisFlay 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
"rhursdav at 4 o.m. for all dis~lav and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard 1 insertion - $6.60 (+tax) $25.00 for 3 inches 
W.AdverUser 1 insertion $7.61 (+tax) *Additional at $6.94 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $11.50 (+tax) per column inch. 
ADDITIONAL ISSUES - $6.00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional ,words (over 20) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.84 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.00 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $12.78 per column inch 
*Additional at $6.94 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend 
edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
OVER 30  
CLASS IF ICAT IONS!  
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Mist 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
1 O0 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
28C Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o class~ ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore arid to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standarc reminds advertisers that ~t is against ee provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the baSis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads, Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, elassily or reject any auvertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental, 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of en advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received, 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed 0y the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect ~r 
omitted item only, and that here shall be no liabni~ in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising, 
Name 
Phone Start Date. 
CLASSIF ICATION.  
[-I V ISA  r-I MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INt  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD 
11 
16  
6 .75  
7 .55  
IIIL~r~ i i f~4  
Clip & Mail Th is  Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. VgG 5R2 
Address~ 
# of Insertions __Terrace Standard # W  eekend Advertiser 
Credit  Card No, .Expiry Date 
2 
7 
12  
17  
6 .90  
a 
13  
18  
7 .05  
8 . 0 0  
=ER SPACE 
STANDARD 
,4 
9 10  
14  15  
19  20-  $6 .60  
7 .20  7. : :35 
a .15  R . :30  
For longer  ao .  please use a separate sh(~ot 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
Kermode Home Sales 
SRI Manufactured Homes 
Singlewides and Modulars 
best Pricing in the North 
Call 635-5350 
Drop In at the Sales Lot 
beside Volkswagen Dealer 
• ~ .~,~" ..~ . . . . .  I !~ '~ " • 
PRIVATE 
2 acres with three bedroom full basement home. Set up for hot~ offers 
alem and peddo{k. Asking $142,500 MLS 
• ,..... ~ .~  . . . . .  ~ ": . ,  . . . . .  
, . . . .  . ,  ~ . ~ ;  , , • . . . . .  , ,  . ; .  • -,  
2.7 ooes fenc~ complolely fenced, dding ring. The lwo storey renovold 
home provides over 1,700 square feet of brighl, modern decor, open 
floor plan, hor~ood floors, lhree large bedrooms, 2- four piece both- 
rooms, den, polio doors open to mulli-level end wrap aruund deck. 
l~ed nodb of Terl0ce on the Bench. Well priced at $169,900 MLS 
Call Laurie & Shaunce 
for Details at 
P,~/~k~ o f  Ter race  
638-1400 
RE/MAX OF  TERRACE 
638-1400 
638-8198 Res idence  
Call SUZANNE for 
rel iable service todayl 
LOOK WHAT'S NEW ON THE MARKET! 
315 Lodge Pole Street 
Custom built log home plus a detached shop on private 
treed acreage, Oak cabinets, breakfast nook, vaulted 
ceilings, and pine finishing throughout. Act now and 
choose your floq;ing colours. 
j ,~  listed at $245,000 MLS 
3306 Eby Street 
Well maintained character home on a large 104' x 122' 
lot with R-2 zoning. Four bedrooms plus large storage 
area. Includes four appliances. 
Pdced at $179,900 MLS 
3910 Westview Drive 
Country charm within city Iimitsl Tastefully decorated and 
remodeled. Kitchen has skylight and includes fridge and 
stove. Three bedrooms, family room, and two fireplaces, 
Entertain year round on multi-level decks with gazebo. 
Attractively priced at $156,900 MLS 
CHOICE PROPERTY 2 acres, 
fully treed lot with good soil at 
Jackpine Flats, mobile home in- 
cluded. Fully renovated, 2 bed- 
room, very private. $110,000. 
Call 635-3756 or 635-6995 
days, 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE IN excel- 
lent condition, recently renovat- 
ed, newly landscaped yard in 
very clean & quite neighbour- 
hood, close ~ schools and hos- 
pital, new appliances. Must be 
seen. $123,000. Call 635-1151. 
[J~i 
; ~ ~  B.L.T.- Better Look'lwlce I 
~ Brand new family home with 4 bedrooms, I 
. f f ,~ZL~, : .~ , i im iB i~13 baths and over 1870 sq, ft. Full i
~ i ! i ~ b a s e m e n t  and an over-sized single I 
F;:! m~.  garage. NO GST! $199,900 MLS I 
~'~:  ~:i ~ ~:i ~;;~ ;~1 Reduced 
~~:~( i , ,  I~i!;i:i~;ll 2 bedroom mobile home ins park setting 
~'~i~i~ i f :  ~trh~nsWaal~l;gil~s~nbc,~0~f~oL~n ' Suztable 
"(~'~ Z " 
Wall to Wall Value 
This 4 bedroom home is only 6 years old 
and offers over 1200 sq, 11. as well as full 
basement. Large carport with lower level 
entrance. Suite potential. $149,900 MLS 
Dare to Compare 
New 2 storey home with custom 
woodwork, upgraded fixtures and unique 
decor. Out-standing quality throughout 
this 2 bath, 3 bedroom home. $149,000 
+ GST MLS 
Family Living 
Are you looking for affordable family 
living? Check this outl Nearly new 14 x 70 
mobile in excellent condition. 3 bedrooms ~ and over 930 sq. ft. Set up in park. 
i $59,900 MLS 
[i ii~i~i:i;i,~ii~i~iii~i Reduced 
! ~f~i] Private 2 acres with a 3 bedroom 2 bath 
~ ~  custom built home. Spacious kitchen with 
~ ~ ~  a separate dining area and a private deck. 
~ ~ ~  Only $189,900 MLS 
Peace & Quiet, At Last 
A beautiful home on over 5 acres of 
tranquility. Just minutes from town this 
home offers it all with its maple kitchen, 
hardwood floors, cathedral ceiling, 
baloney off master bedroom and 2200 
sq. ft, of gracious living, Offers MLS 
. . . . .  , j Spectacular View 
276 acres of "nature lover's" hayer 
situated along the river south of Kitwanga. 
This outdoor paradise offers a lot of 
~ p c t e n t i a l .  Awesome view of Seven 
Sistere! $198,000 ML8 
f..~, ~ / .... Country Flair 
~l l l~  ; '~ '  ' ~ i I Enjoy the beauty of this =Cape Cod" home 
~ i  ~ i  : , !~!  i,~situated on 4 acres. Spacious rooms, a 
~: i~.  i: ;:. : != . :~: : i~  modern kitchen, formal dining, large living 
~ / ~ l m m t ~  area with N.G. fireplace and an ensuite 
~" . . . . .  : ~ with a jacuzzi tub. What more could you 
want? $239,900 MLS 
5.9 Acres Ready for Development 
Excellent Hwy commercial site for motel, convenience/gee bar etc. 
5.9 acres of prime highway frontage only $204,000 MLS 
Business Opportunity 
Successful aundromat business in a convenient location with in walking 
distance of town. 69,900 MLS 
I[! 
~ ~:::~'~ Freight Terminal for Lease 
t!!! ~/ '  il I Good Hvvy 16 East exposure, 2900 sq, 11, 
dock level with 1280 sq, fi, office adjoining 
~ r ~ ~ o n  1.25 acre gravelled site, Open tc 
J j j ~ ~ J ~  Offers. 
5 BEDROOM house on 62 acr- 
es, 1/4 mile Skeena River front, 
Hwy 16, goes through property, 
house is remodeled in/out. 3 
other buildings, 35 fruit trees, 
one of the nicest places on the 
Hwy. 7 miles west of Kitwanga. 
47 mile east of Terrace. Asking 
$165,000 obo Will trade vehicle 
or R.V. 1-250-849-5458. 
FOR SALE: ten rerital units 
producing 15% return. Call 638- 
2099. 
'ry Anderson "~ 
Notary Public 
Real Estate, 
Conveyancing 
Wills, 
Mobile Home 
Transfers. 
Declarations, 
Mortgage 
Documenlofion, 
Nolarizations Member 
4921 Gair Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
~,  Fax: (250) 635-5926 j 
A MUST See Viewl Handyman 
special 1400 sq tt home, large 
loft with full basement. Asking 
$135,000. Leave message 635- 
2265. By appointment only. 
BARKERVILLE B.C. Conven- 
ience store with living and 
campsite. Good buildings on 
four lots. Water and hydro. 
Owner retiring. $75,000. Phone 
1-250-994-3201. 
BRAND NEW 3 bedroom home 
in Two - Mile, Hazeiton. 1300 
sq ft, with 3 baths, 2 car garage, 
1/2 finished basement on 1 
acre, Phone 842-5808. 
HANDCRAFTED LOG shell for 
sale. 30' x 40' with 24' x 24' car- 
port. Log ceiling joist at 10', 
made of spruce logs. 1-250- 
638-8375. 
2 -  3 bedroom house on 1.05 
acres in Topley, includes new 
pellet stove satellite dish, wood 
shop plus many extras. Price to 
sell. Ask about the options. 
$59,900. Call 1-250-697-2570, 
2506 PEAR STREE"~.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' 
Cosy character home 3 bedrms., nat. gas heat on full acre with subdivi- 
sion possibihtles zoned R 2. 
SET uP FOR HORSES 
Spacious 2000 sq. ft. rancher, 4 bedrms, 2 baths, rear decks with hot 
tub and above ground pool, plus fenced corral & barn. 
COMMERCIAL/RESIDENTIAL CORNER LOT 
Located on corner of Eby & Park St., 106 x 122 ft. !deal office bldg. 
site with apartments above or retail outlet. 
RUSTY & BERT 635-5754 
VICTORIA COURT 
Affordable 2 bedroom living close to downtown. These 
units are only three years old and offer full security 
systems in each suite. Five appliances. For investment or 
personal living these are excellent accommodations. 
Call Jim Duffy for your appointment. 
Office: 635.6361 or tlome: 6356688 
Wightman & Smith Realty INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED 
472 t McComtel l  Avenue 
Immaculate four bedro~n, three bathroom fancily approved home. Bright 
country kitchen with new line and eating bar. You'll enjoy the informal dining 
room that overlooks a beautiful yard and the natural gas fireplace In the 
spacious family room. Convenient location to schools and parks. "(his home is 
a must o view. $'164,900 MLS 
--;~ :. .. . ~.~.,..~'~ 
3609 Larch Avenue 
Exceptionally maintained three bedroom home. Spacious entrance with 
vaulted ceiling and skylights, new kitchen cabinets, new carpeting, updated 
bath, natural gas fireplace in the livingroom, five apphances, 20' x 26' shop,.. 
ust move in and enjoyl $104,900 MLS 
Sheila Love 
e35-3oo4 
Rr~/ I / l l~  o f  Ter race  
10 ACRES DEEDED land with 
creek. Two 3 bedroom homes, 
All amenities, large shop, bam,  
greenhouse. 12' dish on Hwy 
37 in Pristine recreation area 
plus 15 prime acres with unlim- 
ited commercial potential. 1- 
250-234-3299. 
1200 SQ tl home in Them- 
heights. 4 bedrooms, 2 bath- 
morns. Large rec-room with wet 
bar. Natural gas heat, hot water 
and fireplace. 16 x 24 wired/in- 
sulated shop. Priced for a quick 
sale @ $149,900. Days 635- 
4388. Eveninqs 635-9300. 
2/3 ACRE FENCED and land- 
scaped. Modern 3 bedroom 
rancher in quiet upscale area, 
$239,900. Phone 635-3559.- 
3 BEDROOM bungalow open 
living, vaulted ceiling, new car- 
pets, deck, full unfinished base- 
ment, large lot with fruit trees. 
$129,900, Phone 638-0429. 
3 SEAT established dell type 
restaurant for sale. Business to- 
cated in a busy area of town ful- 
ly equipped kitchen, Phone 
Sandy @ 695-6411 or Maryann 
@ 698-7672. 
4 ACRES riverfront property in 
town (Smithers). 3 bedroom 
house, 2 1/2 bathrooms, 
whirlpool tub. Walk in pantry off 
large country kitchen, Built in 
appliances, vacuum system. 
Full basement with shop. 
Satellite dish. $269,500. 847- 
2791. 
4 BEDROOM house. 3 upstairs, 
1 down, 2 bull baths, newly ren- 
ovated, kitchen, bathroom and 
master bedroom. Well land- 
scaped and fenced. Easy walk- 
ing distance to schools and 
most amenities. Horseshoe 
area, 4705 McConneL Asking 
$169,000. Phone 635-2162. 
5 BEDROOM house on 62 acr- 
es, 1/4 mile Skeena River front, 
Hwy 16 goes through property, 
house is remodeled in/out, 3 
other buildings, 35 fruit trees, 
one of the nicest places on the 
Hwy. 7 mile west of Kitwanga, 
47 mile east of terrace. Asking 
$165,000 obo. Will trade vehi- 
cle. 1-250-849-5459. 
HEALTH REASONS say sell. 
1460 square foot main floor, full 
basement, New gas fireplace, 
brick front, raised slate hearth, 
renovated inside and out, New 
lifetime colored metal roof, cov- 
ered RV storage, shed, double 
carport, large raised sundeck, 
beautiful view Babine Lake, fan- 
tastic fishing. Hall, kitchen, both 
bathrooms line. Rest all quality 
carpet, 4 bedrooms, large living 
dining room, L shaped. Most 
new vinyl windows, all 
screened, Large paneled and 
carpeted rumpus room and den, 
Large shelved storage room. 
Large workshop, benches, 
drawers. Large washroom. Hew 
gas hot water heater. Comes 
with stove, fridge, washer, dry- 
er, chest deep freezer. FUlly 
fenced. Much more, must see 
to appreciate, Open house all 
July, 42 Fulton Street, Granisla, 
697-2402 or 697-2427. 
NEW, STILL constructing. 3 
bedrooms,. 1152 sq ft, 16 foot 
wide carped, skylights, patio 
door, 5 year new home warran- 
ty. Priced to selll Treed lot, 
southside on quiet street. Call 
635-0737 ask for R~er. 
N 
Private Country Setting 
Cozy Panobede log house located in 
Gossen Subdivision on 2 plus acres. 
1320 sqJl., full finish~ basement, 
4 bedrooms, 2 1/2 balhs, large 
counlry kitchen, va,,lled ceilings 
~th skylighls, brick fireplace in liv- 
ing room. 35'X40' 2 bay shop, 
wired & insulated, double car 
garage, concrete polio wilh nicely 
Ion~caped yard. Serious Inqulrles 
only. For appolnhnenIIo Hew coil: 
635-2414 
HOUSE FOR sale. Please send 
your best offer to Peter Vriend, 
Box 76, Houston, B.C, VOJ 
1ZO. Located at 3811 East Val- 
ley Road, 
HOUSTON AVALON Subdivi- 
sion, cul-de-sac, one level 
1,456 sq fl rach ranch. 81/2 
years old, well kept, 3 bed- 
rooms, 4th extra room, 1 1/2 
baths, electric heat, wood fire- 
place, crawlspace, garage, 
fenced yard, shed, fridge, stove, 
dishwasher and blinds. 
$133,500. Call Houston 1.250- 
845-7032. 
LARGE EXECUTIVE home. If 
you wish to own a home that is 
on one floor, no stairs, 4600 sq 
tt with attached two car garage, 
has specious rooms beautifully 
decorated. 4 bedrooms, excel- 
lent fishing, beautiful view of 
Mountains and river, on 4.92 
acres, prime waterfront proper- 
ty, 15 rain. fTrom Terrace, This 
home is a must see phone 635- 
9475. 
LARGE SPLIT level home, 
1946 square feet, 4 appliances, 
fireplace, central vac, deck, fin- 
ished basement, double paved 
drive, double garage/openers, 4
bathrooms, den, fenced back- 
yard, 5 bedrooms, Many other 
extras, asking $184,500, Call 
638-8089. 
MUST SELL: well maintained 
dereistered mobile home, 20 x 
8 addition, new neutral decor, 5 
appliances, 24 x 12 wired and 
insulated workshop, garden 
area on 1/2 acre lot. Located 
across from Copper Mtn. 
Elementary. $87,900 oper ~o 
offers. Phone 638-8335 to view. 
OVER 1250 sq It rancher in 
Horseshoe, 3 bedrooms, large 
living room, new kitchen cabi- 
nets, new flooring, interior deco- 
rated in black, white and hunter 
green, fenced yard, patio and 
garage. $129,000 o~. Phone 
"635-5510. 
PRICED TO seU! Well main- 
tained 3 bedroom i~ome on 
quiet, dead end street in Thorn- 
hill. Large insulated porch. 
Large lot with creek running 
through property. $106,000. For 
appointment to view please call 
635-5295. 
1980 MOBILE home. 14 x 70 
appliances Included. Excellent 
condition. $24,500 delivered. 
Other's available 1-800-809- 
8041 or 1-403-456-6398 Jerry 
or Jeanne. 
1982 14 x 70 3 bedroom, 1 
bath, central air, fTidge, stove, 
washer, dryer, dishwasher. Nice 
price of $26,900. 1985 2 bed- 
room, gyproc walls, $31,900. 14 
x 70 3 bedroom, 2 baths, 
$21,000. 14 x 54, $20,000. Free 
Deliveryltl Blocked and leveled. 
Lakeview Mobile Homes Moose 
Jaw, Seek. Call today...1-306- 
694-545511 
1996 2 bedroom 14 x 70 mobile 
home, 1086 sq ft, 8x 10 addition 
12 x 29 treated wood sundeck, 
immaculate condition, 5 brand 
new appliances, Included, 
$76,000. Call 635-9260 must 
sell. 
lg96 DOUBLE wide SRI manu- 
factured home. 6 year warranty, 
2 bedrooms, 2 full baths incl. 
ensuite with jacuzzi tub. 5 ap- 
pliances, full drape and blind, 
free standing Regency n/g fire- 
place. Newly landsc3ped in 
adult section at Timberland 
Park. $95,000. firm. 635-1821. 
2 BEDROOM mobile, (approx) 
10 x 56, c/w, 10 x 4 expando, 
10 x 4 storage area. n/g, 3 ap- 
pliances, window coverings. Lo- 
cated in local park, Open to ne- 
gotiations. $13,500. Call 63S- 
0832. 
H & S Modular Homes offers 
customized mobile and modular 
homes tailored to your need if 
you can dream it we can build 
it. Offices, daycares, gas bars, 
and much much more. 100% 
aboriginally owned and operat- 
ed. 1-250-563-1862. 
KERMODE PARK Home Sales 
located accross from weigh i 
scales, featuring SRI modular 
home and 14 x 70 mobile 
homes. Call 635-5350. 
LARGE SELECTION of reno- 
vated andas is 14' wide homes. 
Low prices. Will deliver and 
block. Jandel Homes, Edmon- 
ton, Alberta, 1-403-478-1404, 
MUST SELL immaculate, 1994 
camper loaded with extras. 
Used 3 months, only $13,900 
and no GST. Call 635-9626 to 
PRIVATE LOT about 1/3 acre 
with plum and cherry trees. 2 view. 
bedroom house, solidly built, full OWNER MOVING must sell. 2 
basement, natural gas furnace, 
fireplace. 32' x 25' attached 
heated 2 bay garage, wired, 
and fully insulated, 12' x 16' 
shed, wired, zoned 
residential/industrial, great for 
home based business. 
$143,500. Call 638-1389 
evenin.qs.h 
PROPERTY IN Quesnel for 
sale/trede: 1,3 acres, 6 bed- 
room, full basement family 
bedroom, 2 bath, skylights, mi- 
crowave, in excellent condition, 
adult park. 635-5350. 
PERFECT STARTER 3 bed- 
room 12 x 68 mobile in cul-de- . 
sac of Boulderwood. Large 
fenced pad, shed, nicely deco- 
rated, 3 newer appliances, n/g, 
$30,900 obo. Phone 635-1641. 
SHOW HOME, occupy tomor- 
row, 1997 SRI 14x71 2 bdrm, 
#57 Boulderwood MHP, $5,000 
home, 5 minutes to Quesnel, down;~$520/month. For details 
185' deep well.: New natural gas /'bh~n~e Gbi'don 638:i182. 
furnace, detached ~se~f con- 
taMe(J' 1 ~bedroom ~abin, (Rent TRIPLE E home, 2 bedroom, 2 
$400/month), Asking $125,000 baths, deluxe unit, prime pad, in 
or trade up/down for waterfront adult Dark. 635-5350. 
acreage. (Minimum 5 acres)..9 TRIPLE E manufactured home, 
acre  2 bedroom older trailer 2 bedroom, 2 baths, Jacuzzi, 
with new addition. 85' deep fireplace, plus more, adult park. 
well, Natural gas, storage sheds 635-5350. 
(2) and small shop. Lawn, trees, 
and .garden. area. Asking 
• $69,207 or trade up/down for 
waterfront acreage. (Minimum 5 2 BEDROOM MAIN floor of du- 
acres). Phone/message/fax to• plex. 4 appliances, close to 
swimming pool. $650. Call 635- 
1.250-992-1153. 
SERVICED LOT on bench 60 x 
131. Close to schools, $42,500. 
Call 638-0822 leave messa~e. 
SMALL HOUSE, MUST be 
moved. Great ' lake cabin or 
starter homo. Serious enquiries 
only. Leave message 638-0822. 
SPACIOUSLY LAID OUT, 
1000 SQ ft, two bedroom, semi 
detached, house. Less than 1 
year  old, backing on to a treed 
lot, quiet neighborhood. 5 new 
appliances, asking $t23,900. 
Call 638-0931 after 6 pro. 
TW0: ACRES, three bedroom 
mobile with large addition, Very 
priVate, set up for horses. Ap- 
pliances Included. Asking 
$105,000. Call 638-0352. 
6352• 
2 bedroom unit in 4 plex. 5 ap- 
pliances, n/g fireplace and mini 
storage. No pets. References 
required. Please call 638-2071 
or 635-4954 eveninqs. 
3 BEDROOM duplex, gas fire- 
place and carport, fridge and 
stove. In town, no pets please. 
Phone 638-1801. 
3 BEDROOM homed in the 
Horseshoe. Large yard, $850 
per month plus utilities. Ref's 
and damage deposit required. 
Phone 638-1622. Available im- 
mediately. 
3 BEDROOM house, garaga, 
fenced yard on Skeena River, 
all appliances. $850 per month. 
Phone 638-1292. 
3 BEDROOM non basement 
home in Thornhill. Asking $700 
per month plus utilities. 2 bed- 
room non basement home near 
hospital. Asking $650 per 
month plus utilities. Both avail- 
able immediately, to view theea 
properties, call Gloria at 
Re/Max of Terrace Property 
Management Services 638- 
1400. 
3 BEDROOM top floor suite. In- 
cludes hydro. $850 per month. 
Call Usa 638-8639. Available 
AuClust 1/97 . . . . . . . . .  
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets • 
Call: 635-4478 
MORE LESS 
* On-Site Professlonal 
Manager 
* We Pay Heat & HofWater 
* Mini+Blinds 
* Laundry Room Facilities 
* Carpets Throughout 
KULDO COURTS 
632-2450 
VIEWPOINT APTS 
632-4899 
KITIMAT, BC 
UGLY TUB? I can reglaze your 
tub so that it shines like the day 
it was Installed, Your choice of 
18D colours, Call Altima Refin- 
Ishin~. 1-250-638-6388. 
WANTED TO buy, 5 - 10 acres 
with house within 15 minutes of 
down town Terrace, $130,000 
to $160,000. Please call 635- 
2646 leave massena. 
WHY RENT when you can 
own? New and fully recondi- 
tioned units available from H & 
S Homes. Various floorplans, 
daycares, office units and more. 
Call 1-250-563-1862. 
3 BEDROOM trailer in Thorn- 
hill. No pets. $600 per month 
plus damage deposit. Phone 
635-9530. 
AVAILABLE AUGUST 1/97, 
One bedroom basement suite, 
Horseshoe, single working per- 
son. Utilities included, $650 per 
month. Deposit and references 
required, Call 638.8010 after 6 
pro.. ~'  
AVAILABLE AUGUST 1st, on 
Medeek in Terrace, upper 4 
bedroom duplex $850 per 
month, includes stove/fridge 
and n/g heat, References and 
security deposit required. 
Phone 798-9554. 
3 BEDROOM, 14 x 70 mobile 
home, located on Queensway, 
n/g heat, private yard, available 
immediately. $850 per month. 
Call 638-80B4. 
AVAILABLE MAY 1st ground 
level 1 bedroom suite, $450 per 
month plus damage deposit, 
non smoker and no pets. Phone 
635-4270. 
BASEMENT SUITE for rent 
Close to town, n/d, n/p, non 
smokers, available August 1st 
Damage deposit and references 
required. Phone 638-8874. 
12X 60 mobile home. Fully ren- 
ovated and decorated. Fridge 
and stove. $15,000 obo. Must 
be moved from Wasa, B.C. La- 
kaview Mobile Homes Moose 
Jaw, Sask, Call today,,.1-306- 
694-5455. 
3 BEDROOMS upstairs, fridge 
and stove included, no pels,par- 
itee, and smoking. Call 635. 
5174 at anytime. 
CLEAN 2 bedroom basement 
suite, washer/dryer hookups, 
fridge, stove, references re+ 
quired, $500 month, Available 
Sept 1st. Terri 635-5081. 
14" WIDE homes as low as 
18,500 in Burns Lakel No tax 
on our B,C. registered homesl 
Delivery can be arranged 1- 
250'692-3375, 
198D MOBILE home, t4 x 70 
appliances included, Excellent 
condition. $24,500 delivered, 
Others available. 1-600-809- 
8041 or 1.403-458-6398 Jerry 
or Joanne, 
= 
WAYNE 
MOBILE  
HOMES 
2033 1"Ave. 
Prince George 
1 888 484 HOME 
CLEAN, QUIET 2 bedroom du- 
plex in Thornhill for t or 2 non- 
smokers. $550. Call 635-4200. 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
Now under New Ownership and New 
Management. 1,2, and 3 Bedroom 
Apartments are immediately available. 
Contact Richard Stanton 
250-635-0039 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom, 2 bath, 
2 car garage, full basement 
home on the bench. Call 635- 
1926. 
FOR RENT immediately small 
four room house close to town 
and schools no pets. Damage 
deposit required. Call 635-3616. 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom trailer, 
in Thornhill stove, fridge, n/g 
heat, available immediately, no 
gets, call 635-2946. 
FOR RENT: 3 bedroom up. 
stairs or downstairs suite. No 
pets. Available immediately. 
Phone 635-2360. 
ONE AND 2 bedroom apart- 
ments. Available immediately. 
Phone 635-5136 or 635-6428. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. $500 per month. Call 
638-7725. 
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FREEPORT MOBILE Home 
Park - pads available for rent, 4 
miles east of Burns Lake on 
Hwy 16. Quiet, family oriented 
park, no dogs, references. 1- 
250-692-3826, 
FUI.LY RENOVATED 2 
BEDROOM mobile home on 2 
acres in jack Pine Flats. Very 
private setting. Available August 
1st. $700 per month, Phone 
635-3756. 
FURNISHED SLEEPING room 
In private home in ThornhiU, 
Use of kitchen. Utilities includ- 
ed. Rent $325 per month. Pre- 
fer working person. Available 
immediately. Phone 635-1553. 
IMMACULATE 1 bedroom 
apartment with natural gas 
fireplace, large yard; washer-& 
dryer included. No smokers, no 
pets, $675/month. Utilities 
included. Phone: 638-0797 
NEW 3 bedroom condo's 1320 
sq fl; c/w 5 appliances, blinds, 
on site mini storage, non 
smokers, no pets. References 
required. $875 per month. 
#2609 Braun St. Terrace. Call 
1-250.632-6636. 
NEWER 2 BEDROOM trailer in 
Jackpine Flats. 4 appliances. 
No dogs please. $750 per 
month. Call 638-0227. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. Sorry, no pets. 
References required. $360 plus 
$180 deoosit. Phone 635-2065. 
ONE BEDROOM house for rent 
at Lakelse Lake. Private setting, 
suitable for a bachelor, avail- 
able immediately, F/S, w/d, in- 
cluded. No pets, no parties, pre- 
fer non smoker, references re- 
quired, $550 per month and 
damage deposit. Phone 798. 
2456. 
RE/MAX OF Terrace Property 
Management Services. We cur- 
rently have tenants who are 
actively searching for a place to 
rent. If you are a landlord look. 
ing for a tenant, call Gloria Kirk- 
patrick at 638-1400 to discuss 
our Placement Service. 
ROOM FOR rent, shared ac- 
comodation, includes kitchen, 
laundry, fridge freezer, basic 
phqne, full cable, $270 per 
month. Available immediately, 
for more information call 635- 
6321 ask for Jim or Paul. 
ROOMATE WANTED to share 
a new 2 bedroom mobile home. 
Have own ~)athroom, non- 
smoker, references required. 
Phone 635-7125 and leave 
message, 
P 
Chimney Furnace and Duct Cleaning 
Cleaning of air ducts reduces maintenance problems, 
improves air quality, ane furnace fficiency and reduces 
allergies. 
We also do Septic Cleaning & Wet & Dry Vacuuming 
Insured and Bonded. We work weekends, 
Serving the Northwest since 1980. 
Ph:635-1132 
I Northwest MaintenancepJus 
J~ I Sjo'+eci~fli~ing ~in AccsusticTileCle~'h+~hg"~ I 
/ ~ ° Ceiling &Walls 
J ~ • Exterior Maintenance 
/ ~ " Much  More  
/ Commercial & Residential 
Call Kevin Erickson • FREE 
[ Phrm,.= #. (250) 635-5529 ee'r,~ ^ 'r,'© 
I Hol.e #: (250) 635-2742 t;o.~vu-~, t;o 
NEW HOME 
Rob Warkentin 
Specializlng inall aspects of ~ 
Roofing, Framing, Siding, Renovations 
and Finish Carpentry 
Home or Bus. Page # 361 
250-638-6177 
250-632-5589 '1 Free Estimates . , , ! , | ! i . . 
IHome Builders'it 
A o,=iat=o__p_.J I 
Pr i t  Pau l  Toor 
Ph. (250) ~64-4330 
3702 Goheen P]. 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2N 4Z4 
I WII A l l  'lrNI ~ I I~OF YOU• N~.~]  4423 Railway Avenue i~  ~- -  ~ 
BFRIGIDAIRE 
Panasonic 
m 
IVi~'YI'AG 
w~vx'WJEN N -A, IR  
"The Appliance Experls" 
Totem Countrywide Furniture 
01Lakelse Ave. 638-1158 1-800-813-1158 
For all,four decorati?g needs 
• Carpet ~ ~ ~  Lighting Fixtures 
• Lin01eum V ~  ° H.°. rdw°°d 
• • W,ndow 
• , r .+   0ve+ 
YOUR DECOR 
Free Estimates 
IQuick, Clean, Professional Resu ts 
For all your dr/waSng needs call: ~ 
KITCHENS 1638.7934" 
CELLINI,SIGNATURE-O, NAC O~BIHEIS Ask for Les 
Edan Const ctton 
KANIAK ,.+ i!k' 
l i e   jiiiiiiit • Brick . . , ~i? i ',:.:+::::: ;'~ Block - -  ~~ /::~+ ~ :;"":+: ~ 
* Stone I I . ~:'!~.; ~ .. ~ !;..::~:::; ~ 
Stucco ~ 1 ~  
• Chimney at ~iI ~! i/i.~ Build or Repair For framing & finishing call Frank Boomars 
638-1178 635-1926 Free Estimates 
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CHRYSLER 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo & more 
Sic,e95 
'95 Dodge Laramie SLT 
Cummins 4x4, Auto, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows 
8, Locks 
$20,095 
'95 Dodge Ram 1500 
4x4 Pick up Laramie SLT 
V-8, Automatic, ~/C, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Windows & Locks 
$23,995 
'93 Jeep Cherokee 
Country 
4dr, 4 Wheel Drive, 6 CyI., 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
$14,995 
'93 Dodge Spirit 
NC, Automatic, Cruise, Tilt 
$9,995 
'91 Jeep YJ 4x4 
6 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Tilt 
815,895 
'90 Grand Voyager 
V-6, Auto, A/C, & more! 
$10,895 
FORD : 
'95 Ford F-150 4x4 
Extra Cab, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
was $22,588 now $21,588 
'95 Ford Mustang 
Auto., NC, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows & Locks, 28,000 km 
$17,588 
'92 Ford Explorer 
6 Cyl., Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette- $14,98§ 
'92 Ford F-250 4x4 
Extra Cab 
v-8, Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette - $16,995 
'92 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $14,995 
'89 Ford F-150 4x4 
Extra Cab, V-8, XLT Lariat, NC, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
Cruise, li lt 
was $11,995 now $8,595 
ROOMATE WANTED to share 
house at Lakelse Lake. Rent 
$350 plus 1/2 utilities. Damage 
deposit required, non smoker 
preferred. Call Peter at 798- 
2102. 
TWO AND three bedroom trail- 
ere' for rent. Sorry no parites 
2 BEDROOM family townhouse 
$630/month, 3 bedroom family 
townhouse $720/month, 4 
bedroom family townhouse 
$765/month. Please call (250) 
635-1996 between 10 a.m.- 4 
p,m, Monday- Friday. 
and no dogs. Please leave 
messaqe at 635-4315..... 
B E D R 'D '~"  apartment 
$600 per month. No pets 
please. Available August 1/97. 
Phone 635-6824. Uke new deep freeze, 10 cuft 
$250. Phone 635-6632. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment, 
quiet and clean, security en- 
trance, references required, no 
pets, no smokers. Call 635- 
5653, $575 per month. 
TWO BEDROOM suite. 
Washer/dryer/fridge stove in- 
cluded. Natural gas fireplace. 
rqo pets, no smoking $750 per 
month. Call 638-8093. 
ARTMENT FOR RENT 
one bedroom with fireplace and 
Refeiences and damage deposit 
required. ~.  
$645/month plus ut~tles. 
Call weekends end evenings for 
information. 
615-9116 
RETAIL SPACE FOR RENTI 
BEST RETAIL space in Ter- 
race! 860 sq ft Lakelse ave. Call 
Rob 638-1162. 
SPACE AVAILABLE 
450 square f et, $595/month 
all inclusive inthe 
ALMARLIN BUILDING, 
3215 Eby St, Terrace, BC 
635-7191 
PLAYER piano in excellent 
condition. Includes approx- 
imately $500 worth of rolls. 
Miscellanious items. $3500. 
1987 Honda accord 5 speed, 4 
door, excellent condition. 
Reduced to $5000. 1-250-695- 
6344. 
1000'S OF comic books for 
sale, most at discount prices. 
For free catalog send to: Pulp 
City Comics 141 - 6200 McKay 
Ave. Suite 556, Burnaby B.C. 
V5H 4M9. 
16 FT flat deck trailer tandem 
~lso 16 tt tri-axle trailer with 
loading ramp $2,000 each. 635- 
4889 L.M. 
-------7 Skeena ' I" 
Dri~'ing 
V School  
"1he Keys to Safe Driving" 
I Gift Certificates I 
looking for that 
hard to find gift for 
Christmas, 
Birthdays or 
, Groduotion.~ 
Assessments (((( - )) 
• E~otuotio,,, ~ ' ~  
~'~' ,  K i~,  / f  /I/ 
Prime Rupert "" ~/ 
Toll Free I-S00-665-7998 
PH/FAX 6354532 
LEASE 
iili .;' i!ii'ii,i'  2-1300 sq. ft 
per unit 
Totally 
renovated 
=hone: 635.2818 or 635.3367 Evenings [ 
'95 Chevy Tahoe 2dr 
4x4 Sport, NC, Tilt, Cassette, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
plus more 
was $31,995 now ~.9,985 
'92 Chev Xtra Cab 
Silverado 4x4 
Automatic Stereo/Cassette, 
NC, Power Windows 
& Locks, Cruise 
$21,e95 
'90 Pontiac Sunbird GT 
Convertible, 4 Cyl Turbo, NC, 
Automatic, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows & Locks 
se,ee5 
'90 Chev Suburban 
Silverado 4x4 
V-8, Automatic, NC, Cruise, 
Power Windows & Locks 
$10,~ 
'90 Chew Extra Cab 
V-8, Automatic, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt - $15,995 
'89 Chev Celebrity 
6 CyI., Auto., NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Stereo - $4,99§ 
MPORTS 
'95 Hyunda~i;~ent 
3 .~'~::r ......... ~ii~::::hc: ........ yl,. 
~L I~=Je~e 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
v-6, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette, 
$82,886 
'95 Toyota Tacoma 4x4 
Extra Cab, 5 Speed 
$21,086 
'95 Nissan 
Extra Cab 4x4 
6 CyI., 5 Sp., Tilt, Cruise, 
Cass./Stereo, Canopy, 
Super Clean - 821,555 
'94 Nissan Pathfinder 
5 Speed, Stereo/Cassette, 
Power Wind. & Locks, Cruise 
was $24,995 now ~.2,1195 
'93 Toyota 4 Runner, 
4 dr., V-6, Auto, 50,000 km 
$28,005 
'92 Toyota 4 Runner 
V-6, SR5, 4x4- $22,085 
'91 Toyota 4 Runher 
Auto, NC, Power Windows 
& Locks- $14,895 
'86 Nissan 2(}0 SX Turb( 
4 Cyl., 5 Spd., Power Wind0ws 
& Locks, Cruise, Sunroof 
$4,r~5 
TER 'C'E 
4916 Hwy. 16 West 
635-7187 
1-800.313-7187 
DI,R. 5958 
..... I 
Contact John Strangway at 635-3333 . 
. . .  ; : : - - - . ; .  : .  • 
=~m== 
" _.:...]. "=.~,,~'- 
SLEEP YOURSELF THIN. 
24" STOVE/OVEN combina- Proven results. Call Linda at 1- 
t/on, good conditiori, $125.00. 888-438-1222. 
Phone 638-6199. .TRADING CARDS, games, col- 
30 X 60 metal Quonset building, ectibles at unbelievable prices. 
new, never assembled. 14 foot $,3 for catalogue, refundable 
high endwall and front. 12 foot with order. Canadian Collecters 
high sliding door. $16,000. Call 
635-9121. 
4 TIRES with chrome rims. BF 
Goodrich Radial mud terrain 
35x12.5x16.5 Ford 8 bolt rim, 
$1200. Call 638-0640. 
AUTOTEL CAR phone, com- 
plete with 30 watt amplifier, an- 
tenna and cables (wider cover- 
age area than cellulad) $500 
obo. Commercial Satellite re- 
ceivers also available 1-250- 
847-3828. 
CLARION AUTOMOTIVE 
sound system; 18 pack CO 
player, 300 watt amp. deck with 
remote control. Rockford los- 
gate, speaker box, all equip- 
ment never been used, sacrifice 
sale $1000 firm. Serious inqui- 
ries only. Call 635-1714. 
DAGGER RESPONSE, Wemer 
204, Strohlquiet drysuit, sum- 
mer top, gloves, Predator 
shorts, helmet, boots, Precep- 
t/on deck, Extrasport jacket, two 
hoods, Floatbags and back- 
brace. All in L-XL sizes. One 
package $1500. 842-2140. 
DRILL YOUR own well. San- 
derson Cyclone Cable Rig 
mounted on International Tan- 
dem. Will drill 6" or 8" casing 
down to 300'. Open to offers. 
Andv at 847-9748. 
FOR SALE: Pre-fabbed wood- 
constr, backyard sheds and util- 
ity bldgs. Do it yourself kits from 
$500. Phone Dirk Eakker @ 
638-1768 after 5 pm. 
GET RID of that dinosaur in 
your besementt Cash paid for 
old Roland, Moog, Oberheim or 
sequential analog synthesizers 
and modules. Also old Roland 
drum machines. Phone Kevin 
evenln.qs 1-250-638-1623. 
GOLF CLUBS, 11 piece set of 
Daiwa, Trypower II, plus putter. 
C/W T.N.T. vinyl goff bag, rarely 
used. $500. Call 842-5678. 
IKEA DELUXE king size bed 
with mattress, new $650, asking 
$200. Maytag built in dishwash- 
er, new $600. asking $400. 
Kitchen cabinet with 6 foot 
countertop asking $50. Counter 
high 4.3 cubic foot compact 
refrigerator, new $270, asking 
$100. Please call 798-2088 af- 
ter 5 pm. 
IT PAYS to lose weight. You 
look good, feel great and are 
healthier. With the Herbalife cal- 
orie controlled plan. Call Mary 
in Burns Lake 1-250-698-7319 
6 - 9 pm. FREE DELIVERY AN- 
YWHERE. 
NEW HUNTING came. co- 
toured pack board _v~th bag, 
$100. Phone 638-6199. 
NEWII PINE Mush~om Loca- 
t/on Maps. For more information 
"Mushroom Maps" Box 18, Site 
27, RR#1, Smithers, VOJ 2NO. 
PELLET STOVE. Free standing 
w/ glass in door and gold tdm. 
Has 12 V DC backup. 38,000 
BTU's per hour output. $1000 
obo. 
PRE-FABBED WOOD constr. 
backyard sheds and utility 
bldgs. Do it yourself kits from 
$500. Phone Dirk Bakker 638- 
1768 after 5 Am. 
ROXTON SOLID maple 11 
piece dining suite. Include bur- 
fet and hutch. 6 ladder back 
and 2 arm chairs, table 40 x 7"2 
(to 96). Excellent condition, ask- 
ing $3900. Phone 1-250-632- 
5268. 
TANDEM 12ft x 8 ft. Utilltytrail- 
er with boat flame and winch. 
(Full width aluminum dry box- 
sell with or without trailer. See 
Tony in the mall or phone 1- 
Club, PO Box 32105 Walnut 
Grove P.O. Langley B.C. V1M 
2M3. 
WARD UPRIGHT pianb, good 
condition. $2000 obo. 3 oak bar 
stools with backs, $450. Phone 
635-0077 after 6 pm. 
Blanket 
Yellowhead 
Classified 
Your ad will appear in 
Terrace Standard 
• Smilhers Interior News 
• Prince George Free 
Press 
• Houston Today 
• Burns Lake Lakes District 
News 
• Vanderhoof Express 
• Ft. St. James Caledonia 
Courier- 
. Kifimat Sentinel 
One issue in seven communities 
for Bur weeks. 
1980 STOCK Camaro Berlinet- 
ta. Well maintained, $3,000 
ODe, 635-8200. 
1983 TOYOTA Corolla 4 door 
station wagon. $1000 obo. 
Phone 635-9365. 
1985 PLYMOUTH Horizon 
fresh rebuilt, ec, only 76,000 
kms, $1895.1977 Ford LTD sta- 
tion wagon, 400 cu in engine, 
very clean, ec. $1295. Call 635- 
2124. 
1986 FORD Escort GT. Alpine 
stereo & speakers, sun roof, 
new front tires, grey & black. 
Motor in excellent condition. 
$3500.00 obo. Phone 635- 
8200. 
1986 MAZDA FLX-7 GXL 2)(2 
fully loaded, including air, leath- 
er, and all power options, 
$5800. Call Shane 635-7248. 
1987 HONDA Civic wagon, 5 
speed, new tires, good condi- 
tion inside and out. Runs great. 
Asking $2700. Phone 635- 
4995. 
1988 FORD Taurus, 4 door, PS 
PB 5 speed, VGC. Asking 
$2995.00. Call 638-1236. 
1988 HONDA Civic CRX. Only 
80,000 kms. One owner. Nice 
clean car. $6,995. Call 638- 
8171 dlr# 9662. 
1988 PORCHE944, black ext, 
black leather interior, fully load- 
ed. Includes power sun roof, 16 
inch tires and wheels. $12,000 
or trade for WHY: Call 1-250- 
7600 or evenings: 1-250-845- s59  1992 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass 
Supreme SL - 4 doors. Sporty 
Gs'r luxury features with 3.4L -V6 - 
DOHC - 24 valve engine. Auto 
with overdrive. Fully loaded plus 
power sunroof, seat, leather in- 
tedor, remote keyless entry and 
trunk release and much more. 
Too many options to put in ad. 
, Hard to find this model. No ac- 
cidents. Mint Conditionl Only 
70,000 kms. Asking $15,900. 
. . . . .  No GST. Serious inquiries only. 
Retirement 
Sa le  
i Everything 
Dtscounted 
No Exceptions 
Phone 638-0050. 
1993 THUNDERBIRD LX fully 
loaded, a/c, tilt, cruise, p/w, p/l, 
p/m, automatic V6, 66,000 kms, 
one owner, no accidents, well 
maintained, excellent condition, 
call 635-4447 after 5pm. 
1996 PONTIAC F/ere GT fuel 
injected, rear engine V6, 4 
speed, spoiler, air, pw, pioneer 
disc player. Excellent condition. 
$8995. 847-9119 days or 847- 
4243. 
989 HONDA Accord am/fro cas- 
sette. Tilt steering, 2 door 
coupe, $7,995. Call 638-8171. 
DIr# 9662. 
CANADIAN GOVERNMENT 
seized/surplus vehicles. Low as 
$100. BMW's, Cadillacs, Che- 
Ws, Fords, Porsches plus 
trucks and vans. Amazing 
recorded message reveals de- 
tails. Toll Free 1-888-894-2796. 
'89 PLYMOUTH Grand Voyag- 
er. 7 passenger, V-6, automatic 
$7995. Call 638-8171 dlr# 
9662. 
'91 CHEVY Corsica LT nice 
clean car. V-6, auto, cruise, 
cassette. 1 owner. Well 
maintained. $7,395. Call 638- 
8171. dlr#9662. 
'92 PLYMOUTH Sundance. 
auto, a/c, 4 door sedan. Perfect 
family unit. Clean. Call 638- 
8171 dlr# 9662. 
'93 GEe Storm 2 door coupe. 5 
speed, cassette $8,995 dlr# 
9662. Call 638-8171. 
'93 PLYMOUTH Grand Voyag- 
er, AWD. Auto, a/c, cruise, V-6, 
7 passenger. $15,995. Call 638- 
8171 dlr# 9662. 
'95 TOYOTA Celica GT. Only 
35,000 km's. Warranty until 
2002, 180,000 km. $22,495. 
Call 638-8171 dlr# 9662. 
250-845-3511.  ~ 1960 MERCURY 4x4, Chew 
BUY OR SELL J ~ undercarriage, $3000 firm. 
Phone 635-7080. Ask for Gvle. 
i 
I 
Tunnerware 1986 TOYOTA 4x4 pickup. 
~ r r  /V~TI'EI5 Good condition, alpine stereo, KAREN box liner, dry box canopy, roll 
635-7810 Pacific bar, rear slider, sunroof, good 
rubber. Runs excellent. Call for 
more information, $6800 obo. 
. . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . .  L Call 635-7248 after 7 pro. 
) iili i i:~ i i~  ~ loaded,inch l ft 85,O00kit, newkmS'tires,hardwheelst°P' 4 
and shocks e,ooo pound warn 
winch with remote etc. $11,900 
~ ! !  ~: ! i~  !11! :i :i. obo. 1988 F150, 2 wheel drive, 
300 6 cyl, 4 speed, 140,000 
kms, Mug wheels, 31 10.50 15 
tires, $4750 obo. Also a 1989 
F250 4 wheel drive, 6 cyl, 5 
speed, 10,000 kms, $5250. Call 
845-7600 evenings: 1-250-845- 
3719. 
~- ) Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkltt  
(L,~'~'~ Phone 638-0877 
/ ' )  ) Business Image cDo?ipgunt~r Su :lrlinV~ lume Publishing 
V#¢ TOR P. flA WE# 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
i i 
immmmz~mm~im 
~Fili(i ~:il ~ : : : : ;~  WW~I~II kermodeanet  
• email •internet access 
• web pages • training 
Terrace's only ~ full service 
internet provider. 
RGS Intemet Services 
4722 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph.: 635-3444 
Fax: 635-9727 emaih  sa les@kermode.net  
1992 DODGE 4x4, 150, wltn 
canopy, box liner, extra studded 
winter tires, running boards, 
good condition, $13,500. 
Phone 638-6199. 
1992 FORD Ranger, 2 wdl 
am/fro cassette, new tires, ex- 
cellent condition. $6000. Call 
638-0394. 
1994 DODGE Ram 4x4 1500, 
One owner, only 28,000 kms, 5 
speed standard V8, cruise con- 
trol, chrome rims, warranty, 
many extras. Asking $18,995. 
Call 847-9174. 
1994 DODGE Ram 4x4 1500~ 
One owner, only 28,000 kms, 5 
speed standard vg, cruise con- 
trol, chrome rims, warranty, 
many extras. Asking $18995. 
847-9174. 
1994 FORD F250 super cab, 
3/4 ton 4x4, automatic 480 ci. 
Full load, under 47,000 kms. 
Very clean. For information call 
evenincls 1-250-847-5392. 
DODGE CUBE van, 12 foot 
box, dual fuel, new tires, new 
brakes, good condition, asking 
$4000. Phone 635-7664. 
FIBRENEW IND ..... We Repair, 
Restore and Re-dye.,. leather, 
vinyl, plastic, ano fabrics. Auto.. 
motive: cigarette burns in 
leather, plastic/vinyl and carpet, 
cracked and split automobile 
dashboards, door posts, mold- 
ings, torn vinyl seats, consoles, 
armrests and door panels, 
cracked and dry leather car- 
seats, faded fabric car seats 
and cabriolet roofs, broken rub- 
her and hard plastic bumpers, 
we deodorize all pungent odors, 
rockchips in windows. Com- 
mercial & Resldentlah homes, 
offices, restaurants, bars, thea- 
tres, transportation companies, 
scuffed and torn leather desk 
tops an dear tops, scratched, 
worn and faded leather furni- 
ture, patio furniture, etc. theatre 
and restaurant seating, doctom 
tables, dentists's chairs, aircraft, 
bus, train, and taxi interiors. 
Marine & Recreational: boat 
tops, seats and covers, snow- 
mobile and motorcycle seats, 
recreational vehicle interiors. R- 
brenew uses flexible latex 
dyes. (We do not use potentially 
harmful lacquers or lacquer- 
based products). Our dyes are 
FAA approved for use in air- 
craft. Fibrenew Technicians lo- 
cated in Pnnce Rupert, Terrace, 
Smithers. Servicing the entire 
Northwest. Call for free es- 
timate, in Terrace 638-6197 or 
call toll free 1-888-624-6214. 
'76" CHEV crew cab, 3/4 ton, 
454 on propane, 2 wheel drive, 
rust free. 1-250-545-9401 days, 
1-250-547-0060 evenings, 
$6800 obo. 
'89 SUPERCAB Ford F250 4)(4 
XLT Lariat diesel 5 speed, 
VGC, asking $15.900. Call 638- 
1236. 
'91 JEEP Cherokee Sport 4x4 
excellent condition, well main- 
tained $11,000 obo. Call 638- 
7770. 
'92 FORD Explorer XLT. Auto, 
fully loaded, alloy wheels, 
running boards. Call 638-8171 
dlr# 9662. 
'93 TOYOTA 4x4 with canopy, 
one owner, clean. Phone 635- 
1685 evenin.qs. 
1994 JEEP YJ (black), alloy 
wheels, low mileage, mint con- 
dition, transferable warranty, 
$15,000 obo. phone 638-6357. 
I IAII ='~-.]i &)t.] z |.~-I: II'i i,] i[=-~ I ilL-eniD I 
[ ~F BRIT[Sll COLUMF~IA LUNG ,~SOCIATION / 
~" 731-LUNG or 1-8O0"6~,5-LUNG I 
1991 CHEVY EXTRA-CAB 172 
ton 4x4. V-8, 5 speed. Call 638- 
8171 dlr# 9662. 
1991 F150 4x4, Nite (V8 302) 
canopy, (new) alloi wheels, 
good tires, box, liner, tool'box, 
100,000 kms. No rust, 635- 
2276. 
f 
~___ ,LCOME~ 
• "VK ,9,o  
Your Welcome 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
Ela ine 635 .3018 
Terry 635-6348 
Crysta l  6353531 
Gi l l lan 6353044 
If you have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, or 
starting a new 
business, just give 
~n e of us a call. j 
'97 Super Cab from $399 too.* 
'97 Regular Cab from $199 too.* I 
24 HR. CREDIT HOTLINE I 
1-888-997-9987 I 
Down payment may be required m~ ~ i 
'$@0 me. 3K O.P.O.A.C. otOTSS7 J 
1981 DODGE pick up in grc, 
$2500. 20' Southpark trailer in 
good condition, $3500. Will sell 
as a combination or separate. 
Phone 635-7483. 
1982 - 35 foot fifth wheel Van- 
guard trailer. Brand new fifth 
wheel hitch sleeps 6, air condi- 
tioning, full bath, washer and 
dryer, complete winter package. 
excellent condition. Asking 
$15,000. Call 1-250-628-9963. 
1984 MAPLE Leaf camper, 
8'6". bathroom, 3 burner pro- 
pane stove, 3 way fridge, 
sleeps 4, lights, plug-ins, hook- 
ups. In excellent condition. 
$5900. 847-3797 eves or leave 
messa.qe, 
1989 BIGFOOT camper. 9 1/2' 
loaded with air conditioner, 3 
way frldge, 4 burner stove, 
oven, furnace, bathroom/show- 
er. In excellent condition. 847- 
9726. 
1991 25' Corsair 5th wheel trail- 
er. Excellent condition asking 
$18,000 firm. 1-250-692-3682. 
1991 27 foot class C Royal 
Classie Motorhome, fully load- 
ed, roof air, dash, air, cruise, tilt, 
hardwood floors. Awning, mi- 
crowave. $29,000. Many extras. 
Call 1-250-845-7600 or even- 
ings: 1-250-845-3719. 
1991 30 foot Bonair travel trail- 
er, rear bedroom, expando, lots 
of storage, 4 burner stove, 3 
piece bath, micro/f ridge, 
$13,500. Phone 635-2784. 
1992 SHASTA 30' travel trail- 
er, sleeps 6, 4 piece bath, air 
condition, furnace, full kitchen, 
excellent condition $17.500 
842-6725 or 842-5271. 
1994 21.5 Wilderness Travel 
trailer. Awning, dual propane 
tank, dual batteries, "IV anten- 
na, vent covers, a/cond, exterior 
slower, queen front bed, rear 
bathroom, c/w tub/shower. Win- 
ter cover. $15,500. Phone days 
635-5639 and evenings 635- 
5109. 
8' SOMERSET camper, fibre- 
glass c/w bathroom. Double Ea- 
gle boats in stock 17 1/2' and 
18 1/2' with caddy. Both o/w 
trailers• Phone Vanderhoof. 1- 
250-567-2937 or 567-2820. 
9.6 FT camper, full bath, queen- 
size bed, hydraulic jacks. EC 
$2600.00 Call 638-1236. 
DISCOUNT RV'S over 200 new 
& used motorhomes, diesel 
pushers, slide outs, trailers, van 
conversions, campers, trades 
are welcome, we deliver. Only 
at Voyager RV Centre Hwy 97 
Winfield BC. Call us free 1-600- 
668-1447 or Internet vvww.voya- 
.qer-RV.com. 
SNOBIRD 8-9 foot camper. 
Bought new in July, 1995. Im- 
maculate condition, used once, 
loads of storage and cupboard. 
space. Forward Queen bei:l. 
Fold down couch, forced hot air 
furnace, full shower and toilet, 
• Must be seen to be appreciat- 
ed. Call 1-250-845-7289 or 
leave a message. Stored under 
cover summer & winter, 
17 1/2' Wooldridge Jet boat, 88 
Evinrude jet, canopy, galvan- 
ized trailer, lots of extras, low 
hours. Consider trade on lake 
boat 18 - 20' plus cash. $19,500 
abe. 847-4776. 
17' FIBERGLASS boat c/w 90 
horse Yamaha and trailer. Very 
fast, $4400. Phone 635-0117. 
18' FIBERFORM Tri-hull fiber- 
glass boat, front centre window 
entry, full canvass. 1986 140 hp 
oil injection Suzuki 300 - 400 
hrs, E,C. S. steel prop, 15 gel 
inboard tank plus day tank, 
calking trailer. Very safe, excel- 
lent family and SRI boat; $6000. 
Phone days 635:5639 evenings 
635-5109: ; 
20 FT Ski Centurion Bow Rider. 
Low hours, 454 K drive, new 
upholstery, stereo, tandem axle 
trailer. Mags etc. $12,500 abe. 
Call 1-250-845-7600 evenings: 
1-250-845-3719. 
20' ALUMINUM riverboat, 115 
hp mariner jet, c/w trailer. 
$14,500. 846-5210. 
24' ALUMINUM boat, Built by 
Alicraft in Prince George, B.C. 
4.3 I_X Merc, 25 hp Marc kicker. 
Less than 40 hours on power 
train. Caddy, head, fresh water 
tank, stove, marine radio, 
sounder, downriggers, stereo, 
full canvas from cabin to back, 
duel steering stations and much 
more all on a tandem trailer. 
Asking $30,000. 1-250-847- 
3265 after 6 pro. 
27 FOOT Monk Trawler Sedan, 
comfortable, economic, 500 
mile range, diesel, radar, Dick- 
enson stove, fridge, shower, 4 
berth, asking $49,500. Phone 
798-9500. 
40 FT steel hulled houseboat. 
Luxuries of home, can be seen 
at Reynolds Recreation Kitimat. 
Just refurbished, ready to go as 
fishing camp. Phone 1-250-422- 
3597 for details.., owner must 
sell. 
1996 D&H Semi U blade c/w 
freespool winch and integral 
arch. 9000 hours. Running gear 
80%. Open to offers. 8~2-5434. 
EIGHT YEAR old car/truck 
spray booth with air makeup 
complete, $25,000 abe. To in- 
quire phone 1-250-398-8116. 
ONE EL200 Processor, Dennis 
3300 head, comes with measur- 
ing and many extra parts. 
Ready to go to work. For more 
information call: 1-250-996- 
8916 after 8 pro' or fax 1-250- 
996-8047. 
TIMERJACK SKIDDERS 480B 
Weldco grapple 30.5 x 32 tires 
$45,000. 520 Esco grapple dual 
arch 30.5 x32  tires $42,500: 
450t ne '.skidder~turb0 $25,000 
996,8304 6r 996~'/:094~ . . . .  
JD COMBINE w/14 foot Header 
$3200. 1 HC 620 drill press 
$1600. Buy both for $4000. Call 
Dave 1-250-567-4179. 
1983 HARLY, FLHTC, $9000, 
serious enquiries only. Call 635- 
0105. 
1983 SNAPPY, snazzy YZ 125, 
mint condition, $1295. Call 635- 
2124. 
1984 SHADOW, 750 could use 
rubber and speedo. $2100 obo, 
1981 Yamaha 400 carb, needs 
work $500 obo, Phone 635- 
1674. 
750 HONDA motorcycle for 
sale or trade. Value of $1000. 
1-250-692-7737. 
16 FOOT Reinell Deep V, full 
canvas top, 115 Merc and four 
HP Merc. Ski bar, skims and ex- 
tras. Call Houston: 1-250.845- 
7142. 
1978 19' Rinelle 305 Mer cruis- 
er, depth sounder, down riggers 
water skis,' life jackets, c/w 
trailer. $10,000 firm. 1-250-692- 
7892. 
To b0ok .y0ur parly :0r receive: 
• yo~:r iuri:e6t c~talogLie ca[ I ;i 
i: i..i: :Linda!~ang~Y ~ / ::"i ~: 
1992 CAMPION 18.5 ft, hard- 
top, various guage, radio/tape 
deck, fish finder, 140 hp Evin- 
rude oil injected, c/w EZ loader 
trailer. Asking $16,900 o13o. For 
information phone 1-250-639- 
9717. 
FOR SALE 
1981 Campion Boot, 26.5' 
10ng, 9'3' beam. Totally redone 
inside. New 460 Cobra rebuilt 
leg, large swimming grill, self 
draining aluminum deck. New 
trailer, 20 HE kicker motor leg 
0nly.30 running hours 
Reduced to 533,000. 
Call 635-4564 & 
635-9523 
, i .  
CKC REG. German Shepherd 
puppies. Excellent pedigree, 
bred for intelligence and loyalty. 
$550 and up. Phone 1-250-392- 
6504. 
CKC REGISTERED Rotweiller 
pups, excellent temperament, 
first shots, vet checked. Show 
and pet quality available. To ap- 
proved homes $700 and up 1- 
250-560-5355. 
HOUSE RAISED toy poodle 
puppies, cream males 9 wks 
old, first shots and dewormed, 
$475. Registered and micro 
chipped $550. Also miniature 
black female poodle puppies, 
first shots and dewormed, 
stro,rg and healthy. Parents can 
be seen. 1-250-567-2378. 
SIBERIAN HUSKY Puppies, 
red/whites, blue eyes. Parents 
CKC, AKC, to view on compu- 
ter, go to http:www.ker- 
mode.net]petlove, or call 1-250- 
e35-3772. $300 and up. 
HI-TECH appaloosas, good 
quality registered horses for 
sale, all ages, sizes, and stages 
of training, lots of coiour, and 
good disposition. Call evenings 
842-5928. 
HORSES TRAINED. Sue Allen 
and Will Lehman of New south 
Wales, Australia, have tamed 
up to provide an excellent horse 
training duo. They am now ac- 
cepting, horses to break and 
train, to a maximum of ten per 
month. $450 per month you 
provide feed, $500 per month 
feed provided. For information 
phone Sue at 842-6287. 
ONE TEAM CLYDE PERCH- 
ERON cross horses 4 & 6 years 
old. 36~0 Ibs team of Clyde 
Percheron cross work horses, 
collars, harness, neck yolk, 
double tree. Good for logging or 
farm work. Good with feet, very 
gentle $5000 or will trade for 
hay, cows. Can deliver. 842- 
5302. 
Coast Mountain Trail Bike 
/ Ld  enture Tours 
~ Motorcycles & 
~7,L..- ~ ~i  Equipment Sup#led 
i 
635.6429 Fax: 12501635-6345 J Phone: (2SO) 
Email: leblanc~kermode.net 1 
PROFESSIONAL HORSE FOR FREE Information on the 
training. Colts to show ready, Watchtower society of Jeho- 
dressage, jumping, western, vah's Witnesses or the church 
driving, quality care. Box stalls, of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
indoor arena, round pen. Prob- Saints, The Mormons, call 1- 
1era horses no problem. Give us 250-847-5758 for recorded 
a call at: 1-250-694-3521. messaqe. 
problem. Saddlatramp Training FOR FREE information on the 
Stables. Watchtower Society of Jeho- 
REGISTERED 14 year old 
Percheron stallion. Very good 
c0nfi~ation. Excellent disposl- 
tion. Experienced driving, pack- 
ing, logging, riding $2500 1- 
250-847-3519. 
THE TACK Store. Start thinking 
about Spring orders nowl Open 
from Thursday - Saturday 10-4. 
Open by appointment after 
hours. Please call 847-9863. 
WELL BROKE trail horses for 
sale. For information call 846- 
5159. 
WILD BOARS breeding stock 
and weaner pigs. Breeding 
stock: $200 each. Weaner pigs 
are $50 each. Call 1.250-845- 
7490. 
GARAGE SALEI Antiques and 
collectibles and craft stuff and 
household goods. 4706 Gra- 
ham Ave. 9 am to 12 pro. Satu- 
rday July 19. 
ONE WELL seasoned football 
was lost by one well seasoned 
football player on Friday July 
4th at approx 6 pro, on route 
from Lost Lake to Terrace via 
Kalum Lake Drive. It's return 
would be immensely appreciat- 
ed. Call anytime 63B-n753. 
DID YOU know that.....? By ten 
weeks after conception, the pre- 
born child's fingerprints are al- 
ready permanently engraved on 
his or her skin. Forever after 
:these may be used to identify 
this unique individual. Terrace 
Pro-Life, Box 852, Terrace 635- 
9552. 
vah's Witnesses or the Church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, the Mormons, call 1- 
280-847-5758 for recorded 
messa.qe.,. • . . . . . . . . .  
ARE YO[J SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
You can call Even just to talk. 
Battering is not o.k[ 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can bs safe• 
There are safe places., . 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE:,  
635-6447, 
24 HOURS A DAY 
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Chelsea Rae McDonald 
~2UtOtXTtC¢S 
t£a r~arn'ayc of 
Carla Smith 
a~d 
Royden 
McDonald 
July 26/97 
f BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
• Box 34009, Station D 
Vaacouver, B,C. VOJ 4M2 
Phone: 731-5864 or1.800-~65-LUNG 
Wow! 
25 and still as 
cute as a Button. 
Happy Birthday Manny 
with Love, Your Family 
BoI-rRELL 
In loving memory of 
Grant Earl Bottrell 
Born May 13, 1950 
Died July 16, 1995 
He'll always be 
remembered as a 
man both strong 
and good, 
Who gave his best for 
others and who did 
the best he could. 
He'll always be 
remembered for all 
the joy he brought, 
As a man who 
made a difference 
and a man who 
meant a lot, 
Forever loved and 
very sadly missed 
by your loving 
family Marl Chris 
and Cheryl 
WELLS- Frances Ellen 
born August 15, 1905, passed 
away on June 12, 1997, at 
Mills Memorial Hospital in 
Terrace, B.C. Formerly of 1437 
Foster Street, White Rock, 
B.C. 
Predeceased by her 
husband Albert and son Ivan. 
Lovingly remembered by her 
daughters Shirley Kester 
(iadin - Williams Lake, B.C.), 
Norma Young (Bill - Terrace, 
B.C.), and daughter-in-law 
Edna Wells (ChilUwack). She is 
also lovingly remembered by 
14 grandchildren a d 31 great 
grandchildren. 
Funeral service to be held in 
Terrace at McKay's Funeral 
Parlour on Saturday, June t4 
el?pro. 
Burial service to be held on 
Wednesday, June 16 at 2 p,m. 
at Victory Memorial Park 
Funeral Centre, 14831 28th 
Avenue, Surrey, B.C. 
O~iR ourhearts 
A ~d~l pidure 
More predous Ihen alva or gol~ 
Is I1~ lace of our d~ mt~e 
Whose memmy wl] nave grow 0]~ 
6d rode you ve~ s~ol 
Wilh o houd mode out of gold 
Fo~ en he made you 
II take 0~ly olilde ~po(e 
To ~e how much we ~iss you 
Bul il ~11 lake l~e rest of our lives 
To forget I~e do)' we 10st you. 
, Thank YOU ' 
3"o Morn and Da 
(Holmberg), Betty and Lorne 
Holmberg, Krista Holmberg 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or s ink -  reglaze itl Cotour 
changes and chip repairs 
available. 562-8766 or 567- 
_..1.. I I looking. Just your ordinary gain- Don'l Worry, don't woe and Len McArthur. Special 4171. fully employed guy, likes hock- thanks to Margo Fleming OON'T REPLACE that old tub * Wl: FINANCE * ey, hiking, camping, diving, din- III Only 5ye0rs Io go III and the Terrace Stock Car or sink-reglaze iU Color chang- EVERYONE ing out, travel. Seeking s/w fe- es and chip repairs available, fioturndovm%fintlimebuyen, lo~ns male withsimilar inlerestsfor III L00k 0',,. ng III Association. Love, Call 562-8766 or 567-4171. ovo~10ble t0r bonkrupl, ~1 radii, no 
friendship and possible relation- 6"0!  =John and Koreen Alger , HAVE YOU got projects to eedil.lly0u,0rk, y0u ri~e. 
ship. Respond to File #62 at the HAPPY BIRTHDAY, DAB complete that you just can't (011Te,i(250) ~58-0807 
DLK~811 Terrace Standard. seem to find time for? Call San 
Del Construction for a free es- 
- . .  , ,, . | k I~ . I ~  jr~l~ l l~]kv~ timate. Construction, home ren- J Turnkey Budne= eppodun~ J 
I~ IP - I I~ IMIMI | ] [g J~] I I I~ I I  w e ovations, cabinets, landscaping, J EQUIPMENT J 
. . . . . .  _ , , e . fencing, sidewalks, siding, roof- 
, -  • , , ,  - . . . .  ing, drainage. Phone 635-2828, I FOR SALE  J 
. . . . ,.. ..... . 635-2297 or  Ernail cde[wo / Serious Enquiries On~y | 
' ~ ~ - , ' , " . , , ~ 1 1  @kermede'ne[*'~ " :  | :  . . . . . . . . . . .  Wr iM Io :  , | 
~ ~ ~ ~ I b ~ I P . ~ I + " . ' H O M E  .~iO"!P~i care: Going i I BoX922, Terro¢.,S.C. rag,R, "' I 
" ' ' ' " " ~ : ,  : ~  ,~,".1 1 out ~ town? Ca, ~eep Them 
/~t ' - '~  CallAbsoultePetl I~ .~ . - -~  " -- ".  - ~ I I Alive." One visit/day $7.00, Two " ~ ~ ~ _ K , , - . , , ~  I I visit/day $10.00. Lawns and , ~  "~k '  
~ ~ e g i s . t e r  Ribbons, I I eran~s available, 638-8069. 
~ a n / m a / c a r e ~ ~  .......... ~ [ "  MAJOR BANK credit cards go r ) LAB S • LT  D. 
~ ! ! !  M.LM. Approval guaranteed. WATER & 
~ i i ! i  I confidential. Ground floor 
neasonableRates . , . . . .  ~pp~}~unity. Call 1-800.893- ENVIRONMENTAL 
UGLY TUB? I can reglaze your 
tub so that it shines like the day 
it was installed. Your choice o f  
180 colours. 1-250-638-6388. 
John & Heather Austin 
Dis t r ibutor  
4015 s(on Awnue I ~1 
Terrace B.(, VSg 2B5 (250) 635.23651 I 
Pacific Cotton Candy 
Fund Raisers 
..... i : i :  :!:~ C0~rnunityEvenMprivate/publk) 
Co,tact: Jeff Town. 
3675 Walnut Dr. Terrace 
Ph: 12501635-3259 Fox: (250) 635-0186 
Boat Detailing 
Big Rigs and RV's too! 
Call Peggy 
638-8318 
Tupperware® 
~ Class To Glass 
635-3720 
E 's 
Catering Available 
Specializing in European Baking and Cooking 
For more informollon call 798"9527 
Call Stan's Repairs & Services 
3989 Haqen St.- 638-8318 
,, , ,  , 
ALARMS,NONITORING'CCTV 
Fred Peters 
638-8386 
12 Years Experience 
i . 
~:~ ~OW OFFE ED~ 
John Ars~ault, B.Mus. (voi~ c~ljd:,flut~|'. 
........ Kelly~iSlade, B.Mus., B Ed. (clariffet) ~ 
NOW ACCEPTING STUDENTS 
for the 1997-1998 school year 
Ph  638-B387 in the evening [or in[o 
PAINT BALL G 
EVERY SUNDAY AT NOON , ' 
(AGES IO & uP) 
SirE NEAR THE OLD RIFLE RANGE ON KALUM LAKE DR. 
ONE MIt.E PAST DEEP CREEK 
5i~ 9 Comp 225 RR3 FRANCIS GUERIN 
Kalum Lake drive Phone: 635-1623 
yAP. 4o/, CalMer: 615-9087 
MAKE YOUR OWN SIPARI(.LINO ISl:VkKm,.,¢= m'~n= ~ rp, m= 
Offers you ~l~in9 soft ~'ir*s, oda water, fizzy fruit juices, heaJth drinks, 
az~t even beef ~ sparkling w~ne$ Inyour own kitchen. 
,Totally safe in no~ol use • *Free in homo delivery 
,Easylo clean and main~n 
Alene 638-1341 
eONUS: UCEME.JP~. TO MAKE t2L OF POP FREE 
NEW IN THE LAKES 
DISTRICT. Infiltrator septic and 
waste system. Health approved, 
wholesale pricing, easy to in- 
stall, no need for drain rock, 
45% more efficient than com- 
mon septic systems. Distributed 
by: S & B Enterprises. For video 
brochure contact Reiner at:. 
phone 1-250-695-6516 or fax 1- 
250-695-6640. 
TESTING 
1-800-990-9522 
Prince Rupert 
Quality work at reasonable rates 
PAYROLL • WCB • GST • AND MORE 
(250) 845-3051 
3¢33 91h ~'/,'cel 
p_d/oaiq,e '..~_#r,m&'r/ Houston, B.C. 
~ The Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital FoundaUon 4720 Haugland Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2W7 
We wish to thank the many generous 
supporters who have donated toward the 
Palliative Care Ward and toward other hospital 
equipment. 
Since January, donations have been received in 
memory of: 
Erlk Jepsen 
Josephine Pratt 
Martha Paulson 
Lloyd Shannon 
Shellah WIcCullough 
Dr. Gerald F. Hicks 
Elizabeth Whitlow 
Per Halvorsen 
Frank Munson 
Ruth Halleck 
Bay Wasslnk 
Clarence Baker 
Margaret Galr 
Frances Wells 
An "In Memoriam" donation Is a thoughtful way 
to remember a loved one. 
Acknowledgement cards are sent to next of kin 
and names are added to the Memorial Plaque. 
Tax receipts are available, 
The Directors 
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i 
AM IMPORT. Small storefront 
business Asian oil!ware and 
food, 3 years in business. Lo- 
cated in City Centre Mall, Klti- 
mat. Phone evening only 1-250- 
632-4797 or 1.250-632-7758. 
ATrENTION! WE pay you to 
lose weight. Wanted 98 people 
who are serious about losing 
weight. All natural guaranteed. 
Phone 1-250-635-6959. 
EMBROIDERY/T-SHIRT shop 
with computer portrait system. 
Established clientele. Located 
in Terrace's busiest mall. Phone 
635-4388 or 635-9300 evem 
in¢ls. 
FOR SALE: Tanning salon. Call 
635-3071. Serious inquiries 
only. 
MUSIC STORE in Northern 
B.C. doing $100,000 per year in 
sales. Dealing Takamine, Pea- 
vey, and Samick. Over $50,000 
in stock, 35 students. Phone 1- 
250-632-2069. 
TERRIFIC FAMILY business in 
high traffic mall Iocatiun. Key 
cutting, engraving and misc, 
gifts, showing good growth, only 
$49,900. Call Bob Dunn Sal- 
mon Arm Realty, 1-800-890- 
9166. 
WEIGHT LOSS, no dieting, no 
drugs. Boosted energy. For in- 
formation phone 1-250-635- 
6959. 
ENJO~ CHILDREN? Want to 
make a living caring for child- 
ren? Child care providers for 1 
or 2 children as well as those 
wishing to license are needed 
near Terrace schools, Thornhill 
and Copper Mountain. For more 
information call the Skeena 
Child Care Support Program at 
638.1113 or drop in to The 
Familv Place, 4553 Park Ave. 
WANTED: LABOUR contract 
crew for mini Madill for Mac- 
Kenzie area. Fax 1-250-378-• 
2522. 
WORK FROM home. EXPLO- 
SIVE mail order business. Need 
help immediately. $500 plus 
part-time per wee~. 1-604-878- 
7696. 
WORKING COUPLE seeks 
non-smoking long term babysit- 
ter for 9 month old infant from 
Sept 97 on. Monday to Friday 
employment. Prefer col- 
lege/bench location. Please 
reply with references to File #61 
do Terrace Standard 3210 Clin- 
ton St. Terrace B.C. V8G 5R2. 
RESIDENT MANAGER ' for 
Summit Square apartments. 
Duties to include building main- 
finance, collacting rent, general 
duties. No phone calls please. 
Mail resume to: Summit Square 
Strata Corp. $1108 - 2607 Pear 
St., Terrace BC vaG 4V5. 
Resu~fes post - dated by July 
31/97. 
WANTED - a nurse to carry a 
pager on weekends and re- 
spond on call to provide in 
home care to convalescing cli- 
ents. Phone Terrace Home 
Support Services, Call 635- 
5135. 
PARTS PERSON required by a 
heavy dut~ truck dealership. 
The right candidate will possess 
a minimum of 5 years expen- 
ence and have a good under- 
standing of all aspects of heavy 
duty trucks. We offer top wages 
and excellent benefit package. 
Please phone or write James 
Western Star, 5239 Continental 
Way, Prince George, BC V2N 
2K8 Attention Lynn Pickering. 
1-250-561-0646. 
Houston Forest Products Company is looking for a dynamic 
and versatile individual to fill the following position In our 
sawmill: 
Millwright 
;~XXZXXXXXXXXXXZXX: 
Look ing  for 
Chdd Care?  
~Skeena child care support 
I~ program can help you make the 
~,~ right choice for your child. For 
1,4 information  choosing care and 
M ~4 available options, call . 
cooo = 
eq)4 A free service provided by!ha 
~ Terrace Women's Resource Centre 
and funded by the Ministry of 
)4 Women's Equality. ~'4 
IH, v.vvvv.v,,,v~vv .-.v.v.v.~'4 
Dental Hygienist 
Progrmive denlal pradirs requires a 
highly m01ivaled, caring individual, cap- 
able of being a team player. 
C0mpelilive wag, and benefils based 
on qualifkolion and experience. Full- 
time pmllion available for August 18, 
1997, 
Apply te: Aflention: 
I~nd~ pul 
200-4619 Park Avenue 
Terra(e, B.C V8G 1V5 
Phone: 2~0-635-7611 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
SPECIAL IST  
Gitsegukla Band Council Is looking for a Community 
Economic Development Specialist to assist In the develop- 
mint of a local Forest Economic Development Plan. Duties 
include responsibility for project management including ~he 
contracting of additional personnel, assisting in the identifi- 
cations of forest opportunities, Identification of career oppor- 
tunities for forest workers, and propo~.al development. 
Qualifications Include previous experience in community eco- 
nomic development Initiatives, project management skills 
and Rrst Nations experience. 
Qualified individuals and companies are invite to submit pro- 
files of their experience and references by July 25, 1997 to 
the address below. 
This project, is funde d by Forest Renewal BC. 
~ ,Gitsegukla Band Council 36 Cascade Avenue 
~ ~  South Hazel!on, BC 
VOJ 2Ha I I INiWAL IIC 
WANTED CARING, depend- 
able people who enjoy working 
with people and who have the 
home support worker certificate 
or 1st year nurse's training up- 
ply at Terrace Home Support #1 
- 3215 Eby Street. Call 635- 
5135. 
GENERAL FOREMAN. Shift 
production foreman. ClPA Lum- 
ber is looking for candidates to 
fill two posit~ons at our Delta 
Panel Division located in Delta, 
B.C, Must have union super- 
visory experience. Mechanical 
and electrical aptitude an asset. 
Veneer production experience 
preferred. Please reply in wri- 
tingto CIPA Lumber Co. Ltd., 
820-1140 W Pander St., Van- 
couver, BCVBE 4G1. Fax (604) 
683-3601 or e-mail to cipa@di- 
rect.ca. 
BARB'S CLEANING has open- 
ingsl Get your cleaning caught 
up for summed Occasional 
cleaning welcome. Phone 635- 
6197. 
EXPERIENCED PROFES- 
SIONAL cleaning lady for home 
or office cleaning, references 
available. Call Marsha 635- 
4286. 
LINDA'S HOME Care Service. 
We will watch your pets, water 
Lock Out 
Auto Crime, 
Roadl  
Sense  
about  the press? 
... let the Press Council know 
Formed at the initintive of the 
newspaper publishers in 13titish 
Columbia, we are a non-judiclal 
review board which hears 
unresolved comphints abo.t 
the press. 
The Press Council seeks to 
ensure fairness and accuracy 
and promotes quality journalism 
while protecting the free f]ow 
of'information, 
B.C. Press Cound/. 
900 - 1281 W. Georgia St. 
Vancouver B.C. V6E 3J7 
Tel/Fax: (604) 683-2571 
i FULL TIME POSITION You have Joumeyman Status with B.C. or Interprovincial r~l - ,  - ,  m m -,-, - .  m= m m - ,  m= m =m ~=1 your plants, make y0ur hOusa ~ ' ~ ~ !  
available for a qualifiad planar- T,Q. and previous awmill experience would be an asset. A look lived in when your not able 
man/ulilily person. Williams I.oke dynamic team player, you are results-oriented and have I .~1 Human Resources DBveloppement des I I  to do so yourself. Reasonable . . . . . .  
I | l~ 'n  Development Canada ressources humaines Canada • rates, references available, 
CedarProduds. demonstratedaslncerelnterestintheforestpreductsindustry. Nalional Odd Job Week  your holidays 632-6421 ask for ~ 398 - 2212 Houston For st Products Company is a Hi.Tech sawmill/ b ndable. Call now to boo  f r e b ike 
Da  id Maclsaac planermill complex producing 250 million board feet of lumber Linda. 
annually. NEED A handy person? fo l lowed led l~n 
If this position interests you, please apply In confidence to: Specialized in yard 
I-luman Resources Manager JJ/ July 13 to 2o /i construction. Lawns, fences, [nte, ee on. / 
Houston Forest Products Company . sheds, sundecks, concrete. 
ADD TO the family income with Box 5000, Houston, B.C. V0J lZ0 Experienced and reliable. Cal l  T~y~o, ~ | 
635-3790. 
freeAV°nl No quotas, flexible hourS , t ra in inq!  Call 638-006B. Fax. (250) 845-5301 ,,,, I l ~  II/l/ ~ ' ~ Rles0i :C :  e / l :  ~'d °ne an°ugh ~t' ' [ s '~h l  !l i D~vid~ he [ ~"t~v~'<~ ~1/• ' I PACES DAY Cara has some o,,,o,,,oo,,,o V : .=m :1 i 
ARBOL INDUSTRIES is look- tleope,e~ ~ | ing for experienced and non ix- IttllS illl i J Contad NalaJie or J0elle at spaces availab,e for children b~,,~,so,~i~in,. =,~, , [  .{ i  ' from birth to 36 months, from ]nt~rseaion. ~, , ,~~1~ J 
perience brushers and weeders ~ FOREST PRODUCTS COMPANY ~ 
girdlers and first aid, for Nass he Huron rc nlr Sept. 1/97. For more informa- ,,,rnmu,,ty [ r ~  i tion call the Daycare at 635-, i~formationccnUe ~ J 
Valley and Terrace area. Must [ ~ / , , - - L - , - .~ /  0800 or Judy Scruton 638- d~di=~to B B ~ ~  i 
have own equipment. Contact | Du, h, Mechanic" I/ for Stude,ts @635-7134 /I - - - - - - ,  
Trevor Reynolds at 638-8831. J Heavy ,o,,o=,o,=,,o,, , I/ Ioc01303 ]1 i For professional work, low x,~en yo~ roulize ~t  cars andlight trucks ' I 
censed dental technicians re- | ~ , , , ,~ l~"  i l rates, interior/exterior. Special ~,,,n~ut~,o,lir~t~c~,,¢~,,dmp,0d~ I 
rates for seniors and flee to~oftheairpolluuntst~tcom~inet0form J quired for two locations in | We are an integrated forest products company with 
N°rthern BC" Candidates must | principal °perati°ns in British C°lumbia and N°rthern || I HIRE A S T U D E N T  / | |  estimates' Ca" 635"3783" ur'°an sm°g' i~'s easy t° see things his ~aY' J 
have experience and be trained J Alberta. We currently have an opening for a Heavy Duty : ~ Reducingyour=rmisado~'n.t0"e~choice I 
that can hdp turn )'our communit)'into one of I 
in dentures. Please fax | Mechanic at our sawmill in Bear Lake, 65 km north of looking for full or partial Iowbed Can~da'shealt~ynelghbourhoods.Doingyo~r / 
800-361-5088resumes in confidenceindicating salaryt° 1- /| Prince eor e. --II - T O D A Y !  |! orl°ads from any point in A lbert saskatchewan to any point ~t,h~lpo~m~ro~n, lsa~igsWi, t~ ,~, td i r~o, .  / 
desired. / The successful candidate will be a team-player with _ |  form Prince George to Terrace. 
EASY PHONE sales' Nati°nal / tradesmen certificati°n' a grade twelve educati°n' and' I I  ~ ~ ~ ~ _  / Very reas°nable rates 1"250" F°r y°ur free ~°rmafi°n kit' / 
Marketing company requires / idea y, experience in the maintenance and repair of 847-4083, toll free 1-888-727- ca]] 1.800.668-676'/ 
mature phone reps. days 9 - 3 | Caterpillar log loaders and forklifts and Letourneau log | 2791 
pm Monday to Friday or even, I loaders, j [  I ~ l l ~ R r  lJ I '. ACT JO~ 21  
ings 5 - 9 Monday to Thursday | ; I  ~ e n t .  ad '] R,chard  Thornton  J ] 
aggressive and havesalasabili, | ~ I I Const ruct ion  I I '1  c,o,,, c,o~o, I 
ty. Go~anteed hourly salary 1 If you have the necessary qualifications and are I~ IIIOO m BmB' l l l  m ~ I~1 m I l i l  ~ f m  UlBII m I~  E . . . . . . . . . .  E . . . . . . . . . . .  
and bonuses $1~:~$i~5'iper;hour. 1 interested.in, pursuing a challenging:career~opportunity, J F,,llye~0eden~tl~a~peni~ravaJl~le :'J .... 
Imbers35'yearSstarting of j addressPleasesubmit'y°ur resumebyJulY i8, 1997, t 0 t h e l i s t e d  below. H IRE  A L0( ]GER C01tSULTING II f°rc°nst~°n'ren°vati°ns°rre~;aJrs' J C a l l  638-8526 J 
I Cana CtS Ltd. Ib=,~,~,=dB ~ ~JA'P A~G~I~ITUT 
) stylist J .dian Forest  Predu ~ T~A 
u,,c lart / Po la r  D iv i s ion  " l i l l~d  Request  fo r  Rates  
Pa or J ~,  ION Required: one or two medium 
sized road building excavators, to box 62, l General Delivery Bear Lake, BC V0J 3G0 Fax: (250) 972-4323 RIVATE POST SECONDARY 
all wheel drive, and tandem 
Company in, b0~lnes.d ' 35~ years ~ 
licehsed Ioonded members of 
BBB. Call 635-6630 starting 
June 26. 
FULLY QUALIFIED 
wanted immediately f ll or p rt 
time. 1-250-847-4441 Patty or 
send resume 
Smithers, B.C., V0J 2NO. JUST MID OFFTt Tnke some ~ini~g t~ improve emplo~ent oppo~nities, end<lumps ror road deactivation 
RE61$~RWlTHU$ We~e/oo~go~,/w~w~in~loffe~ol/overB.~.Offl~ work in the Terrace area. 
LogTn~Orker,flemTD~/Me~ni~oBnr~e~w/se~°LevetJAtten~nB°llY~to~re Projects will take place July 
r"ELo~er H~e 0~ through to September and vary 
A LITTLE LOW ON C45H? Huron Resources Development Canada may auk! ~th induration. 
the c~ of all fie murs~ listed belw. if you are interested in being 
considered for any of the above 
LEVEL i FIRST RID ONI:B) work please fax the following 
So~rdoy, July26 8:00am.4:OOpm ............. $75 CAMP CALEDONIA has a few information: equipment type, 
spots still available for your  equipment age, hr/rate, 
TRAHSPORTATIOfl ENDO~ENEHT(WCB) eager campersl Juniors f rom operator experience, .and 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE Sundov, Jul×27 8:00am.4:OOpm ............. $75 July 7-11; Juniors July 24'- 28; mob./demob, charges. Fax Into. 
Career and Col lege Prep Department LEVEL 3 FIRST AID 0NCB) Teens July 30- Aug 5 for more to 635-2811 attention L. 
Man., Au 9. 18. Fri., Aug. 29 8:00era. 4:00pro ........... $595 into call Judy at 846-5476 or Ja- Reese-Hansen. 
• ckieat 845-7681. Rate schedules should be 
FIRE ~PPRE,~ION PIANO LESSONS! Taking reg- received no later than July 25, 
Sot. July 19& Sun., July 20 8:00am.4:OOpm ........... $200 is!ration for September semis- 1997. For more Into. please 
NWCC is pleased to offer these scheduled courses to help you prepare for: TRAFFIC CONTROl. tar piano lessons, beginner to contact L. Reese.Hansen at  
• A new job or career Fri,, Sept. 26 & Sot., Sept, 27 8:00am. 4:00pro ........... $150 Royal Conservatory Grade 6, above fax number. Fundtng for adults or children. Call 638- this project provided by FRBC. 
• College or University Programs such as 1512. 
• Natural Resources and Applied Computer Technology • Forest ~ces Codes • Ehainsaw Sdeq • Felling & Bucking • WHMI5 ~ 
• Cooking, Millwright, Welding, Carpentry, and Mechanics • Tmnspofioh'on dDangemus Goods • Can be s~eduled on demand. SHAMES MTN TEA, BAR will be opening July 6th through UN=W~S¢ 5ANDCOUNCIL 
• Integrated Human Services: Addidions Worker, Mental Heallh Worker, S~ecia l  CHECKO~ourcomplefenneofq¢~r~fffrstcMo~emergene/kits. September 1st on Sundays & 
Education Assistant, Social Service Worker, Youth Worker and Early Childhood We can also mstomlze kits to suit yam requirements. We have all holidays. 1 pm to 5 pm. Check PacUlc North~wcst 
Educalion. the supplies to restmk your 1st aid kit to WCB standards, paper for up comin.q events .  Employment, Trai.td.og 
• University Credit IS YouRAHNUAL HEARING TESTOVERDUE~q? a Development 
• Other programs af NWCC or other colleges and universities Any h'me is hearing hmel Just drop in, no appointment needed. 
. . . . . . . .  < ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~]~:~ ~ ~ ............. ~ I I~ '~[e~r ,  IR(,Zqlli[~J=W,lL'M]Zl,,j~'i~mllltl','L'~'~|h|,Dt'L'hLq['m ANIRVANAMETAPHYe lC  
'.':.'":'. :: :":::~:::!:!!;;~i~ :: i: :::~ !!:;~:?":':~!::"!:~:i:. ~.'.: ! "':~:''"!:~i~ :U'::.~!~:~:::!~i!:.!:~.:'.::!' ': "  ~:~;:::'::: . :~:!: !. ~i~ :~!~;~i~. : :..'.~i:~i:~i~!~! ~ !~:~  ~ • ~,~ & HEALING CENTRE 
: : ~ Adva~ :~emls  ~0 ~; :~1~: ] !  :i: ~ ~.~:~:~:z:~;~: :~::~:...:: "YOUR HEALINGIS YOUR L.OLUMBL~ :.::: ~::.-:~;~.~.~: ; : ;~ ~ .... , ........ ~ . ~ ( ..;..~:~..~!~ .~;. ~!~:!~i~k.~.~;~$~i;~;~iz~ ~ ~; ~ 635.5500 . FAX: 635-5524 . 4931-BKEIIHAVE.,TERRACE, B.C. VaG1k'7 ~BPJTiSH 
Ministry of Environment, 
J Introduction to Chemistry. Properties of atomic theory, chemical reactions, the perio- CHOICE" Lands and Parks 
dic table, solutions, acids and bases, introduction to organic chemistry, as well as lab The Terrace Women's Resource Centre Society ~0MAT~ERt~Y-Heal=nO Sce ts ~th CROWN LAND FOR SALE 
skills, problem solving and critical thinking skills, is seeking applications for the position of LaurelGre0g /Lorraine B0rovec/ Ellen Black-kroma~e~apists JACKPINE FLATS 
Man.. Tues.. Thurs.. Fri. 10:30 a.m. - 12:30 o.m. Coordinator ,Two..o...,.s, 
I ~h: Wednesday 9 a.m. - 12 o,m. v~th Sean C~egg The Crown Lands Branch of the 
: • .......... ........ ~!~.::::: ~; ~;::::~::~::::i~!!r~i~!~i~ ~ ~!~:~:~;:~ii~i~!!!~;~%~ii~%~1~!~!!~!~ Ministry of Environment, Lands :. :;:: :::::::::::::::::::: ~ :;~::.~::i::~i~il;~:,::;::i~ : ................ ; .... :  .............. ~i~ " i~ • !~ .i ~i~i~li%~i~i~i~:l~!.:~!i~ The Terrace Women's Resource offers a drop-in suppodive nvi- 3611 Cott0nw0odin111onlhillt 635.Tr/8 and Parks Invites Interested par- 
:i: ~:~:~;•~;?;i~:•:;~ii%!;:~i~•!!~•~i;~!~!~:~i!i:!~i~`:~i~:i~i:i~::ii~~i~:~iI~i~~`~i~i~!:~ i;~#: : i`~*~::~ ronment for women and children. The centre also lobbies and ties to submit sealed Offers to 
An Introduction to the study of physics. Topics include kinematics, dynamics, rnomen- advocates for the economic, social and legal equality of women. Purchase for the following 
turn, energy and electricity, as well as lab skills. This position is a 25 hour a week unionized job working w i th  ~c~o,~x-xzz,[, properties: 
Man.. Tues.. Thurs.. Fri. 1 o.m. - 2:30 o.m. members of the Women's Centre Collective. .o tv J [pt -~x '~ LOCATION: 
Lab: Wednesday I o.m. - 4 o.m. c~I  c][-I Jsckplne Rats near Terrace, B.C, 
........... ~.....:-~...-.:~:=.:::: , .:~:~.-, . .... ~::,~::.:::. : . :..:::.::~::~.~:,~: , ;~ :~*~;~ The successful applicantwUl be responsible for: ~ r  ic~ZO'45 IJEOAL: 
~"::~ ......... J • developing and initiating programs/strategies which will ~u~u 5CoastDlstrlct, Plen 8971 
::: : :  ": address racism and human rights issues. ~Ie Cl~ui : SIZE= 
An Introduction to algebraic expressions, equations, inequalities, functions, graphing j * developing a plan which will make the Women's Centre more = ~0lCl t i~e!2.12 9:30 8.3 ha (20.56 acres) 
and trigonometry, accessible to young women, ce,e~.~ b,a,= ZONINQ: 
~eenl~ ! h Group|  Mon.-Fr|.9:O0a.m.-RO:3OD.m. o organizing and particJpatingJnc0m~unity eventstoJncrease i Fsy~='~(~ ~ , t  LowDenslqRurallR2) 
~ ~ ~ ~ .... v. ~ y~..: ~ ,~ ~,~ ,e~;:~<N~;N~g,;N~I~N~.',~:~:~%~ ~ the visibility ofthe Women's Centre, ~,  M~ ~lbze StucUe. LOCATION: 
.: :~.. -. ::.! ii!..:!';:~: ! !~'::"::!:: :~: :: -~ " :.'".;'~i!~:'".'-:~'.:,'!~i':'~:-~ ......... .. :'-'.-...'.:~,: ~V:~! ": ' !"~';;'~.~;~;i%!~.:i~;~:...*~i~:~i~.:~!~ ,~ ~ Jackptne Flats nearTerraee, B.C, 
. . . . . . . . . .  . . ........ ~:~::~::~: : providing supporting snd crisis management for women 
:.:..~.:~:::.:.::......:...:::;.~:.::;..~.:~::.~.~:.~::~.: ...... ....... ..... ............ ~ .!!~ . . . ... ~:!~ .............. • .. ........................... . ........................................ , assisting women in accessing community agencies and ay Lot12, DIstrlctLotZ729, hangs 
Development of critical reading skills, clear writing skills andandOral/auraltrades communicationThis resources ~t~.~. ~ o~t~ 5 coast District, Plan 8970 
skills to prepare for employment or for career, technical, progran~s. Applicants hould possess: ~ ,~ t~g i~ stzE= 
course is a pre-requisite for entry to many NWCC programs , a knowledge and understanding of First Nations communities ,8150 ha, (2,01 acres) 
MOP- " Frl 2'.30 o.m. - 4:30 o,m, and First Nations women's issues . . . . . . . . . .  ZONINa: 
Also Offered: , the ability to work independently aswell as collectively tnrormatlonHIgh DensltypackagesRUral (HI)containing 
. strong interpers0nalskills Knox  Un i ted  Otter to Purchase forms are 
Intermediate English 030 . a feminist perspective on the issues relevant to women available at: 
Intermediate Math 030 , good wdtten and oral communications skills Church Terrace, BC Government Access 
.................................. ~;~ ...................... ~ ....... ~<~*~ ~.~ '~;:~ ":~ ~." -: ~ ~;~ -~t~".'~~.~:~;~ . an understanding ofthe global issues facing women and the centre, 3220 Eby Street Terrace 
• :.. • :::.: :.,:,.:..: : -.. , ~::.. .: ..:.: .: :~.= .~ ~..:...~.,. ~, .~>~,~;~ . . . . . . . . . .  ~-. ~ ::~ ,~..,;~I~::..,.~ ability to relate those Issues to local community needs, ~ 4907 Lazelle Ave. (at the front counter), or from: 
; nd dur- " good organizing skills plus word processing experience 635-6014 ' LanEd Opal,ds Branch, MinistryArea Manager, CrOWnof 
A self.paced program held in downtown-Teiiace i o rs iudents  who cann atte 10 :30  a .m.  Sunday  Environment, Lands and Parks, 
Beg 5000, 3726 Alfred Avenue, ing the day, Most regular CCP courses are available. First Nations Women are encouraged to apply. Schoo l  Smlthers, B,C,, VOJ 2N0, 
Man. .  Tueo.. & Wed, 7:00 n,m. - 10:0Oo.m. Closing date for applications i July 18,1997 and Worship Telephone: (250)e47.7334, 
All offers must be submitted on Location: InterConnect. #205.  4650 Lazelle Ave. Cover letters and resumes to: Minister the Offer to Purchase forms pro. 
, Selection Committee vlded snd must be delivered to 
P~o~e o , r  Education~JAdvisor at 635-651I, b~c~d 5202, for  resistance Terrace Women's Resource Centre Society The  Rev, M ichae l  the Smlthers Crown Lande O~ee on or before 4:30 pro, Aug0et 6, 
with choosing the best courses to rneetyourgo~s, 4542 Park Avenue, Terrace, B,C, VaG 1V4 Hare. , t997, 
U Jest fi'aser mi,s Lid 
Pacific Inland RIlllou¢cllll Olu, 
REQUEST FOR TENDERS 
~acific Inland Resources Is requesting tenders to conduct 
Iprapplng of various sites along the "relkwa F.S.R. Work 
ncludes: 
, Blasting of approximately 6100m ~ 
, Trucking of riprap to various ites along the Telkwa F.S.R. 
, Placement of riprap in and along the Telkwa River 
~ualified contractors should have completed projects of similar 
~lze and nature and be in good standing with the Ministry of 
:crests, and Ministry of Environment Lands and Parks, and 
~ave a minimum of three gravel trucks and two excavators cap- 
~blo of handling 7501'.8 rtprap. 
:~uallfled contractors are invited to request a detailed tender 
;lackage from: 
Alan Baxter  . . . . . .  
Pacific Inland Resources 
6ox 3130 
Smithers. B.C. VOJ 2NO 
Phone: (2501 847-2656 
Fax: (2501 847-6520 
To be eligible, bidders must attend a mandatory site reviewing 
July 17, 1997, leaving Pacific Inland Resources at 9:00 a.m. 
Closing date for this completion is July 23, 1997. 
RENEWAL B¢ 
~OtlCe 10 lenaers  
Real Canadian Wholesale Club 
Off Site Road and Drainage Works 
Contract 2321-00318-0 
Westfalr Properties Ltd. 
Sealed tenders for the construction ofthe off site works, associat- 
ed with the development of the Terrace Real Canadian Super 
Store, will be received at the offices of McEIhanney Consulting 
Services Ltd., #1-5008 Pohle Ave Terrace, B.C., V8G 4S8 up to 
3:00 p.m.; on Wednesday 23, July 1997. 
The work generally includes, but is not limited to, the supply and 
installation ofthe following: 
,260 m of road regrading and excavation on Feeney Ave. and a 
Lane between Cromer and Kerr Streets; 
• Construction ofa three lane site access road to Hwy 16 (Keith 
Ave.) between Kerr and Kalum St. 
• Supply and installation ofapproximately 2500 cu. m. of gravels 
and associated asphalt paving; 
, Associated works include storm drainage piping and catch 
basins, asphalt and concrete curbs, boulevard reconstruction 
and power pole relocations among other associated work. 
Tender and construction documents can be purchased from the 
Engineer; McEIhanney Consulting Services at the aforementioned 
' address for the sum of $50.00. Plans and specifications can be 
• examined pdor to purchase. 
The Contract specifies a phased completion plm and the substan- 
tial completion of the work by 15 September 1997. 
Each tender must be accompanied by a cedified cheque, Letter of 
Credit or Bid Bond from an acceptable Bonding Company, payable 
to Wesffair Properties Ltd. for ten (10%) percent of the tender sum. 
Prior to the award of the signing of the Contract the successful 
Tenderer must provide a 50% Performance Bond, acceptable to 
the Owner, guaranteeing the faithful execution of the work. 
The Owner' reservesthe right o rele~ anyor(eli ienders,or-accept:, 
any tender considered to be in the best interest of the Owner. .... 
For information please contact: 
Alan Hampshire, EI.T. 
McEIhanney Consulting Bervices Ltd. 
#1 5008 Pohle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V6G 4S8 
Ph: (250) 635-7163 
Fax: (250) 635-9586 
NOTICE 
OF 
APPLICATION BY WOODLANDS UTILITIES LTD 
TO INCREASE RATES 
Notice is hereby given that Woodlands Utilities Ltd. has made 
application to the Comptroller ofWater Rights for his consent to 
the filing under the provision of the Water Utility Act and the 
Utilities Commission Act cf amended rates and charges for ser- 
vice. A summary of existing and proposed rates is as follo~: 
Domestic Service Flat Rates- 
Existing rate is $18.00 per month. 
Proposed rate is $20.00 per month 
Increase per month- $2.00 
Commercial Flat Rates. 
Existing rate is $18.00 per unit per month 
Proposed rate is $20.00 per unit per month 
Increase per month- $2.00 per unit 
Metre Rates"- 
Domestic, Agricultural, Hobby Farming, Irrigation, Industrial nd 
Commercial 
Existing rate is $54.00 per quarter for the first 46,125 imp. 
gallons plus $1.17 per 1000 impedal gallons of consumption 
thereafter. 
, Proposed rate is $60.00 per quader for the first 46,125 imp. 
gallons plus $1.30 per 1000 impedal gallons of consumption 
thereafter. 
From the above user rates collected, 15% will be deposited into 
a Replacement Reserve Trust Fund. This fund is to provide for 
future replacement of system components as and when 
required. 
.This application to increase rates is necessary to allow the Utility 
to build a facility that will meet requirements to convert the power 
source for the main well from the existing rot0phase to 3-phase 
power, to provide a workshop area and ale0 to provide much 
needed storage for the Utilities upplies. The proposed increas- 
es are also necessary in order for the utility to continue to pro- 
vide an adequate l vel of service to its customers. 
Any person wishing further information i connection with the 
proposed rates or reasons for the proposed changes should 
write to: 
Woodlands Utilities I_td 
2670 Thornhili Street 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 427 
By direction of the Comptroller ofWater Righls, objections to the 
application are to be forwarded to the Comptroller of Water 
Rights, Water Utility Act, 3rd Floor, 765 Broughton St,, Victoria, 
British Columbia, V8V IX4, to be in his hands on or before 
August 8, 1997 
WOODLANDS UTILITIES LTD. 
~ i m m l m l _  i 
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
I~0TICE is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held Wednesday, 
July 23,1997, ol the offices of the Regional Distdd o~ Kitimal.Slikine, 
300-4545 Lozelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C commencing al 7:30 p.m. to 
receive representolion from oil persons who deem lEeir inleresl Io be 
affected by the proposed bylaws, 
1, Regional District of Kilimai-Skikine, lhornhill Official 
=~£ Settlement Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 422, 1997 
2. Regional District of Kilimal-Slikine, Thornhill Zoning 
Amendment Bylaw No. 432, 1997 
In general terms, the purpose of the amendment bylaws ore: 
In the Thornhill Official Seftlemenf Plan, redesignote Lot 24, 
Di~id Let 373, Range 5, Coosl Dislrid, Plan 3136, from lee 
"Commercial" designolion Iothe "lnduslrial" designation 
. In lee Thornhill Zoning Bylaw, rezone Lot 24, District Lot 
373, Range 5, Coast Dislrid, Plan 3136 from lee C-3 (High- 
way Commercial) zone to the M-1 (Ugbt Industrial) zone. 
The amendment bylaws are required to address e proposed ware- 
house and office development. The properly subject 1o Thornhill 
Official Settlement Plan and Zoning amendment is located helween 
the Highway 16 East frontage road and Clark Slreel as indicated on 
IEe skelc~ below. 
Des Jai l  nes I l l l l l l  ! 
7/ 7o :.i I Settlement Plan 
/-,. " 'B ck A "/ amendment 
and rezoning 
The proposed bylaws may be impeded at lee offices of lEe Regional 
Dishkl of Kifimat-Slikine, 300-4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
belween the hours of 8:30 o.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through 
Friday, except statutory holidays. 
REG'IONAL DISTRICT Of KIII~T-STIKINE 
Telephone: 615-6100 
Public Notice 
Redfern  Resources  Ltd. App l tcat ioa  to Amend the  
Tu lsequah App l i ca t ion  for  a P ro jec t  Approva l  Cer t i f i cate  
Redfern Resources Ltd. (the "proponent") has applied to the 
Environmental Assessment Office for an amendment to its original five 
volume application for a project approval certificate to reopen the 
former Cominco Tulsequah Chief underground mine. 
The project, located at the base of Mount Eaton, 100 km south of 
Atlin, B.C., is to develop a 2,250 tonne per day underground copper, 
lead, zinc, gold and silver mine at the former mine site. 
The original five-volume application identified transportation access 
alternatives which included a 120 km private industrial road through 
the Shazah Creek drainage to connect o public roads near Atlin; the 
seasonal use of barging down the Taku River to an Alaskan trans- 
shipment facility; and a road or pipeline access to a trans-shipment 
facility. The road/pipeline option was dropped uring the review of 
the original application under the former mtne development 
assessment process, and the remaining two alternatives were brought 
forward to review under the new Environmental Assessment Act. 
Under section 12 (1) of the act, the proponent submitted a written 
request o the Environmental Assessment Office to amend the existing 
application. Based on its review of the transportation alternatives, the 
proponent has concluded that the barge option is not technically or 
econonfically feasible and therefore applied for an amendment to 
remove this option from its original application. 
The Tulsequah Chief project committee reviewed the proponent's 
application for an amendment based on the technical and economic 
aspects outlined in the proponent's March 1997 report entitled 
"Feasibility Assessment of Seasonal Barging and Road Access 
Transportation Alternatives." In June 1997, the Executive Director of 
the Environmental Assessment Office accepted the application. 
The proponent's project report ~ including the transportation 
alternatives assessment and conclusions ~ once accepted for public 
review, will be placed on the Environmental Assessment Office project 
registry at 1st Floor, 836 Yates Street, Victoria, B.C. and at the: 
• Atlin Government Agent's Office • Juneau Public Library 
• Atlin Reading Centre * Skagway Public Library 
• Whitehorse Public Library • Mendenhall Public 
Library 
COBRITL HLLIMB~ 
:~ i.. i " " 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  AUTO . . . . . . .  
NEW & USED car/truck fi- 
nancing. No turn downsl 
Good credit, bad credit, 
no credit, even bankrupt. 
No one walks away, 
everyone drives awayl 
Minimum $1500. down. 
Laura 1.888-514-1293. 
Co.u,-N.,,,..- N e t w o r k C I a s s i f ie  d s 
A S S 0 ¢ I A T I 0 N These ads appear in approximately 100 I (~Q( '~ for 25 worcls ITo place an ad call 
. . . .  community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon I~1,~ ¢-@.,/~J $ 6.00 each Ithis paper or the BCY- 
grill=h Columti= ani Y,/=on and reach more than 3 m ion readers. [ addltlonalword [CNA at (604) 669.9222,, 
......... BUSINESS ........ .~. ~ CAREER TRAINING.,,I,, ,,,,,- ,,- EQUIPMENT ....... , , ,  ! LIVESTOCK . . . . . .  
OPPORTUNITIES ~ HELI-LO'SGIN~If Mt~'r~ i'l~i' v#P~L O U GH~T"R U C K S ,  THE SADDLE Shop in . . . . . . . . . .  
TRUCKS - 4X4'S - CA~tS, 
Lease or Purchase. All 
makes and models, new 
or used. Free delivery in 
B.C. Access Leasing 
Corp. D#10387. 1-600- 
330-0299, (604)821-1118. 
CANADA'S #1 PRE- 
OWNED current model 
year Ford Truck and 
Mercury Dealer an- 
nounces the lowest possi- 
ble payment program in 
B.C. Free Home Deliveryl 
For instant approval call 
Glenn Loft collect 
(604)327-0431. Direct 1- 
800-993-3673, 24 hours. 
TRUCKStl 4X4's from 
$349/month o down. GM, 
Ford, Dodge, Jlmmys, 
Pass. Vans, Diesels, 
Duallys, Ext. Cabs. You 
name it, we have it. Free 
ddlivery (604)461-4072. 
AUTOCLASSIC COLLEC- 
TOR Car Show & Auction. 
2 Great Salesl Aug.9-10, 
Centennial Theatre, 
N.Van with a BBQ & show 
& shine ($15 Rag) on 
Sunday. And Sept.t2-14 
Seaforth Armories 
Vancouver. For consign- 
ment/bidder info call 983- 
2662 or 1-888-883-6853. 
D9614. 
O DOWN o.a.c. 
Crewcabs, 4X4's, Diesels, 
MInlvans, Sport Utilities, 
Lease Returns. Free de- 
livery for pre-approval. 
Call Mike 871-7775, Toll- 
free 1-888-514-1293. 
GOOD CREDIT? Bad 
Credit? No Credit? 
Bancruptcy? Absolutely 
no application deniedl 
Cars/Trucks, purchase or 
lease, new or used. Don't 
waitl Phone Korry Todayl 
1-250-828-1777. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS. 
Government assistance 
programs Information 
available. For your new or 
existing business, Take 
advantage of the govern- 
ment grants and loans, 
Call 1-800.505-8866, 
i i i i 
48 YR. OLD Ex President 
Large Corporation gives 
up 18 hrs/day career to 
work 18 hrs/week. Having 
fun and maintaining high 
6 figure income. How? 
Doing what? Details call: 
Ran Bidewell (604)951- 
2524. 
KWIK KERB - Own your 
own business. Part-time 
or full-time. Installing on- 
site, continuous concrete, 
landscape edging. Total 
equipment, proven sys- 
tem, training. 1-800-667- 
KERB. 
PREMIUM VENDING 
Routes...Rival the best 
RRSP. Ask us to prove it. 
Gary Rawlins. Eagle Profit 
Systems (604)597-3532 
or 1-800-387-2274. 
I NEED Helpl 
Overwhelmed will help get 
started. Earn 5-10K per 
month P/TI Fantastic sup- 
portl No selling, not MLM. 
2 Minute message. 1-888- 
561-3072. 
THE CLOTH Lady re- 
quires immediately distrib- 
utor for amazing "Magic 
Cloth". Total cleaning 
using only water. Sells it- 
self, very profitable. Not 
MLM. Phone: 1.403-746- 
2097, Fax: 1-403-746- 
3786. Box 326, Eckvllle, 
AB, TOM OXO. 
FINANCIAL FREEDOM. 
Earn thousands per 
month plus? We do the 
selling. Minimum capital 
required - $2,000. 
Complete hand held sys- 
tem, Not Multi-level mar- 
keting. Educational. 1- 
800-322-6169, Ext.2476. 
MINI STORAGE In 
Squamish. Excellent op- 
portunity for owner opera- 
tor, 90 lockers, 60% occu- 
pancy. Equipment includ- 
ed. Call Lisa or Dan, 
Re/Max of Squamlsh 1- 
800.808-5557. 
BUSINESS 
PERSONALS 
CANADA'S BEST 
Meeting Place for slnglesl 
Talk openly to other 
adults for Romance & 
morel Meet someone in 
the next 5 minutes, 011- 
592.588-758, LD only 24 
hrs. 
PRETTY BLONDES have 
exciting personal photos 
and fantasies to share, 
Discreet info toll-free: 1- 
800-93-KAREN. Or write'. 
Karen, Box 670, Kelowna, 
B.C, V1Y 7P8. (Adults 
0nlY), 
i 
women-train for an excit- SANDERS , D-6 Cat, Langley is now accepting 
English & Western tack & 
accessories on consign- 
ment. It's worth the Free 
phone call. Low commis- 
sion, top prices. 1-800- 
847-5535. 
ing, high-paying career in 
the forest industryl 
Qualified instruction in rig- 
ging practices, level 1 first 
aid, fire suppression, etc. 
I.H-L. Training Institute 
Ud. (250)B97-1168. 
COMING EVENTS 
ARE NIGHTMARES 
Memories of a Past Life? 
Take the time to listen to 
your child with an open 
mind and heart. Eckankar 
offers ancient wisdom for 
today's family. For a Free 
Book call 1-800-LOVEG- 
OD(568-3463). Ask for 
book #398. 
EDUCATION 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of Canada 
offers on-campus and cor- 
respondence courses to- 
ward a Diploma in 
Counselling Practice, to 
begin this month. Free 
catalogue, call 24hrs 1- 
800-665-7044. 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - all 
areas. We can train you 
right ncwl Free job place- 
ment assistance. For in- 
formation/brochure call 
681-5456, 1-800-665- 
6339. 
BE A Successful 
writer.,.wrlte for money 
and pleasure with our 
unique home-study 
course. You get individual 
tuition from professional 
writers on all aspects of 
writing-romances, short 
stories, radio and TV 
scripts, articles and chil- 
dren's stories. Send today 
for our Free Book. Toll- 
free 1-800-267-1829, Fax: 
1-613.749-9551. The 
Writing School, Suite 
2827 - 38 McArthur Ave., 
Ottawa, ON, K1L 6R2. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
WANTED: PLUMBER/gas 
fitter. Excellent salary. 
Reliable, honest, depend- 
able. Prefer family person. 
Must have a valid drivers 
licence, Soak. town of 
5000. Fax resume to: 1- 
306.463.6707, 
INTERNATIONAL AGRI- 
CULTURAL Exchange - 
Ages 18-30 with agricul- 
tural experience to 
live/work with family in 
Australia, New Zealand, 
Europe, Japan, Costs/de- 
tails 1-800,263'1827 
Calgary Nb ,e,,rta, 
Four Hiab Trucks, Six 
Grapple Loaders, Six 
Lowbeds, Three Ford 
Loaders, Tilt Trailers, 
Excavators, Fuel and 
Water trucks, Seven 
Backhoes, Firetrucks. Call 
Vic (250)493-6791. 
FOR SALE MISC, 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
Logs into Boards, planks, 
beams. Large capacity. 
Best sawmill value any- 
where. Free information 
1-800-566.6899. Norwood 
Sawmills, R.R.2, 
Kilworthy, Ontario POE 
1GO. 
TRAMPOLINES FACTO- 
RY Direct. Splash, 
Bounce, Mega Bounce. 
Parts, repairs. All makes. 
Dealer inquiries: 1-800- 
663-2261. 
RIVERDANCE TICKETS 
for all Vancouver, Calgary 
& Edmonton Saturday 
night shows. Main Floor 
Top Priced tickets & all 
suite downtown Hotel ac- 
commodations included. 
Call Dash Tours 1-800- 
265-0000. 
HELP WANTED 
COMPANY DRIVERS • 
Calgary based, full-time 
and benefits. Requires: 
Class 1 licence and two 
years highway experi- 
ence. Submit your resume 
& abstract todayl Westcan 
Bulk Transport Ltd., 3780 
- 76 Avenue S.E. Calgary, 
Alberta. T2C 1J8. Fax: 1- 
403-236-8905, Phone: 1- 
403.279-5506, 1-800-661- 
8432. 
FORD DEALERSHIP in 
the Fraser Valley requires 
an experienced Control 
Tower Operator for our 
growing service dept. 
Applicants must have pre- 
vious experience & a 
working knowledge of 
Ford Policies & 
Procedures. For an ap- 
pointment contact George 
McDonald, Cherry Ford, 
Chitliwack B.C, (604)792- 
1361. 
MOBILE HOMES 
QUALITY MANUFAC- 
TURED Homes Ltd. Ask 
about our used single and 
double wldes. "We Serve 
- We Deliver". 1-800-667- 
1533, DL#6813. 
PERSONALS 
1997 FORECASTI NEW. 
Lover, New Job, or $ 
Windfall? Accurate, hon- 
est predictions. Free cal- 
endar. 1-900-451-3778, 
24hrs 18+ $2.99 min 
I.C.C. 
PETS 
CANINE REFERRAL & 
Information Centre. 
Advice on solving problem 
behaviour, referrals, 
puppy training, selecting 
right dog or puppy, gener- 
al information. Training 
people & dogs since 
1961. 1-900-643-DOGS, 
$2.99/min. charge. 
RECREATIONAL LAND 
LAC DES Roches. 10 
Acres for only $60,000. 
Includes hydro, tele- 
phone, paved access. 
Spectacular vlewsl 
Recreational paradise 
year round. Will build to 
suit. Call 1-888-221-7663. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
=Cheaper Than Wood'. 
Quonset-Stralghtwal l  
quonset, Structural Steel 
Buildings. B.C. Company, 
we won't be undersold. 
Service and satisfaction 
guaranteedl Western 
Steel Buildings 1-800- 
565-9800. 
STEEL BUILDINGS from 
one of B.C,'e largest steel 
companies. Arched rib 
and pre-englneered build- 
ings. Erecting and fouilda- 
tion services available. 
Phone; Norsteel Building 
Systems Ltd. 1-800-773- 
3977, 
FUTURE STEEL 
LEGAL SERVICES Buildings. Durable, 
CONTESTING WILLS Dependable, Pre.engi. 
and Estates, Major ICBC neered, All.Steel 
injury claims. Joel A. Structures. Custom-made 
Wener trial laWyer for 2B to suit your needs and re- 
years, Call free 1.800- quirements. Factory. 
665.1138, Contlngenoy Direct affordable prices, 
fees. Simon, Wener & Call 1-800~-f668.6111 
Adler. ext.132 for free brochure. 
ii ii i i i ii i 
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Golfers line 
up for Skeena 
Valley Opens 
IT'S BEEN a dynamite year at the Skeena Valley Golf 
Club and this year's Men's and Ladies' Opens were no 
exception. 
The Men's Open took place the last weekend in June, 
and dozens of golfers converged on the course for the 
popular annual event. 
When the last putt had been sunk, Dan Rosengren 
was on top with a score of 215 ~ good enough to win 
overall ow gross. Phil Davies was in the winner's cir- 
cle too, with 208 for overall low net score. 
Meanwhile, first low gross went to Don Brett-Davis 
in the Championship Flight, Rick Letawski n the A 
Flight, Frank Hamilton in the B Flight and Murray 
Alaric in the C Flight. 
First low net was won by Mark Whitney in the 
Championship Flight, Harry Brittain in the A Flight, 
Pat Ogawa in the B Flight and Jake deJong in the C 
Flight. 
Second low gross went to Darren Hewitt in the 
Championship Flight, Mike Angeli in the A Fllght, 
Bart Kunitz in the B Eight and Keith Norman in the (3 
Flight. Second low net went to Mike Johnson in the 
Championship Flight, Steve Holtom in the A Flight, 
Wayne Braid in the B Flight and Scott McIlmoyle in 
the C Flight. 
And unfortunately much to Todd Kerr's chagrin, he 
potted a hole-in-one on number two. 
Not that getting a hole-in-one was a bad thing, just 
that had he done it on number 11 he ~vould have won a 
trip anywhere Canadian Airlines flies. 
Meanwhile, the Ladies Open was held two weekends 
back, over the July 5-6 weekend. 
Kim Grimm of Prince Rupert ook overall ow gross 
at the event with 171, while Terrace's Linda Hamilton 
won overall low net with 141. 
In the Championship Flight, Lynne Price took first 
low gross, while Ellen Black took first low net. Dehbie 
C.arruthers scored second low gross and Pare Biffle 
took second low net. 
In the A Flight, first low gross went o Sherrie Fraser, 
with first low net going to Linda Coles. Arlene 
Hauptman took second low gross and Barb Thomas 
took second low net. 
The B Flight saw Judy Lloyd-Jones take first low 
gross and Carol ere,swell win first low net. Dawne 
Parker took second low gross and Anne Pruner second 
low net. 
Finally, in the C Flight, Peggy McCieary won first 
low gross, Nancy Spensley took first low net, Yvonne 
Bill won second low gross and Diane Oleniuk won sec- 
i Grid low net. 
S rts Scope 
Duath lon on its way 
THE MCBIKE Duathlon is all set to go this Sunday near 
Terrace. This event will involve cross country running for 
4 laii; then off-road biking 18 km and finally cross country 
running for another 4km all out at Onion Lake. 
The race starts at 10 a.m. Registration will take place on 
race day at the warming huts at the start of the Onion Lake 
cross country ski trails. Teams are welcome. 
For more information call Mike at 635-5225. 
Score Board 
All Nat ive soccer event 
THE NEW Aiyansh YMCA will be hosting an all Native 
soccer tournament in Terrace July 25-27. 
There will be two divisions, Senior Men's (with nine 
teams competing) and Boys' 16-and-under (with seven 
teams). Great prizes are available. 
Deadline for entry is July 20. For more information call 
Trevor at 633-2946 or Tony at 633-2601. 
Men's soccer meet ing 
TERRACE MEN'S Soccer is holding a team managers' 
meeting July 29 at 7 p.m. at the library. 
Thornhi l l  Mounta in  hike 
m m mmm m = - -  - -  ~1~ 
";':'s~"J~" ~.~,~ ~ ~ <~$" ' i "  "~:!~ . . . .  ~!~ ~. THE TERRACE Hiking Club is heading on a jaunt up --~lll 
Vicld's Trail on Thomhill Mountain this weekend. [] 
Those willing to take the 6.7 hour journey are treated to [] g~, ~ With 
spectacular views of the area. This hike is rated moder- t~ m . / > ~  ~l, the  Terrace 
ate/difficult as the uail is long but well maintained. • 
Those interested should meet at the Terrace library at9 • ~ #  S p e e d w a y  
a.m. July 20. For more information call Dayle at 638-0787. • • ~ 
Chil ly Dippers meet s •e  • ' ../i, " " ;:- ,. 
THE TERRACE Dive Club (Chilly Dippers) i having I .  "~#@ 30 Yib "$ (~ " '"'~:"!i:i;~q~:ii i!! . . - -  . . . .  : :i 
it's monthly meeting at the usual spot Wednesday, July 23 ~ Saturday  . ,. ' _.,: =t,~,~:~,~,,,~. i: 
at 7:30 p.m.. New members are always welcome. I~  Ti me Trials. . " :  ' . r ~ : "  -- = "--'~'-- ~ - - - -  
, ,  ?7"..'_ ~£~ "~, For more information, call Robert at 635-9440- ~ 6:00  p.m. ~ ~  ~.#~.~: . . . .  - 
eedway results == 7:00  p.m.  ~ ~ ~  ._~=~=;~, 
SPEEDWAY WINNERS two weekends back included 
#92 Gary MacCarthy --winning the A Hobby Dash and ~m Sunday :" ~~~~~] l~,~ ~ ~ )-~" 
Heat, and #76 Elizabeth Cloakey =king the Main. l l~  Time Trials, ~ ~ ~ B t ~  ~ ~ 
In the B Hobby class, #114 Margo Fleming won the ~ 1 :OO p .m.  ~ 
Dash. Damy McKeown, #92, took Heat and Main. l l _  Racint~ ~ : ~ : ~  ~ ~ii~i~ i:~iiii!il : 
Then in the A Street class, #919 Fraser Sutherland won =aai 2 :00  p.m. ~ ~:~ ~;i~i~ii!::iiiii::~i~i!i! 
the Dash, #406 Randy Chalifoux took the Heat and #351 ~ ~ ~i~ ~ 
Rick Meyers won the Main. The B class saw #351 Len *Sportsman Racing .!,!!i!~.~i¢.~;~ ~ ~iiiiiiiii 
icArthur win the Dash and Heat, while #869 Jas°n King ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
won the Main. In C, #22"7 Vicki Johnson won the Main. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The Sportsman Dash went to #18 Cori Lemky with the 
• Heat and Main going to #54 Mike Lemky. 
Terrace Youth Soccer Association 
July2 
Under 12 Girls 
Elan Travel 5 Rotary 0 
Skeena Sawmills 1 McAIpine 2 
Dairy Queen 2 Lazelle Storage 0 
Under 16 Boys., 
Coxford Constr. 1 Takhar 0 
McEwan 7 Tilden 0 
July3 
Under 12 Boys 
Sight & Sound 2 Sockeye FC 5 
Overwaitea 6 Tolsec 3 
HW Hepburn 1 Cedarland Tire 8 
Northem Savings 2 A & W 6 
J_ulv ~ 
Under 10 Boys 
Skeena Cellulose 1 Warner Bandstra 11 
Shoppers 6 Copperside 0 
Co-op 1 Carlyle Shepherd 1 
Under 14 Girls 
Crampton B&A 0 Ikon 1 
Braids 0 Rossco 0 
Jutv~ 
Under 9 
Philpots 3 Westel 5 
Totem Ford 3 Inland Kenwodh 4 
Centennial lions 4 Surveyors 1 
Under 19 Girls 
All West 2 Pizza Hut 0 
K'san 3 Richards 2 
Under 14 Boys 
N. Drugs 7 Terrace Builders 2 
Bandstra 7 Kerby and Sons 1 
Under 12 Girls 
McAlpine 
Elan Travel 
Lazelle Storage 
Under 16 Boys 
McEwan GM 
Tilden 
Terrace 
2 Rotary 2, 
4 Dairy Queen 3 
7 • Skeena Sawmills 0 
4 Coxford Constr. 4 
3 Takhar 6 
Men's Soccer L 
Forestry ark V&M 0 
Internationals 1 Super BM 0 
Follow complete 
Soccer Standings, 
Schedules & Game Scores at 
www.kermode.neVsoccer 
7ou~tesy ofYour 
Community 
nternet Provider 
RGS  nternet 
Services 635-3444 
Absolutely no cash out of your pocketl 
away in a new Sunfire without paying a cent! 
fuel injected engine, 5-speed transmission, 4-wheel 
, dual air bags, sports suspension, AM/FM stereo, rear 
poiler, 24-hour Roadside Assistance 
SMARTLEASE 
| ~d; ,m i ap l l  ; t :Mlg£;~ ,-t IB  , l .  ie:~ ~ i ;,~,k,l U l,q i ] - - -  ir;'l ~11[ , ]  ; ~  i [ . i  ~ 
S250 S1,0@0 S10,000 
$220 $2,000 $9,920 
$190 $3,000 $9,840 
• . . . . :  ~-~.~ . . . . . . .  
<w:>:<<.+:.>x::: '.'. . . . . . . . . . . .  i 
Conquer the world you drive in 
VVhlsUer or Blackcomb emblems, 190 ttP 4.3L 
Vortec V6, 4x4 with Insta-Trad M, dual air bags, 
4.wheel ABS, independent suspension, leather 
interior, CD player, air conditioning, 
remote keyless entry 
SMARTLEASE 
pet mo~th124 months p~ a down 
p~mx~t ol $4,100 or equlyalent 
bade and security deposit $400. 
Total ob~ga~o~ b $12.492. 
============================= :::::;:::i::i:: : : : :  : "~, 
. ::~::9 '~ ~ . ~'7. ~.'.:~::::: ' 
Purchase SMARTLEASE 
S 1 2 9 9 1  pecn-,onth 36mo~th, plus a doom $23,888 pay~mt o~ $ 2,922 ~ equiva,ent ~'ade and secudty deposit $350. 
Total obilgation t~ $13,686. 
Rugged and sporty 
180 HP - the most in its class, 3.4L V6 engine, 4-speed automatic 
transmission, dual air bags, 4.wheel ABS, air conditioning, 
AM/FM cassette, integral child seats available 
~,~,1~:  
Mc- EWAN MOTORS 
635-4941 
I 
